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ABSTRACT
This study looks at the developing culture in a brand new high school set up using
middle schooling strategies and structures. The study takes place during the second
year of the school's existence focusing on parents and students who made up the fist
intake, and the full complement of staff.
The literature review was. bifold examining writing about middle schooling and about
culture. The review of middle schooling looks at some major studies of education for
young adolescents and then at various structural and strategic initiatives to better cater
for the needs ofthose young people. The view of writings about culture looks at
defining culture then organisational and corporate culture and the process of creating
culture in a new school.
The three groups mentioned~ parents, students and teachers were given questionnaires
to complete and then a follow up questionnaire was completed by some. The first of
these questionnaires asked about respondents' ideal school and then their perceptions
of the reality at Lanyon High School using a Likert scale with directed response
questions. Some open questions about values at the school were also included. The
second questionnaire looked at the school culture with a series of open questions
focusing on ceremonies, rituals, celebrations and metaphors about the schoo~ the staff
and the students.
Questions about the ideal school and perceptions at Lanyon focused around twenty
themes relating to culture and to middle schooling. Percentage responses to these
twenty sets of questions were calculated and then results tabulated and graphed.
Appropriate responses from the open ended questions was also included under each of
the twenty themes. These results were interpreted with reference to the literature
review again focusing around the twenty themes.
The findings have implications for those establishing new schools to cater for the 9-13
age range and for those in existing schools who wish to better cater for this age of
students and reduce the trauma of the primary to secondary school transition.
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CHAPTER 1

OVERVIEW OF THE STUDY

Purpose of tbe study

This study was designed to investigate the perceptions of three groups (parents,
teachers and students) of the 'ideal school' and the developing culture ofa newly
established high school.

Setting oftbe study

This study took place at Lanyon High School, a new school in the suburb of Conder in
the Tuggeranong Valley, Australian Capital Territory during 1996-97.

Lanyon High School opened in 1996 with 270 students enrolled; 180 in year 7 and 90

in year 8. There were twenty four teaching staff and six administrative staff consisting
of a Principal, Deputy Principal, three senior teachers, 18 classroom teachers, a part
time counsellor, a registrar, janitor and four general assistants. The school serves a
rapidly expanding young community in the south of Canberra, consisting of the
suburbs ofConder, Banks, Gordon and Bonython and the rural settlement ofTharwa.
The Principal was appointed in July 1995 and the Deputy and Information Services
Manager in September of the same year. Initially planning and organisation was from a
temporary office in a neighbouring primary school. The new school was handed over
on 22 December 1995.

The school is modelled on middle school approaches to junior high school education.
Much of the work of the National Schools Network (Ladwig & White 1997) and the
Coalition of Essential Schools in New York, USA (Sizer 1994) has been an inspiration
in setting up the school and its structures. The findings of the AustraJian Curriculum
Studies Association investigation into the schooling of young adolescents; 'From
Alienation to Engagement: opportunities for reform in the middle years of schooling'
(ACSA 1996) outline many of the issues surrounding schooling for young adolescents
as does the 'Prevention of Violence in Schools Report' (ACT Legislative Assembly
1996) on violence in schools.

The Curneulum. The school is using strategies developed by Beane and
detailed in 'A Middle School Curriculum: From Rhetoric to Reality' (1990) to
generate curriculum themes using student concerns. These are then delivered across
the school to multi aged groups of student in three curriculum banks
Bank 1.

English, Studies of Society and the Environment (SOSE) and
Languages Other Than English (LOTE)

Bank 2.

Maths, Science, Physical Education (PE) and Health

Bank 3.

Technology and the Arts

An integrated approach is used. Rather than separating curriculum into eight Key

Learning Areas (KLAs), related areas are combined to provide more meaningful links
in students' learning. A number of cooperative group strategies are employed so small
groups of students will each take on different roles as they work together to complete
a task. As well, there are individually tailored programs for students with special needs
2

at either end of the spectrum such as extension Maths/Science classes and Queanbeyan
Reading (a scheme developed for those with low reading ages) with a one to one
student/adult ratio.

Year 7 & 8 is organised as a middle school with integrated studies offered within
curriculum banks, thus minimising the number of teachers each student is required to
relate to on a weekly basis. The student population is divided into three Home Schools
subdivided into Home Groups. Each of the three curriculum banks is linked with one
of the three Home Schools so that teachers in a particular curriculum bank become the
Home Group teachers for students in that Home School and are responsible for their
pastoral care.

The year 9 & 10 program provides a bridge between the middle school approach in
years 7 & 8 and the senior years ofsecondary schooling: years 11 & 12 which is
delivered at a separate secondary college. Year 9 & 10 students remain in the home
groups that they were in in years 7 and 8 and work in these groups on alternate days
similarly to the way the year 7/8 program operates. On the alternate days they choose
elective subjects which may be more specific to the KLAs or may integrate two or
more KLAs. Like core studies, these classes run for 90 - 100 minutes and students
rotate through their three choice elective subjects on days 2, 4 & 6 of the six day cyclic
time-table.

3

Work Organisation.

1. Structural Characteristics

a) Timetable
The school uses an area based block timetable with each block
being allocated between 90-100 minutes per day. Students visit
each block (or curricuJum bank) each school day. There is a six
day cyclic time-table (actually a 3 + 3 day repeat for years 7 &.
8) so that the order of classes changes each day.

b) Student groups
Students are members of'1tome schools" known as the red,
green and gold home schools. They remain in their home school
for all classes, major sporting activities (eg carnivals) and for
camps. Teachers are allocated to each "home school" and a
teacher accepts responsibility for the development of one group
of students called a "home group". The teacher should teach this
''home group" for around one third of each day.

c) Hours of operation
The school runs an extended day from 8:00am to 4:00pm with
core teaching time from 8:55am to 3:05pm. For those students
who wish to avail themselves of the facilities the resource centre
is open from 8:00am., at lunch time and until 4:00pm each day.
4

This mode of operation, allows for flexible teaching and
coaching programs to be conducted. It also allows for more
flexibility in how teachers use their time. There is a community
outreach program for the locaJ community run from the school
which provides a number of afternoon and evening classes to
cater for a diverse range of community needs.

2. Teaching Practice

a) Teacher Teams
Teachers work in teams to which resources (human, financial,
space, time) have been allocated. The group of teachers in each
team negotiate amongst themselves to achieve the best possible
outcome for students within each curriculum bank.

b) Teacher Flexibility
Teachers have access to flexible hours and variable class sizes
and accept responsibility to organise the curriculum in an
integrated way with the opportunity for specific subject studies
based around a cooperative learning approach.

c) Pastoral Care
A teaching team provides pastoral care for one "home school"
via a "home group" arrangement. The "home group" teacher
liaises with parents about their student's progress.
5

d) Extension Work
Groups of students are ''targeted'' for remediation and/or
extension and where possible this is part of the existing class
practice. Student "withdrawal" is minimised with other support
structures investigated and trialed.

e) Teacher Workload
Teaching hours are spread over a cycle instead of a week. This
may result in a slight "overload" in one week and '\lnderload" in
the following week.

f) Teacher Experience

The school investigated the possibility of some year 6 teachers
moving to Lanyon High with their students and being attached
to the school for a set period of time (eg 1-2 years) and then
returning to their feeder primary school. Following agreement
by the centralised staffing area (Teaching Service Section) this
was trialed in 1996 and repeated in 1997. Staff appointed to the
SChool have a broad background of experiences with some
coming from a primary school and some from a secondary
college environment as well as a number from more traditionally
structured and organised high schools.

6

Infonnation Technology.

Local Area Network
The school has developed a fully integrated local area network (LAN) with mM
compatible computers. pventually this will be in all classrooms.

AI)

curriculum banks

are utilising the LAN within the general organisation of the programs and the facilities
in the resource centre are fully utilised outside core teaching times. The LAN is also
able to provide community access via a bulletin board and home schooling.

Computer Laboratories
There are two computer laboratories with a third scheduled for completion late in 1997
This will provide each curriculum bank a stand alone networked laboratory of
computers.

Internet
Internet access is possible from throughout the school.

Intranet
There is a school generated intranet providing students access to a supervised and
censored bank of information. This alleviates the concern that parents and teachers
have for students accessing inappropriate information from the internet.

1

Significance of tbe study

The study was designed to increase understandings of parent, teacher and student
expectations of high schools and which of the middle schooling ideas are perceived by
these groups as import~t. The study includes an outline of how the development of
culture in a new school can be assessed, and compares the perceived 'ideal' school
with the actuality of Lanyon High School.

While much has been written about culture generally and school culture in particular,
little is available on culture in new schools or the development of culture. This thesis
adds to our understanding of these two facets of school culture.

In addition, the relatively new concept of middle schooling has not previously been
linked to school effectiveness or school culture in the manner used in this study. The
model developed for this study could be used by others to assess the effectiveness of
their schools or investigate the culture within their schools.

In terms of practical significance, this study will assist in future development ofLanyon
High School and with the development of school culture of other new schools.

Researcb Questions

There are two major questions posed in this study:

What are the perceptions of parents, teachers and students of the characteristics of
(i) the ideal school &
8

(ii) the current schooling reality at Lanyon High School as the culture
develops?

Assumptions

It was assumed that respondents to the questionnaire answered honestly, that they

were not influenced by the fact that the researcher holds a senior management position

in the school and that the research methodology employed in this study was
appropriate.

Limitations

This study was limited by the fact that it was carried out in only one school. In
addition to that, questionnaires were given to only one third of the original cohort of
students and their parents so findings have to be extrapolated using the assumption that
the sample group was representative of the whole school. The study was completed
within one year and so provides only a snapshot of the situation at that time.

Research Design

This study was carried out using a series of questionnaires with both open and closed
questions. The first questionnaire was administered to each member of the target
groups in the chosen sample while the second questionnaire was given only to those
from the first group who volunteered to complete the second questionnaire.

9

Empirical data was collected in the first questionnaire using a Likert scale while open
ended questions were used in both questionnaires to gather further data.

Organisation of the Thesis

This chapter contains an overview of the study. Chapter 2 looks at literature focussing
on both Middle Schooling and Culture.

Chapter 3 demonstrates the conceptual framework showing how ideas from the
literature have guided the design of the study. The methodology is presented in
Chapter 4 where the notions of empirical research, validity and reliability are explored.

Chapter 5 contains a presentation of the findings from the questionnaires. It examines
the match between the three groups' concepts of an ideal school and the reality as they
perceive it at Lanyon High School. Conclusions are made about the culture of the
school and how it has been established. These findings are interpreted in Chapter 6.

Chapter 7, which concludes the study, summarises the process, findings and
conclusions. Implications for practice at the school are listed and recommendations
are made for further avenues of research.

10

CHAPTER 2

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

The section on Middle Schooling examines research on schooling for young
adolescents. The section on Culture first looks at defining culture, then looks at
writers who, over the last ten years, have examined organisational and corporate
culture. The process of creating culture in a new school and the ideas of culture as a
dependent or independent variable are discussed. The concert between the tangible
and the intangible manifestation of culture is considered and how this impacts on
school effectiveness.

Middle Scbooling

There has been a number of significant studies into the education of young adolescents
in the 10 - 14 age bracket now tenned more generally 'the middle years of schooling'.
This review focuses on the South Australian study 'The Junior Secondary Review'
(Eyers 1993), the Australian Curriculum Studies Association's three volume reference;
'From Alienation to Engagement: opportunities for reform in the middle years of
schooling' (ACSA 1996), 'Turning Points: Preparing American Youth for the 21'"
Century' (Carnegie Council on Adolescent Development 1989) and 'In the Middle:
Schooling for Young Adolescents'(Schools Council 1993). These four studies have
helped influenced the direction of middle schooling in Australia as have such agencies
as the National School's Network (Ladwig & White 1997) and the Coalition of
Essential Schools (Sizer 1994).

11

There are a many common themes and recommendations found in these reports
concerning, for example: integrated curriculum, student generated curriculum, dividing
schools into smaller groupings, block tim~tabling, focusing on developing positive
relationships, students ~orking in cooperative groups, teachers working in teams,
community involvement, a focus on the whole child's well-being, less emphasis on
academic content - more on problem solving and skill development and authentic
assessment. These features are commonly advocated as effective means to help engage
young adolescents in their education.

A number of organisations which support educational refonn have come into being in
recent years: The Coalition of Essential Schools led by Ted Sizer in America (Sizer
1994), The National School's Network in Australia (Ladwig & White 1997) wit h Viv
White as National Coordinator, and the Saarland Project in Germany (O'Keefe 1994).

Coalition of Essential Schools
The Middle Schooling Movement could be said to have started with the Coalition of

&sential Schools (Sizer 1994). This is a partnership of 150 schools over 30 states
across America which embrace the philosophy that education should be learner centred
and knowledge based. The schools are organised so that curriculum based on student
generated issues is jointly developed by teams of teachers and that assessment is an
authentic appraisal of learning. In these schools, and others that have embraced this
philosophy, teachers (in tearns) teach an integrated curriculum to fewer students in
longer time blocks. Nancy Mohr (1996), Principal of University Heights High School,
a member school ofthe Coalition explains that «the essence of good schooling is in
12

relationships". Ted Sizer, who is responsible for the formation of the Coalition is often
quoted as saying. "I cannot teach a student whom 1 do not know well."(Sizer 1994:7).
Schools which become part of the Coalition agree to abide by 'common principles' and
understandings about essential skills and habits of learning.

The Coalition of Essential Schools - The Nine 'Common Principles' (Adapted from
Sizer 1994:5):
I. Help students learn to use their minds well,
2. Students need to master a number of essential skills. The aphorism 'less is
more' should dominate and the focus should be on students' attempts to
gain mastery rather than on teachers' efforts to cover content,
3. Cater for the needs of every group of students,
4. Teachers should not have responsibility for more than eighty students.
Curriculum decisions should be made by school staff,
5. The focus should be on student as worker~ on learning to learn and thus on
teaching themselves,
6. Students who do not have appropriate levels of language and elementary
mathematics should be provided with remedial work.
7. Values of unanxious expectation, trust, decency should be nurtured with
appropriate incentives for students and teachers and with parents as essential
collaborators.
8. The principal and teachers should perceive themselves first as generalists
and next as specialists. Staff should expect multiple obligations and a sense
of commitment to the entire school, and
9. A substantial time should be available for collective planning by teachers.
13

This focus on relationships~ on knowing students we)), on teachers working together,
on catering for the needs of each individual is echoed by other researchers into the
alienation of young adolescents as underlying students' engagement with their learning
and success at school. An expectation that each student wiU achieve hislher best and
will be given skills for lifelong learning is reinforced by the recommendations of other
researchers into middle schooling such as Eyers (1997) and Iackson (1991).

Tbe National Scboolts Network
The National School's Network (NSN) is a school reform network which links
schools, teachers, unions and government and non government employers. The
network consists of more than 300 Australian schools that are exploring ways to
improve teaching and learning by changing the organisation of schools and the work of
teachers.

The objective of the NSN is to promote the teaching and learning for all Australian
students through:
• the refonn of work organisation and related pedagogy
• the establishment of a more supportive culture, regulatory and industrial
environment.
To achieve this objective the network will:
1. support work organisation reforms in schools
2. coordinate action research by schools and systems to determine
organisational reform strategies
3. inform and support discussion relating to enterprise agreement where
appropriate

14

4. promote reform of the school regulatory framework on a national or system
basis
5. facilitate links among members of the network
The above outline of the work ofthe NSN is taken from a document 'Rethinking our
.

.

work and schools for a changing world' published by the NSN as a promotional
pamphlet as part of 'The NSN Information Kit'. Although the work of the NSN is not
exclusively confined to changes in education for young adolescents it certainly plays a
significant part. The NSN is supportive of schools wishing to implement changes in
their operation and structures to better cater for the needs of young adolescents and in
the establishment of new schools setting up as middle schools. It organises
conferences and vacation schools and facilitates links between schools.

South Australian Study - Junior S«ondary Review
Eyers (1997) was invited to lead a review into junior secondary education in South
Australia. Before he began he visited middle schools in the United States and found
(Eyers 1997:8) 'a highly personalised place with a clear focus on who was being
taught'. He points out that in most junior high schools the 'the sheer impersonality of
it all-was alive and weU'. Eyers (1997:9) observed that schools in this sector have
changed little in forty years 'things even looked very similar to the way they used to be
... ' and discovered that 'for most young people the beginning of adolescence
nowadays is about two years earlier than it was a generation ago. Moreover,
adolescence has become extended'. For these reasons he decided to make the review
span the upper primary and lower secondary years.

The findings of the review (Eyers 1993) have helped shape the changes to education
for young adolescents in Australia. These are:
15

1. The present system was designed for another age,
2. Education reforms in Australia have concentrated on either end of the K-12
syste~

3. The nature and needs of young adolescents have been overlooked,
4. Young adolescents have identifiable characteristics and developmental
needs,
5. Families, communities, schools and the young people share the responsibility
for providing opportunities for the young people to succeed,
6. Young adolescents are caught between the strong 'cultures' oflower
priouuy and upper secondary educatio~
7. The early adolescent years need to be identified as a specific phase of fonnal
schooling,
8. A statement is needed for the three phases of education that show how the
nature and purpose of the schooling in them reflects and sustains the
development of the students,
9. An overall scheme for an educational approach to the middle phase is
needed,
10.'Key Directions for the Education of Young Adolescents'(Fig.2.1)
represents a view of a viable approach to middle schooling.

The eight areas targeted for action (Fig. 2.1) advocate a major refocus of resources
and priorities. The report promotes a student centred approach to schooling after first
identifying the general needs of this group of students and then the individual needs of
particular students. The teachers and wider community then need appropriate
guidance in catering for these identified needs.
16

Key Directions
for the education of young adolescents
Two broad goals
1. Success for these students in a core of knowledge and
competencies/skills which are valued by all parties
2. Positive, sustained personal and social development as young
adolescents

I
Three strategic approaches ror policy and practice
1. Pro-active measures to gain high attendance
2. Participation by young adolescents in a curriculum that is worth doing
3. Productive support for young adolescents by school-based adults

I
Eight areas for action in working toward the overall goals
1. Learning communities - Keep the size of 'learning communities' small and their
nature appropriate for young adolescent students and their teachers
2. Curriculum - Use curriculum design which has coherence, clarity and value over
years 6-9
3. TeachinglLearning practices - Identify and reinforce those teaching practices which
seem most productive at this middle level of schooling
4. Identifying and supporting students at risk - Provide and sustain identification and
intervention practices to support students at risk of not achieving success in the
valued curriculUlTl, or positive personal development
5. Teacher training and support - Provide targeted inservice and other support for
teachers who work with young adolescents, and preservice training which
recognises the importance of this phase of schooling
6. Family & community involvement - Foster involvement of parents/care-givers,
communities and 'other agencies' in schooling for young adolescents, either on
campus or at home
7. Personnel practices - Provide status and career opportunities for teachers and
school leaders who work with these students
8. Resource allocation - Consider appropriate distribution of available system and
school resources for 'middle schooling'
Fig.2.] Adaptedjrom the Jun;or Secondary Rev;ew, Ed DeptofS.A. (1993)
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Turning Points: Preparing American Youtb for the 21" Century
Jackson (1991: 10) in his comments on 'Turning Points: Preparing American Youth
for the 21- Century' (Carnegie Council on Adolescent Development 1989) reports that
there are 'radical but proven ways to provide early adolescents with their last, best
chance.' The report developed 'far-reaching, practical strategies for transfonning early
adolescent education both internally and externally' (Jackson 1991: 10). The report has
eight recommendations for a 'fundamental transformation within middle grade
schools'(Jackson 1991: 10). While acknowledging that existing schools are not
catering to the needs of young adolescents it pictures a more effective model (Jackson
1991: 11)

Turning Points argues strongly that schools for young
adolescents should foster close, trusting relationships
among students and with adults. This will create a climate
for personal growth and intellectual development. Such a
climate cannot exist in schools which are warehouses of
mass movement every 4S minutes, where young people
face six to eight teachers daily and where, in turn, each
teacher is asked to relate to 1SO or more students.

The report makes eight recommendations:1. Small communities - the school should be sub-divided and each student
should have an advocate or mentor,
2. A core academic program should emphasise the development of critical
thinking skills, with students working together in mixed ability teams. (This
will require teacher professional development so that they can effectively
cope with the demands of cooperative group work),
3. These schools need expert teachers with a great knowledge of adolescents
through experience and theory. (The report actually recommends a
18

reclassification of such teachers or the introduction of a masters degree in
Middle Schooling),
4. Creative control so that teachers have autonomy and authority to choose for
themselves with teams of teachers having control over their budget,
S. A strong link between school, community and parents,

6. Each school should have a health coordinator, a counsellor and should link

with other agencies so that no young person is burdened by wunet health
needs, physical or psychological,
7. Involve parents in meaningful decision making about the school goals, and
8. Community service placements should be a part of the middle school
curriculum.

The report describes early adolescence as 'opportunities to choose a path towards a
productive and fulfilling life.' or 'their last best chance to avoid a diminished
future'(Carnegie Council on Adolescent Development 1989:8). ]ackson (1991: 14)
reminds us that middle school is often an adolescent's 'last, best chance to reach
towards a healthy, productive and happy life'. This is a sobering thought given that the
report tells us that in America there are '-one in four adolescents- who are extremely
w1nerable to multiple high risk behaviours and school failure (Carnegie Council on
Adolescent Development 1989:8). Like the South Australian report (see Fig. 2.1) this
again advocates small groups where relationships can be developed, an academic

program that provides skills and relevance, an involvement of and with the community,
and support for personnel involved to develop necessary skills for which they will gain
recognition.
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In the Middle:

~booling for

Young Adolescents

In their report the Schools Council conclude that the middle years do constitute a
distinctive phase of schooling that should reflect the dramatic changes over the past
decade to the world of young adolescents. The report identified 'ten issues which
emerged during the research for this project as the most significant and which
warranted further exploration.' (Schools Council 1993:5).

The ten issues are :-

1. Adolescence,
2. Learning and Teaching,

3. Outcomes,
4. Structures and Organisation,
5. Middle Schooloing,
6. Curriculum and Assessment,

7. Training, Development and Leadership,
8. Participation and Partnerships,
9. Equity and Social Justice, and
10. Resourcing.

Each of these issues is then explored under the headings of; perspectives, profiles,
pointers, principles and possibilities. This structure aJ]ows those issues identified by
the research to be examined from the practical and theoretical angles and then used to
provide ways of modelling schools for young adolescents to cater for their needs.
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The report concludes, 'There is mounting evidence to suggest that traditional patterns
of organising, teaching and resourcing in these years may be hindering the capacity of
schools to equip aJI students with the knowledge, skills and attitudes that they require
to function effectively in today's as well as tomorrow's world' (Schools Council
1993: 105). The report continues, 'middle schooling is a complex phenomenon, and
there is no magical answer or single solution to the range of issues and challenges
confronting those with the responsibility for the education of 10-15 year olds in the
1990s and beyond.' (Schools Council 1993: 106). While the report acknowledges that,
'Organising and conducting the middle years of schooling in traditional ways is no
longer acceptable.' (Schools Council 1993: 110) the challenge; 'to follllllate and
implement more flexible strategies for middle schooling that will result in an effective
integration ofthe kinds of attributes, knowledge and key competencies considered
essentiaJ for all young adolescents in the 1990's and beyond' (Schools Council
1993: 110) is no smaU ask.

From Alienation to Engagement: opportunities for reform in the middle yean
ofscbooliog
'''rom Alienation to Engagement : opportunities for refonn in the middle years of
schooling" published by Australian Curriculum Studies Association in 1996 (ACSA
1996) was the result ofa project led by coordinator Jim Cumming. The report is in
three volumes; Key Findings and Recommendations, Theoretical Constructions and
Teacher Action. The project focussed on the alienation of young people in years 5-8.
Seventeen Australian primary and secondary schools were involved in the three field
studies that were conducted. Teams of teachers worked with external researchers to
(Vol 1:2) 'identifY ways that alienation and adolescence were constructed by young
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people themselves and those who worked with them'. Within the areas of curriculum,
pedagogy and organisation more effective approaches were trialed and evaluated.

The foUowing eleven key findings emerged from the study:
1. Comprehensive and holistic approaches were most beneficial. Small steps

did not seem so effective for sustained improvement,
2. Teacher Teams created opportunities for professional review, action and
reflection. Combined strengths overcame isolation and helped build
studentlteacher relationships,
3. Teacher research was empowering but work intensive and time consuming,
4. Student consultation enhanced both student learning and teacher
effectiveness,
5. Student participation helped develop student skills as they were involved in
decision making. This worked best when mutual respect and trust had been
established,
6. Time and Space should be used creatively. Timetabling, grouping, teacher
common planning time, tutorial time for extra help, and less movement
within the day allied to improved teaching and learning,
7. The Principal played a critical role in advocating, negotiating and facilitating
organisational flexibility,
8. Practical activities, related to real-life problems made learning more relevant
and challenging and allowed students to build on current skills and
knowledge in ways that were meaningful to them,
9. Varied approaches by teachers using different strategies chosen by the
students to demonstrate their learning reduced adolescent criticism. Using
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independent, collaborative and experiential techniques enabled teachers to
see individual and coUective learning. Access to new technologies is vital,
IO.Pastoral care should be integrated within the curriculum to address students
intellectuaI and social needs simultaneously. The number of teachers to
whom students were exposed should be minimised and the idea of a single
reference teacher was also explored,
II.Parent and community participation in the education of young adolescents
was most effective when it was of a practical nature and meetings and
committees were kept to a minimum.

In volume two of the report (ACSA Vol. 2 1997) Phil Connack reviews literature on
alienation and examines the perspectives of critical theorists, post modernists and
feminists and those who take a psychological view of alienation.

He quotes Newman (VoI2:3) as defining alienation as 'persistent themes of separation,
estrangement, fragmentation, and lack of engagement'. Connack (VoI2:4) reminds
us that this research is carried out by relatively powerful researchers, academics and
policy makers about less powerful teachers and those with little power; the students
themselves. He (VoI2:7) tells us that 'in neo-Marxist tenns alienation refers to
separation from those things that they need to lead fulfilling lives'. In this sense the
most alienated are those with the least power; Quoting Connell (VoI2:8) who argues
'poverty means shortages of resources in the home and wlnerability to institutional
power'. Connell (VoI2:8) sees disadvantaged schools following the same structures
as mainstream schools and only, by chance, succeeding as they manoeuvre around
constraints.
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Critical theorists, according to Cormack (Vol 2:8) believe that society is a social
construct as indeed is adolescence itself Subcultures develop in response to
alienation, to resist repression and create spaces to express themselves. Willis' study
'Learning to Labour' (1977) quoted by Cormack (VoI2:9) describes how working
class youths in UKleam to take on the culture of their fathers. According to Cormack
(Vol 2:9) the critical theorists urge us to remember that 'schooling and alienation are
about 'power' and that not dealing with issues of power is likely to lead to playing at
the margins' .

Just as Bea.ne (1991: 10) warns of stereotyping adolescents as "hormones with feet' or
'brain dead' and urges us to see them in a positive light so Connell, quoted by
Cormack (VoI2:9), counsels us to be wary of compensatory approaches which do not
tackle the core activities which impact on students. 'A strategy that takes curriculum
change seriously would base itself on

the whole-school change approach

redesign the major activities of the school'.

Newman, according to Connack (Vol 2:9), lists six criteria for meaningful work in
school settings to address issues of student alienation:1. voluntary choice,

2. small size,
3. integrated work,
4. clear and consistent educational goals,
5. participation,
6. extended and cooperative roles,
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and then uses these criteria to assess school reforms.

The psychological perspective on adolescents and alienation is, according to Cormack

0'01 2: 10), the most pervasive. He quotes Finn (Vol 2: 10) as defining alienation as
'powerlessness, meaningless, normlessness, self estrangement, social isolation and
cultural estrangement'. Finn goes on to describe two models of student involvement:
1. the frustration-self esteem model where failure leads to an impaired self
view, and
2. the participation-identification model where participating students develop
attachment lidentification with the school producing a cycle of improving
relationships.

Wex1er is cited by Cormack (Vol 2: 11) as suggesting that in finding themselves young
people look to significant others for support and assistance; be it family, teachers or
peers. Trusty & Dooley-Dickey according to Cormack 0'01 2: 11) link alienation with
socio-economic status, gender, culture, achievement and mental health. Finn (Vol
2: 11) makes five recommendations to build participation in the young and move those
in the frustration-self esteem mode to that of participation-identification. These are:

1. Positive teacher attitudes about the potential of marginal students,
2. Teaching strategies to involve students such as cooperative group work,
3. A diversified cuniculum, with relevant objectives that are neither too hard
nor too easy, possibly vocational,
4. Basic mathematics and reading skills,
5. Small, separate schools for at risk students and
- flexible rules with a fair and effective discipline
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- evaluation and reward compatible with student ability and interest
- student participation in decislon making and student responsibility.

Wehlage cited by Connack (VoI2: 12) acknowledges that to engage students is not
easy and exhorts us to look at adolescent characteristics, the tasks set, the school

environment and the students' environment external to the school when promoting
engagement.

Postmodernists have yet another perspective on alienation. Williams and Bigurn (Vol
2: 14-15) see schools as products of the industrial revolution confronting post-industrial
technologies and found wanting. lbis creates a tension for schools and education in
student learning, student welfare, curriculum and administration.

There are problems with the media's depiction of youth which perpetuates the
stereotype view ofyouth as referred to by Beane (1991: 10). Cormack (Vol 2: 14)
quotes Bigum and Green who describe the resistance and dissent by young people

against school 'as much in apathy and chronic boredom, ... sophisticated cynicism as
in violence and truancy'. The postmodernists' response to this is to address the issues
of power; this is, according to Connack (VoI2: 14), especially true ofGiroux.
Postmodemists suggest that:
1. the KLAs will not fit the diversity of cuJturaJ and social phenomena now
present in our schools and the wider society,
2. new subjects are needed to cater for the needs of young people such as
media and environment studies,
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3. the concerns about power and culture need to be addressed so that all are
empowered,
4. teachers need to shift from the role of fuet giver to facilitator of student
learning, and
5. students also need to be given the opportunity to develop skills to
deconstruct texts and their use in producing social relations and values.

Finally Cormack (Vol2: 16) investigates the Feminist perspective on student alienation.
The concern is that schools reinforce male power and alienate girls. There is a feeling
amongst teachers according to Riddell (Vol2: 11) that they can do little to counter the
wider influence of society. Taylor (VoI2:18) suggests, rather as Giroux does. that
teachers need to help young people deconstruct texts as a basis for school based
strategies for change.

Features of Middle Schooling

Curriculum Integration Integration means breaking down the traditional

subject barriers found in so many high schools that create a splintered mosaic for the
student world. lames Beane (1991:9) uses the analogy of the jig-saw

To students the typical cuniculum presents an endless
array of facts and skills that are unconnected. fragmented.
and disjointed. That they might be connected or lead
toward some whole picture is a matter that must be taken
on faith by young people or, more precisely, on the word
of adult authority. Like working the jig-saw puzzle
without a picture, one can only trust that the pieces do
make one, that they do fit together, and that there are just
the right number and combination ofpieces.
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lacobs quoted in Mason (1996:264) defines integration as

a knowledge view and curriculum approach that
consciously. applies methodology and language from more
than one discipline to examine a central theme, issue,
problem, topic, or experience.

lames Beane (1991 :9) defines it as 'a wholeness and unity'. We cannot just artificially
'contrive connections across academically constructed subject boundaries' (Beane
1991: 10). Beane envisions a curriculum that is experience centred, organised around
personal and social problems.

Mason (1996:264) continues
Many believe the traditional curriculum fails to meet the
needs of students in a complex., technologically advanced,
interdependent world.

Because they cannot see the relevance of what they are studying students become
alienated. lim Cumming (1994: 13) describes the feelings of these young people.

There is further evidence to suggest that for a significant
number of adolescents the curriculum lacks relevance and
cohesion; teaching practices are alienating or simply
boring; and organisational structures and procedures are
rigid and disempowering.

Fogarty quoted in Lambert (1994 :1-6) defines ten positions for curriculum integration
on a continuum:1. Fragmented, a narrow focus on a single discipline without explicit
connections even within the subject area,
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2. Connected, stm within one discipline but with connections between
activities, skills and programs,
3. Nested, within separate disciplines links are made across subject areas by the
treatment of generic skills,
4. Sequenced, similar units and topics within separate disciplines are sequenced
to coincide with each other,
5. Shared, there are a reduced set of disciplines with complementary subjects
grouped together,
6. Webbed, the curriculum is constructed around themes with each discipline
providing tasks around the current theme,
7. Threaded, specific, targeted skills are treated within each discipline to
reinforce and apply the skills,
8. Integrated, a cross--disciplinary approach is used through the selection of
skills, concepts and attitude in the smaller number of disciplines described in
the shared model,
9. Immersed, data is collected and filtered from all disciplines in order to fully
understand a particular area of study, and
10.Networked, similar to the previous model yet extended to allow the learner
to pursue knowledge in whatever direction they are motivated to follow.
As Lambert (1994: 1) points out 'any combination of these approaches may be used
for the teaching of selected subjects or topics' or, indeed, 'for the organisation of
the curriculum in total'.
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Integrated approaches to curriculum are helping to overcome the fragmentation of
subject matter and skills as well as to reduce the level of diversity in teaching styles that
often make learning difficult for some students.

With strong evidence that change is necessary it is at first puzzling that the status quo

has remained. Hargreaves and Earl reflect on the problems with the subject based
approach
The traditional. subject based curriculum is often irrelevant,
lacking in imagination and not challenging to the students.
For these reasons, students who may value education in the
abstract, have little interest in or connection to the concrete
day-to-day routines of the school. The existing, subject~
based curriculum is perpetuated by powerful forces.
(1994:3)

Hargreaves and Earl (1994:3) go on to explain that it is because 'subjects provide
career routes, sources of identity and bases of status and control for those who teach
them' that the current situation prevails. Parents and students too, have preconceived
ideas of how school should 'look'; 'images of what counts as "real school'" mean that
the process of change from traditional to integrated curriculum meets opposition.
There is, according to Hargreaves and Earl (1994:8), 'a gravitational pull' towards the
comfort zone of traditional subjects from students, parents and the demands of the next
stage of education.
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Mason (1996:264) reports that many people find organising the curriculum around
academic disciplines so useful because 'they constitute the most sophisticated ways yet
developed for thinking about .,. issues, ," they become, when used relevantly, our
keenest lenses on the world'. Yet, Mason (1996:264) acknowledges that to many they
are 'as artificial partitions with historical roots of limited contemporary significance'.
It follows, according to Mason (1996:264) that critics view education as 'out of sync
with the society it is designed to serve.',

The report ofthe South Australian Department ofEducation into a review ofjunior
secondary education (Eyers 1993) targets the curriculum as one of the eight key areas
for action (see Fig 2.1), The report suggests (Eyers 1993:3) 'reworking the existing
curricuJum in primary/secondary programs so that it has more coherence and
continuity across 6-9',

Student Generated Curriculum Involving the students in the generation of

their own curriculum, often referred to as 'negotiated curriculum' is one of the ways
advocated to overcome many ofthe concerns expressed by researchers about the
traditional, subject based, teacher driven curriculum, Cook (1992: 15) in his article on
negotiating the curriculum says

The key to negotiation, both in theory and practice, lies in
the ownership principal: people tend to strive hardest for
things they wish to own, or to keep and enhance things
they already own
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What is negotiated curriculum and how is it brought about? The answers to
both these Questions are found to involve a process described by Beane (1990,
1991 &1995) several times and defined by Cook (1992: 15).

Negotiation means about the same in education as it does
in politics or industry. All the parties in an operation come
together, bringing with them their own points of view,
needs and wants, and together they work for the outcomes
most satisfactory to all concerned. In educational terms,
the result of negotiation may come to a meshing of minds,
an interlocking of intentions, an agreement about means
and ends between teacher and learners. The focus is on
bringing about the best possible learning for the learners.
The model developed by Beane (Fig. 2.2) aUows for a process whereby teachers and
students work together to produce curriculum themes that meJd students' social and
personal concerns. While brainstorming the skills necessary to explore these themes
students identify the skills that need to be developed and enhanced. By employing the
concepts of democracy, the views of all are heard~ by employing the concept of human
dignity and the related themes offreedom, equality, caring, justice and peace, "the
subject matter may come to life and offer a compelling sense of worth' (Beane 1990
:44) to the young people~ by prizing cultural diversity including the culture of early
adolescents themselves we provide a 'complete and appropriate curriculum'.
The fears of those who would protect the separate-subject approach
are allayed by Beane (1995:620), in stating that 'in curriculum
integration, knowledge from the disciplines is repositioned into the
context of the theme'.
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Personal
Social
Technical

Concq>ts
Democracy
Dignity
Diversity
Figure 2.2 The process o/student generated curriculum advocated by Beane (1990 p46)

Relevance As Hargreaves and Earl (1994: 1) remind us; 'secondary schools
have not traditionally been particularly responsive to the transitional needs of early
adolescents or of wider social change'. The reports 'From Alienation to Engagement:
opportunities for reform in the middle years of schooling: opportunities for refonn in
the middle years of schooling' (ACSA 1996), the South Australian 'Junior Secondary
Review' (Eyers 1993) and 'Turning Points: Preparing American Youth for the 21Century' (Jackson 1991) all acknowledge that outcomes for students are greatest when
they see relevance in what they are doing. 'From Alienation to Engagement :
opportunities for reform in the middle years of schooling' (Vol 3: 12) in the appraisal of
student perspectives states 'many fail to see the relevance of much of the content to
their own lives and experiences', and continues 'they see themselves as having little or
no direct involvement in developing or implementing the curriculum'.
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The South Australian Review identified two major needs for the curriculum, one of
which was that the curriculum should have (Eyers 1993:5) 'greater value to young
adolescents'. Brooks & Brooks quoted in Mason (1996:265) characterise optimal
learning occurring when 'opportunities for learners to generate personally relevant
questions are given'.

It is not clear from research, according to Mason (1996:266), that curriculum
integration is effective in improving student learning 'because the interdisciplinary
curriculum is usually embedded in other reforms, it is difficult to separate the effects of
integrated curriculum from other features of instruction often occurring
simultaneously'. Yet Vars, quoted by Mason (1996:266), concludes that
'interdisciplinary programs produce higher scores on standardized achievement tests',

Authentic Assessment Scott (1997: 13) in his checklist for evaluating
successful middle schooling includes 'use assessment strategies that require students to
reflect upon their own and other students' learning'. Mohr (1996) encourages teachers
to 'start with the outcomes you want students to achieve'. This idea of beginning with
the end point in mind is a new one for teachers where assessment is concerned.
Traditionally the test is set at the end of the unit to see how much of the information
students have managed to retain.

Spady and Marshall (1991:69) define the purpose of school programs

... the purpose of programs and courses is to adapt content
to the explicit development of the higher-order
competencies and orientations in the exit outcomes, rather
than to foster subject knowledge in isolation.
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Given this change in emphasis from content based programs to skills based there needs
to follow a paralleJ change in assessment.

The emergence of authentic assessment coincides with a
push to introduce a variety of assessment methods into our
schools which reflect the broader nature of the curriculum.
Burke (1996:ix)

The report of the South Australian Review (Eyre 1993:5) advocates a curriculum that
'provide[s] clear guidance to students and teachers about .......what outcomes are
sought'. An outcome is defined by Spady and MarshaJl (1991:70) as <a successful
demonstration of learning that occurs at the culminating point of a set of learning
experiences'. They go on to explain that 'Outcomes should represent a high level of
challenge for students'.

Authentic assessment is clearly defined by Archibald & Newmann quoted
in Burke (1996:xviii)

A valid assessment system provides infonnation about the
particular tasks on which the students succeed or fai~ but
more importantly, it also represents tasks that are
worthwhile, significant, and meaningful - in short,
authentic.
If assessment is authentic then it follows that reporting must be too. Beane (1990: 58)
tells us that
if the curriculum is to change, then so will the usual way of
assessing and reporting the school work of early
adolescents. ' He continues~ 'there are no standardized
tests, no norm referenced standards, and no quantifiable
indices. Moreover, letter grades seem almost insu1ting~
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that is, how can the work and learning involved be
reasonably portrayed in a single letter grade?
What are these new ways of reporting that middle schooling requires if it is to be
holistic in its changed approach to the learning of young adolescents? Beane (1990
:58) continues
We will have to invent new ways of looking at student
work:. Teachers would likely want to keep careful notes on
what is happening with groups and individuals as wen as
careful records of activities and resources used. Early
adolescents would need to keep logs or journals about their
work as well as portfolios containing everything that they
produced. In the end the report of individual and group
work would be of a descriptive nature telling what was
done, how it was done, and what appear to be the
outcomes.
Using student portfolios to report to parents facilitates opportunities for great input by
the students themselves in the reporting and assessment process. 'Portfolios are
sources of evidence for judgements of student achievement in a range of
contexts,....'(Foster & Masters 1996:2). According to Paulson, Paulson & Myer
(1991:60) 'A portfolio is a purposeful collection of student work that exhibits the
student's efforts, progress, and achievements in one or more areas.' They' ... are as
varied as the children who create them and as the classrooms in which they are

~ound.'

(ibid.: 61). Portfolios may be developmental and chart the journey made by the student
towards the outcome or they may be to showcase best work.
Rubinstein (1991: 12) talks of assessment 'rewarding each little improvement, each step
forward, each real effort'. This is far removed from grading

As at the last judgement, students are sorted into the wheat
and the chaff. Rewards of A's and B's go out to the good,
and punishments ofF's are doled out to the bad. 'Gifts' of
D's (D's are always gifts) are meted out, and C's (that
wonderfully tepid grade) are bestowed on those whose
names teachers can rarely remember. (Majesky, quoted in
Burke 1996:xii)
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As Burke (1 996:xii) concludes. 'Hopefully the restructured school will make
assessment part of instruction rather than separate from it. '

Cooperative group work According to Williams (1996:39) the ideas of
cooperative group work have been evolving since the 1920s but their application to the
classroom did not begin until the 1970s. Johnson and Johnson cited by Williarns
(1996:40) remind us that 'teachers need enough training and practice on essential
elements of cooperation to become educational engineers who can take their existing
lessons. curricula and courses and structure them cooperatively'. He
(WiUiams1996:40) outlines a method developed by Lyman, Foyle and Azwell that
teachers can foUow:-

Step 1:

Choose your content,

Step 2:

Assign heterogenous groups,

Step 3:

Teach group roles,

Step 4:

Assign the task,

Step 5:

Move into groups,

Step 6:

Give directions.

Step 7:

Monitor group,

Step 8:

Provide closure,

Step 9:

Evaluate the process andIor product,

Step 10:

Maintain classroom management,

Step 11:

PIan for analysis, review and modification.

Williams then goes on to remind us that the literature of cooperative learning
indicates that heterogenous groups teach life skills that are sometimes more
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relevant than content material. Group work says Williams (1996:41) 'allows
students to utilize their strongest talents across the curriculum and it also promotes
ways of improving their weaknesses'.

Small Groupings Much of the work of the National Schools Project (Ladwig
& White 1997) which has been one of the chief advocates of middle schooling

strategies in Australia has centred on the ideas of the Saarland Movement. Dr Anne
Ratzki, the Principal ofHolweide Comprehensive School in Cologne, Germany is
credited with the inception of these ideas. The organisational model now known as the

TKM (Tearn-Kleingruppen-Model) is today employed in many German comprehensive
schools. There are five principles on which the TKM is founded
• Teachers tearn
• The teachers are responsible for the total education of the students
• Teacher and student tearns remain together for the students' whole school
life
• Teacher teams are empowered to make all decisions pertaining to their
programs; staffing, time-tabling and professional development
• Students work with one another not against one another.

In the classrooms students are engaged in learning in table groups and teachers
facilitate this learning; 'more managers of a learning environment than dispensers of
information'. Although the group work is balanced with independent work the
effect of group learning is 'a measurable improvement in the intelligence of all the
students, in particular those at the ends of the scale'. 0 'Keefe (1994: 50) describes
how teachers in the SaarJand movement 'undertake a training course which
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encourages them to develop explicit and rigorous rules for the range of classroom
strategies they will use'.

Recapping of Major Themes on Middle Scbooling

The three major reviews of schooling for young adolescents; 'The Junior Secondary
Review' (Eyers 1993), the Australian Curriculum Studies Association's three volume
reference; 'From Alienation to Engagement: opportunities for refunn in the middle
years of schooling : opportunities for refoJUl in the middle years of schooling' (ACSA
1996), and 'Turning Points: Preparing American Youth fur the 21- Century' published
by the Carnegie Corporation (Jackson 1991) each advocate similar strategies to better
cater for the needs of young people in the middle years of schooling. Of these,
curriculum integration, student generated curriculum, relevance, authentic assessment
and small groupings are of particular significance in the restructuring of the curriculum.
Accordingly, attention to these areas, preferably in concert, will provide value and
purpose to learning and promote opportunities to foster engagement in the learning
process by students in the middle years.
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Culture
Introduction
This review steps through an examination of 'What is culture' and then looks more
closely at organisational culture with an emphasis on culture in schools. From this
baseline the ingredients for creating culture in a new school are explored and
consideration is given as to whether it can be created or manipulated. The next area
addressed is how to assess cuJture in schools given their unique environment, in
particular their organisational structure compared to other organisations, and the
various manifestations of culture. From this literature the implications for leading and
managing schools are developed.

What is Culture?

'Culture is the social and phenomenologica1 uniqueness of a particular organisational
community' (Beare, Caldwell & Millikan 1989: 173).

The ideas of culture came originally from anthropologists but there is a notable
difference between their ideas and that of management. According to Bates (1986:4)
'concern [of anthropologists] is with understanding and its contrast with the
managerial concern with manipulation, in particular with prediction and control'.

'More often than not the concept of 'culture' is taken to refer to 'high culture', ie to
the body of cultural products such as literature, painting, music and drama found in
accepted cultural institutions.' (McDonald ]977). Bates (1986: 14) credits Waller with
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being the first to draw upon anthropology to discuss the culture of the school in 1932.
In a later edition in 1967, according to Bates (1986: 15) Waller argues that the 'culture
and character of schools ... is determined by their instructional intention. This results
in a political structure that emphasises the power of the teachers.' Traditionally he
argues that this has been very hierarchical and despotic. Problems of discipline
occurred because there was a struggle between teachers and students. Wailer sees
school culture only as the culture of the young (the students). Others see it as an entity
for manipulating young people to take their place in the larger culture ofsociety.

Bates (1986: 6) draws on Williams' three general categories of culture: the way of life
of a society, the arts ~ music, literature, drama, and 'high culture' (ie the ideal way of
life). In this study culture mainly refers to the first category, the way of life ofa
society, specifically the school. Bates (1986: 10) outlines the role of the individual in
carrying, communicating and shaping such cultures through their 'attempts to
understand, master and participate in the life of the group'.

Millikan (1984: 5) defines culture as
that system of shared meanings, cognitions and symbols
which are expressed in the behaviours and practice of
the members of an affiliated group, and which give them
social definition and personal sense of association.
Culture is also that collectivity of images which serves
both psychological and biological needs through
interpersonal interaction and social support.

Millikan (1984: 5) continues that' culture is expressed through rituals, ceremonies,
symbols and imagery, all of which serve to reinforce and maintain each other'. He
recognises that all continuing groupings of people develop a unique culture either
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intentionally or otherwise and that the value of that is when it is 'both recognised and
utilised for the benefit of the community concerned. '

Deal, quoted in Caldwell and Spinks (1992:68) defines culture as 'the way we do
things around here'. Beare, Caldwell & Millikan (1989: 173-174) describe tangible and
intangible elements ofa school culture. To them, culture is 'determined by individual
values and experiences which each person brings to it, the way they react and interact
and the footprints that they leave behind'.

The conceptuaJ or intangible characteristics of culture are the philosophy, values and
ideology of the school whereas tangible elements are further divided into the verbal,
visual and behavioural. According to Beare et aI (1989) a strong, coordinated culture
needs a close correspondence between the tangible and the intangible, ie. schools need
to be perceived to be doing what they purport to do. These are ideas ofculture
adapted from anthropological study as pertaining to the tribe. Culture is dynamic with
·contributions of the new members and the loss of the idiosyncratic qualities of the old'
(Beare et al, 1989: 177). Matthew Amold in 1869, as cited in Beare et al (1989: 178)
perceived culture as the intentional sustained effort to create a reality that reflects the
highest ideals. It follows that the values, philosophy and ideology should influence the
visual, behavioural and verbal. Beare et al (1989: 185) go on to teU us that a
•discrepancy between what a school does and what they say are major causes of
student and parent unrest'. Principals and their school communities need to be clear
that the school's espoused values do not differ from their own values and those that
they share, as such differences can be a major cause of criticism.
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Different groups within any organisation view and experience the culture differently.
Sub-aJJtures exist within any large organisation and may struggle against the dominant
culture, coexist within that dominant culture or may begin to usurp the supremacy of
that dominant culture. Bates (1986: 11) maintains that it is 'the struggle between
cultures that constitutes "the major dynamic of cultural change.' To successfully
understand any culture then, it is necessary to be aware of and have some
understanding of the sub-cultures.

Coercion or persuasion may well be used to alter the culture of sub-groups. In society
this may be done forcefully by using the police, anny or judiciary or more subtly by the
medi~

religion or education. There are important parallels in the culture of a school.

'If the culture ofthe school is at odds with the dominant culture of the community that

it serves then failure is', according to Bates (1986: 14), quoting Willis, 'almost
inevitable'.

The debate expanded to consider whether culture is a dependent or independent
variable. In other words, can the culture be-deliberately manipulated or does the
culture mould the behaviour of those within an organisation.

Some researchers contend that 'culture ... is the natural outgrowth of its particular time
and place' while others are of the opinion that 'critical features oforganizational
culture may be systematically altered by a detennined management' (Ouchi and Wilkins
1988:243).
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Organisational Culture

In their study of the literature on organisational culture Ouchi and Wilkins (1988:223)

sought to answer questions such as 'Can cuhure be intentionally managed?' and 'Must
culture be studied using the tools of the phenomenologist or the ethnographer, or does
the use ofmuJtivarate statistics also have a placeT They suggest (ibid.,:224) that
'those who study organisational culture trace their intellectual roots to a few key
anthropologists.' They advocate study that focuses on the 'normative bases and the
shared understandings that ... regulate social life in organizations.' Their enthusiasm is
reflected in the statement (ibid.,:225); 'contemporary study of organizational culture
relies upon bringing to life the richness and the vitality of people living and working
together.' They (ibid.:227) describe two perspectives on culture, one that sees it as the
dependem variable 'shaped by a unique time and place' and the other viewing culture
as the independent variable 'shaping the beliefs and behaviour of individuals'. So,
culture can be seen 'not as a natural solution to deep and universal forces but rather as
a rational instrument designed by top management to shape the behaviour of
employees [or, in this study, staffand students within the school] in purposive ways'
(ibid.,:227 citing Lammers '81).

Others see school culture as a way of manipulating the young for their place in society.
Bates (1986: 19) tells us that Bernstein, saw ritual within school culture as a mechanism
whereby the individual was able to 'relate ... to a social order, to heighten respect for
that order, ... to deepen acceptance of the procedures which are used to maintain
continuity, order and boundary ... '
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Bemstein saw the culture of the school as centring around two major forms of
transmission: expressive and instrumental.
School Culture

Expressive Order

Consensual

Instrumental Order

Differentiating

Bureaucratic

Therapeutic

Fig 2.J Tron'mis.lon OM ritlUll illlt:hool cwltt/,.. (Bot.., 1986:21)

• Consensual rituals are those that bind people eg, assemblies, ceremonies, signs,
dress and processes of punishment and reward.
• Differentiating rituals mark off groups in terms of age, sex, ability to deepen
one's attachment to a specific group.
• Bureaucratic rituals eg examinations classify students and 'orient them towards
differing social fixtures.'
• Therapeutic rituals are used to exercise social control by regulating behaviour
and modes of social interaction.

Deal (1988:205) when talking of rituals tells us that 'people have regular ways of
doing their work'. Within an organisation there are rituals of greeting and exit. Bates
(1984:267) quoting Bemstein discusses their value to a school 'The management of
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rituals in schools is an important statement in the maintenance of order. They can be
so powerful as to take on a life of their own. '

Ceremonies and stories are important mechanisms to both help create and maintain a
culture. Ceremonies in an organisation may be conferences, retreats or meetings when
the culture is put on stage to be experienced, celebrated and transfonned. Within an
organisation people' ...freely discuss positive stories. The shared stories carry ...
values'. (Bates 1988:205)

Trice and Beyer cited by Ouchi and Willcins (1988:236) 'developed a typology of rites
(rites of passage, of degradation, of renewal, of integration, etc) and suggested that
these rites fulfil both manifest and latent social functions (eg. To socialize, integrate,
assign social identity). Wilkins also cited by Ouchi and Wilkins (] 988:237) 'suggests
that popularly told stories about founders and other key organizational actors in some
organizations perfonn integrative and control functions by serving as persuasive and
instructive exemplars of managerial paradigms.'

This idea of a dominant culture containing various sub-cultures has been explored by
Gramsci and raises the notion of hegemony and either coercion or persuasion to
maintain that supremacy of the dominant culture. Schools are frequently seen as a way
to maintain a particular hegemony by perpetuating certain ideaJs through selective
education. Schools themselves may also be hegemonic in that they are ruled by some
with the majority seen as subordinates. Jfthe values espoused by a school are at odds
with the values of the community that it serves then the students either rebel against
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the culture of the school and are seen as school failures yet maintain their place and
identity within their own culture; or assume the culture of the school and are ostracised
from their roots. This is documented by Willis (1977) in his book 'Learning to Labour'
where he describes the struggle of working class boys in northern England to reject the
school culture in order to guarantee their place in the society inhabited by their fathers.

Creating School Culture - New Schools

the first year of any organisation is apt to be a
tremendous trial in that it takes a good bit of sorting out
to get ultimately a smooth-running unit

The above is from a participant observer in a case study of the establishment of an
innovative new school in the United States (Smith & Keith 1971:6). The school is a
uniquely designed elementary school yet the observation is made that <changed
physical conditions do not guarantee changed methodology in schools' (Smith & Keith
1971 p:8). In other words, bricks and mortar do not alone create a culture.

In examining effective schools Deal indicates that the culture in new establishments or

in revitalised institutions may be due to a perceived crisis

The question is whether educators can harness the zeal
for reform and create new practices or transform old
ones. If teachers and administrators use this opportunity
to revitalise or reshape public schools, the effective
schools movement win be a landmark event for
education. As McDonnen notes in the January '85 issue
of the Elementary School Journal, crisis is a prime
generator of innovation. (Deal 1988: 198)
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The person who recognises and proposes a mechanism to overcome the crisis is critical
to the success of that mechanism. Darling-Hammond & Wise are quoted (Deal
1988: 199) as comparing the culture of teaching with the culture of bureaucrats, arguing
that reforms conceived outside the profession often undennine important internal values
and beliefs.

Beare (1987: 292-3) alludes to the importance of vision and the role of the Head and
senior staff in developing that vision

A school will become great, effective in the deepest and
most fulfilling sense, only when it is driven by a
common vision which somehow makes its members
bigger people. Where there is no vision, it is not only
the people who peris~ their institutions do also.
The responsibility for working such a synthesis falls
heavily upon the school Head and the senior staff

In quoting Peters and Watennan, Beare continues (1987:293)~ 'in the last analysis, it's
reaUy about culture ... Culture is the hardest stuff around'

Greenfield is cited by Bates (1984:82) as

seeing
organizations
as
accompljshments,
as
consequences of human action directed by individual
will, intention, and value which provide contexts for the
negotiation and construction of meanings, moral order,
and power.

Cultures, here then, are seen to be human constructs, they are not allowed to develop
by themselves. Bates (1984:82) tells us that 'organizational paradigms... are
constructed by the language, rhetoric and practices of the organisational community.'
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Not only is the culture constructed consciously, but according to Bates (1984:83)
fonnal organizations construct defenses and mechanisms
of suppression in order to protect and sustain dominant
paradigms.
These... are essentially symbolic.
communi,cated through the language. rituals, and
metaphors ...

He continues
... metaphors, rituals, and negotiations. These are the
aspects of life in schools that provide the means through
which individuals and groups attempt to manage the
cultural reality of the school and shape it to fit their
vision of the future. (Bates 1984:84)

However, Ouchi and Wllkins (1988:242) explain that as a result of various studies of
culture within organisations the understanding is that 'organizational cultures are not
easily altered in intentional ways'.

According to Deal (1988:207) 'strong cultures do not develop overnight, they evolve
over years.' He also tells us that in spite of the perception that the idea for studying
culture in schools came from the business world, in fact
... the momentum for studying culture was stimulated, in
part, by research in public schools. Culture and symbols
have played - and will continue to play - a major part in
school performance, both actual and perceived.

The role of the principal in this process is described by Gron in Bates (1984:268)
Administration... can arise out of a chance meeting....
The school principal free-wheels. He is a classic drifter
moving in and out of different locations and areas, in
and out of relationships and encounters.

The principal's use oflanguage at these times sets and maintains the culture.
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As early as 1937, according to Graicunas cited by Ouchi and Wilkins (1988:230) it was
recognised that 'no manager could oversee more than five or six workers effectively'
because of the number of interactions possible as the number of people involved in a
group grows. In 1938, Ouchi and Wilkins (1988:230) tell us, Barnard suggested that
'it is the role ofthe executive to provide the overarching point of view that brings
meaning and order to corporate Iife'~ today we would refer to this as the vision and the
culture within an organisation.

Deal (1988:207) tells us that
a new alternative high school must provide ample
evidence of successful perfonnance until its worth is
proven or until the culture creates a persuasive myth and
system of beliefs that can convey the meaning of new
patterns to outsiders.

He goes on to say that 'the tenor or tone of the culture is the driving force m
reinforcing collective identity and broadcasting a favourable image. '

Whether or not culture can be intentionally created it is evident that it is crucial to the
success and continuation of that success in a school.

Bates (1986:3) quotes Deal and

Kennedy~

'Companies that have cultivated their

individual identities... have values and beliefs to pass along - not just products. They
have heroes whom managers and workers can emulate - not just faceless bureaucrats. '
Bates (1986:3) continues 'Successful management is ... getting the culture right.'
There is a new focus on leadership and on transfonnationalleaders who operate from a
democratic model working with teams. It is culture and the identity so created that
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binds the pans ofan organisation into a unified whole. Bates (]986:5) credits Beare
with the notion that education's corporate image can be manipulated. It is Millikan,
according to Bates (1986: 5) who analyses the success of private schools and the failure
of government schools in creating effective school cultures.

Millikan (1984:70) maintains that private schools have been 'much more public about
their held values, philosophy, and ideology'. It is only in the last ten years or so that
government schools have made explicit their aims which are broad based, abstract
ideas, and their objectives which are the more pragmatic and operations-oriented
intentions.

In the current social climate schools have a need to market themselves and to increase
parent, student and community involvement. Millikan (1984: I 5) suggests that the
'increasing concern for parents and teachers alike in all schools is that of discipline and
control.' He concludes 'Pride of association and sense of purpose are fundamental to
constructive learning environments. The need is now great, and so are the
opportunities, to develop this imagery and culture for an improved school climate and
an enriched community.'

Deal (1988:203) describes a cohesive culture as 'a set of shared values that motivates
and shapes behaviour inside the company and inspires commitment and loyalty from
customers or clients'. (Deal 1988:203) succinctly sums up culture as 'the way we do
things around here'. Meaning is derived from shared values and beliefs, heroes and
heroines, ritual, ceremony, stories and an informal network of cultural players. This
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network consists of 'priests'. gossips, storytellers. spies and whisperers; people who
keep the culture alive.
Schools need widely shared values, instead of a lengthy
statement of goals that few people know. heroes and
heroines [sic]. instead of anti-heroes. meaningful rituals of
teaching and managing instead of meaningless routine,
regular and inspiring ceremonies instead of lifeless
gatherings, memorable and widely told positive stories
instead of cold facts and figures. (Deal 1988:207).
'Behind effective schools' continues Deal (1988:207); 'is a strong culture that
encourages productivity, high morale, confidence and commitment'.
Assessing School Culture

School systems proved not to fit the nonns of organisational structure as seen in other
types of organisations. Ouchi and Wilkins (1988: 233) cite several researchers who
struggled to investigate and analyse school culture; Cohen, March and Olsen found
that 'even the idea of bounded rationality failed to capture the weakly rational
properties of school systems', and described them as 'organized anarchies'. Dorbusch
and Scott (cited by ibid.:233) 'had a similar befuddling experience in applying the
bureaucratic study to school districts'. They apparently took several years attempting
to 'make sense out of the experience'. According to Ouchi and Wilkins (1988:233)
Weick 'could best describe them as "loosely coupled systems" and Meyer and Rowan
'saw in their fonnal structure nothing more than myth and ceremony. detached from
the "real" activities of teachers and students'.

Even so, there is much within a school that lends itself to sociological study. Critical
to this is 'the idea of an organization as a social phenomenon that has its own features
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which distinguish it from an environment on the one hand and from the individual
desires and predispositions of its members on the other' (ibid.:234). From such studies
comes an understanding of how powerful culture can be, and hence those who
manipulate that culture for their own outcomes. 'Perhaps it is through culture, rather
than formal structures that large firms can be bent to the will oftheir masters and
rendered predictable, ''rational'" (ibid.:235). Certainly,

O~eilly

quoted in Ouchi and

Wilkins (1988:241), when testing the association between the presence of a "strong
culture" and employee identification with the firm found general support for such a
theory .

How then, have studies of culture been attempted? 'The macroanalytic theories ...
attempt to understand the culture of a whole group or subgroup, the functions that
culture performs in maintaining the group, or the conditions under which the group and
its culture and subcultures develop.' (Quchi and Wilkins 1988:236). ' ... these studies
attempt to describe the purpose and function of patterns of belief, language, and
symbol, in organizations..... necessary to order and stability, ... resistant to explicit
attempts at manipulation owing to their natural or evolutionary nature'.

MiJlikan (1984: 1) argues that as the social fabric of society crumbles and church and
family, both nuclear and extended, have less influence on young people then schools
must take over. In 1984, he tells us, 300.10 of students were in private schools [in 1992
this was 28% according to the Australian Bureau of Statistics]. Millikan (1984: 1)
believes that it is the development of culture within the school that explains why people
are prepared to spend so much money educating their children. He goes on to describe
three intersecting sets of characteristics that 'collectively constitute !MAGERY'. He
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groups these under three headings; Conceptual and 'Philosophical Underpinnings',
'Tangible Expressions', and 'Behavioural Outcomes'. Millikan (1984:4) lists various
terms under these three headings and continues ' ... are present in each school to a
greater or lesser extent, but what is important is the degree to which they are apparent
and acted upon, the nature of the relationships between them, and the effect they have
upon tangible outcomes such as school culture and student experience.'
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Interaction
with the

community

Beare et al (1989: 176) have a model, for assessing and developing culture, as shown in
Figure 2.4. This conceptual model demonstrates how the school interacts with the
community and how the culture within the school has both tangible and intangible
manifestations.

Intangible Manifestations Beare et aI (1989: 180) define the set of intangible
manifestations of school culture as values, philosophy and ideology. Values according
to Millikan (1984:7) are 'the basis of our belief structure', they are what is considered
good and right. People's personal values directly influence what kind of place a school
is. Philosophy is one's values fonnally espoused. The school philosophy provides a
conceptual and theoretical focus for a school's activities. Ideology is literally, the
study of an idea contained within ones philosophy (Beare et al 1989: 185).

Millikan (1984:6) refers to Hodgkinson's three distinct levels of values:
the highest order; faith, belief and commitment
the middle order; reason and logic
the third order; personal expressions of emotive preference

Tangible Manifestations Beare et al (I 989: 186 -199) describe the various
tangible manifestations of a school culture dividing them into the verbal, behavioural
and visual.

Millikan (I 984:8) believes that 'metaphors are ... very important in developing our'
personal understanding of the world'. He continues 'The choice of metaphor will have
direct affect upon the tone and climate ofthe organisation.' The vocabulary used
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within the school is related to the metaphor that fits the school although this is likely to
be a combination of two or so different metaphors. 'School culture', says Millikan
(1984:9) 'is a "gestalt" ofcounterveiling forces'.

Beare (1987:276) defines paradigm as 'a view of reality' and continues by stating that
'when a group of people share the same view of the world, when their paradigms are
consistent ... then a common 'culture' emerges'. 'Once analogies are used over and
over again, there comes a stage when they become paradigmatic.' Beare (1984:278-9)
describes two common analogies or metaphors used in education, they are the 'military
and monastic', he then goes on (I 984:281) to cite Midwater who 'asserts that the
metaphor of 'school as factory' prevails even today'. To identify the metaphor most
closely associated with a particular school Beare (1984:277) lists language, symbols,
icons, ceremony and ritual, and stories, sagas and heroes as those clues that 'typically
conveyed' the ideas.

Millikan (1984:8) in his exploration of the culture ofa school quotes Bates who states
that myths are ' an important cultural resource in schools'. Myths, according to

Millikan (1984:9), are 'legends... [which] ... help make up for an absence of
experience... '. Ouchi and Wilkins (1988:228) describe Durkheim's 'emphasis on the
importance of myth and ritual'. He, apparently, asserts that 'myths are necessary for
solidarity'. ' ... myths and rituals lie on the surface of social life and (that) provide clues
to the deeper strains and forces'. He distinguishes between the explicit and the implicit
features of social life, regarding the study of both as essential ie 'the objective and
subjective features of organizational life'.
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'Saga is a powerful means of building and maintaining a sense of identity for members,
and of developing unity within a group.' (Millikan 1984:9). The sagas having greatest
pennanence are those buiJt slowly and maintained and strengthened through
ceremonies and rituals. Sagas are often built around key people in a school such as
principals and are frequently embellished over time as halls and new buHdings are
named after these people. Millikan reminds us that 'It is consistency and sense of
purpose which are important,. .. Culture is subtle and somewhat tenuous, and must be
carefully moulded and sustained.' There is a key role here for the Principal and senior
management to shape the culture of a school.

Crests, mottoes and icons are the more tangible expressions of a school culture yet no
less important as they are interdependent with and reinforce the intangible expressions.

The final grouping of characteristics is those dealing with behavioural outcomes.
Millikan (1984: 12) cites Argyris and Schon (1987) who stress the importance of
matching the 'espoused philosophy with the actual operationaJ behaviour'. Rituals
may exist in a school because they represent the best, most efficient way of doing
something or because, as special ceremonies, they have a desired effect. Rituals may

be instruments of control or used to build esprit de corps or for manipulation and
distortion.

Language is important in developing culture~ the words we use reflect the values we
hold.

Language can shape our world and be a powerful tool for control. Bates

(1984:268) tells us that 'Language... is a medium of action through which we shape
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our world'. Quoting Gron, he continues 'talk is an instrument for accomplishing
administrative control by a principal'.

Curriculum should be an expression of the values of the school not be determined by,
for example, staff availability. 'Subtle inclusions and exclusions can colour' the impact
of the curriculum (Beare et al 1989: 187) and for this reason should not be 'subverted'
by 'administrative expediency or the teaching range within the staff'.

'The things that students tend to remember about school, years after they have left, are
the extra-curricula activities in which they were personally involved.' (Millikan
(1984: 14). He suggests that for this reason' ... there is a strong argument for
extending the school day, ... to accommodate a much broadened curricula offering and
range of extra-curricula activities'. He continues (1984: 15) 'The school should be the
cultural centre of the community. '

According to CaldweIJ and Spinks (1992:70) 'it is possible to appraise the culture of a
school'. To begin one needs to look at the values and beliefs to see the degree to
which these are shared by various sectors of the community.

Following this an

examination of the various manifestations of these values and beliefs should ascertain
how closely they truly reflect the espoused values and beliefs. The closer the match the
stronger the culture and the more effective the school. If one assumes that all leaders
are aiming to create excellence then in an educational sense one needs to define that
excellence. In their book 'Leading the Self-Managing School' CaldwelJ and Spinks
(1992) define their idea of excellence. This will not match with all educators' views

S9

and will change with time as our understanding of the needs of young people and the
demands of society change.

Implications for Leading and Managing a School

Caldwell and Spinks (1992: 71) define five key values which 'underpin the culture of
excelIence'~ quality,

effectiveness, equity, efficiency and empowerment. The first three

are 'concerned with ends' and the last two 'with the means to achieve these ends'.
They are largely concerned with the idea of self-management and culture which is an
extension of the ideas of earlier writers on school culture such as Beare, Caldwell and
Millikan. Caldwell and Spinks (1992:74) reflect on 'a set of assumptions , values and
beliefs about the way a school should be managed'. These are

~

• subsidiarity - letting things be done at the lowest level at which they can
efficiently be performed
• empowerment - providing all with an opportunity to 'influence decisions and
contribute to day-to-day activities'
• synergy - 'a group working together can achieve more than individuals
working separately'
• responsibility - leaders in self-managing schools accept greater responsibility
and in turn there is greater accountability

Waller, who looked at school culture as a generic notion and saw the culture of the
young as separate from the activities of the teachers so did not address school culture
as it relates to this study is quoted by Bates (1986: 16) as saying' ... if only students
could be allowed to learn only what interested them, to learn in their own way, ... ,
(j()

then life would be sweet in the school room.' It is, however, interesting to note that
this statement was made in 1967 and is echoed in the recent research findings on the
alienation of adolescents.

More and more state schools need to market themselves. Clients are more discerning
and more mobile, no longer is the local school the automatic choice for parents and
students. Reputations seD schools and while these are based on perceptions,
perceptions become people's reality. In their discussions on marketing Caldwell and
Spinks (1992: 76-7) talk of ascertaining the needs, wants and interests of the
community and then meeting these needs while 'ensure[ing] educational integrity'.
There is a need, according to Caldwell and Spinks to be entrepreneurial which
according to CampbeH and Crowther quoted in (ibid., l 992:79) means 'a passionate
commitment to use all available resources to create new ideas and actions that wiD
enrich the quality of education, and life generaljy, within the school and its
community.'

Schools need to cater for their clientele. But, they need first to identify who that
clientele is. Many consider the education minister or the department of education to be
the client. Others are of the view that it is the parents and wider community for whom
schools need to cater. According to Bates(1986:43)

Culture in schools is influenced by the professionalism of
teachers and their pursuit of occupational careers, demands
of politicians and administrators, characteristics of local
communities and multiple labour markets.
Fortunately, many still hold the belief that schools are for the young people who pass
through them. If those people are young adolescents then the culture of the school
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needs to 'be carefully moulded and sustained ... for the benefit of constructive and
purposeful operation' (MiJlikan 1984: 10) to cater for the speciaJ needs of young
adolescents as they have been identified in recent studies.

Conclusion
By combining strategies to cater for the needs of young adolescents as advocated by
such researchers as Eyers (1993 & 1997), Cumming (1994), Beane (1990, 1991 &
1995), Hargreaves (1994), Hargreaves and Earle (1990 & 1994) and Sizer (1994) with
notions of culture within a school as expounded by Millikari. (1984), Beare (1987),
Beare et aJ (1989), and CaJdwell and Spinks (1992) and then using Caldwell and
Spinks' ideas on 'Marketing with EducationaJ Integrity' (1992:78) a blueprint for an
effective middle school is engendered.
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CHAPTER 3

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWOFK

Introduction
In developing the conceptual framework for this thesis, the definition of a conceptual
framework in Campbell and Mazzioni (1976) was used as a guide. A conceptual
framework is
a vantage point from which to view the subject, criteria for
judging what information is relevant to its study, and a
device for organising the data that are gathered.
(Mazzoni, Jnr and Campbell, 1976:5)

This study examines the perceptions of teachers, parents and students about the
characteristics of the culture of the school, and compares these with their perceptions
of the school culture at Lanyon High School as culture is outlined by Beare et al
(1989).

Middle Schooling
A school that models itself around notions of middle schooling may be expected to
have a different culture from a more traditionally run school because the focus is on the
needs of the young adolescents and relationships rather than the more traditional
priorities of preparation for external assessment and entrance to tertiary education.
The strategies and structures for middle schooling investigated in this thesis are derived
from studies of adolescents' schooling in Australia and the United States of America,
including <From Alienation to Engagement: opportunities for refonn in the middle
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years of schooling' (ACSA 1996) and <Junior Secondary Review ... the education of
young adolescents 11-15' (Department Education South Australian 1993) and
'Turning Points: Preparing Youth for the 21- Century' (Jackson 1991). These reports
advocate similar strategies for catering for the needs of young adolescents. The
attitudes of the three target groups - parents, teachers and students to these strategies,
to their importance in a school and to the effectiveness of their implementation at
Lanyon High School are investigated. The strategies and structures have been
simplified into twenty themes.

Middle School aDd CultureLiterature Reference

Theme
1. Information Technolop.v
2. Violence and Harassment
3. Outcomes Based Assessment versus
Criterion Referenced Assessment
4. Student Focused Approach
5. Teacher Teaming

ACSA 1996 Vo12
Prevention of Violence in Schools 1996
ACSA 1996 Vol3
ACSA 1996 Vol3
Hargreaves & Earl 1994, ACSA 1996
Vol I, Soott 1997
ACSA 1996, O'Keefe 1993. Williams
1996. Kagan 1994, Cumming 1994,
Hargreaves 1994
Cumming 1994, Eyers 1993. Sizer
1994, lackson 1991. Wubbels et al.
1997
Sizer 1994. Beara et al. 1989
ACSA 1996 Vo12, Sizer 1994,
CaldweU & Soinks 1992
Beare et al. 1989, ACSA 1996 Vo13.
Burlce 1997, Jackson 1991
Fogarty 1993, Hargreaves & Earl 1994,
Beare 1987, Beane 1991 & 1995,
ACSA 1996
McGaw et al 1992, Sizer 1994, ACSA
1996
Hargreaves & Earl 1994, Beare et al.
1989
Harweaves & Earl 1994
Sizer 1994 ACSA Vo12
Beare et al. 1989

6. Cooperative Group WorklTable Teams
for Students
7. Relationships

8. Extra-CurrieuJar Activities
9. Basic Skills in Literacy and Numeracy
10. Block Time Tabling
11. Integrated Curriculum

12. Studentlfeacher Relationships
13. Content Centred/Student Centred
Curriculum
14. Streaming v Mixed Ability Classes
15. Identifyin~ Special Needs Students
16. Uniform/Colour Code
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17. Outcomes Based Reporting or Criterion
Referenced Reporting
18. Learning Facts or Learning Information
Retrieval Skills
19. Dividing the Student Population into
Smaller Groupings
20. Student Generated Curriculum

King & GunnI996, ACSA 1996 Vol3
ACSA 1996, Jaclcson 1991, Eyers
1993. Burke 1996
Jackson 1991, Bates 1984, ACSA 1996
Beane 1990, 1991. 1995, Cook 1992,
Boomer 1992

A question posed by Ouchi and Wilkins (1988) is whether culture can be intentionally
managed or whether the culture manages the organisation. In other words, whether
culture is a dependent or independent variable. In schools this would mean that the
culture could either mould and determine the way the school was operated or that the
management of the school consciously manipulated the culture. This study investigates
the culture in a new school knowingly influenced by those setting up the structure and
operations of the school and questions the effectiveness of that school from the three
perspectives of parents, teachers and students.

The ideas ofBeare, Millikan and CaldweU (1989) about culture were used to fonnulate
questions about values, rituals, and ceremonies. These ideas divide aspects of culture
into the tangible and intangible and then further subdivide the intangible into values.
philosophy and ideology, and the tangible into conceptuaVverbal, visual/material, and
behavioural. These are not clear, distinct divisions since 'Several aspects of schooling
can be seen to fall into more than one subgrouping.'(ibid.: 175). Beare's (1987) idea
about metaphors associated with schools was used to formulate part of the study and
extended to include metaphors about groups within the school.
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MODEL FOR DEVEWPING CULTURE IN MIDDLE SCHOOLING

Four aspects of a school that could be investigated were identified from the literature
on Middle Schooling and the literature on Culture. The twenty themes then studied
have been integrated and presented within these four frameworks as follows

I. Organisation
• time tabling
• teacher teaming
• student groupings
• mixed ability classes
• home groups
• colour code
• integrated curriculum
• information literacy
2. Curriculum
• integrated curriculum
• outcomes based assessment
• extra curricular activities
• student generated
• information technology
• infonnation literacy
3. Pedagogy
• infonnation literacy
• cooperative group work
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• basic skills teaching
• outcomes based assessment
4. Supportive Environment
• cooperative group work
• basic skills teaching
• relationships between groups
• relationships within groups
• violence and harassment free
• infonnation technology
• teacher teaming
• student groupings
• home groups

Figvre 3. J: Idmtified themes within Q .rtrIlctllrolframework.
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MODEL FOR ESTABLISHING MIDDLE SCHOOL EFFECTIVENESS

A synthesis of Middle School literature was used to develop the first questionnaire to
ascertain how Lanyon ought to be (ie the ideal school). Another part of the
questionnaire investigated the way Lanyon is perceived to be. The degree of 'match'
between these two sets of responses indicates the effectiveness of the school. The aim
is to indicate how the ideal school as described in Middle School literature aligns with
the ideal school according to the community's ideas.

Developing culture is central to the thesis. To assess the effectiveness of this
developing culture one needs to look at guiding beliefs, daily behaviours (teaching
practices, including pedagogy) and structures. There are a number of scenarios that
could exist:
1. Lanyon High School is a model Middle School and that matches the
community concept of an ideal school.
2. Lanyon High School is a model Middle School but that does not match the
community concept of an ideal school.
3. Lanyon High School is not a model Middle School and that matches the
community concept of an ideal school.
4. Lanyon High School is not a model Middle School and that does not match
the community concept of an ideal school.
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Resean::b Questions
• What are the perceptions ofparents~ teachers and students ofthe characteristics of
(i) the ideal school &

(ii) the current schooling reality at Lanyon High School?

• How effective is the developing culture?

Beare, Caldwell and Millikan (1989) suggest that people's perceptions are their reality
and what people believe is happening at the school needs to match what people are
told is occurring if a school is to be perceived as effective. A close link between what
stakeholders believe should be (the ideal school) and what they believe is the reality
may be shown as follows;

The Ideal SchOOl

Unks

Relationships WIthin
Philosophy
Curriculum
Dally Behaviours
Organisational Structures
Relationships WIthout

The Reality
Relationships Within
Philosophy
Curriculum
Daily Behaviours
Organisational Structures
RelatJonships Without

Commonalities between the espoused vision which encompasses the ideal for groups

within the school community (The Ideal School), and the daily processes (The Reality)
indicate the degree of effectiveness of the school.

In examining the developing culture, this study focuses on the tangible manifestations
of culture; rituaJs, ceremonies, curriculum, teaching and learning and metaphors rather
than the intangible~ philosophy and ideology. Values are examined in detail.
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Ideas on curriculum. teaching and learning, operational procedures. and support, link
the concepts of culture with ideas on middle schooling. An examination of the
developing cuJture should show how successful middle schooling strategies have been
in establishing a school that caters for the needs of its student population and the wider
community.

High COli eIItk3n between
IIIend1n view at perfect
middle 8Chool, target
group's '1deBI' lSChcld IIM
the n!Buty at L.anyon High.

/

7

The
Model
Middle

SChool

An Ideal SChool
Fig 3.2 Three dimensional grid. ConcephJal Framework/or establishing effictiveness 0/ a school set
up as a Middle School.

Figure 3.2 shows a three dimensional model to establish the effectiveness of a school
as a middle school. Any aspect of the school (theme) can be ranked from the view
point of the three groups surveyed~ parents teachers and students, as they value it at
their ideal school. In the same way the importance of that feature as it relates to the
establishment of a middle school can be ranked according to the research and literature
reviewed. Finally, what is perceived to be happening at Lanyon High School is
appraised. Each of the twenty themes investigated in the thesis are compared in these
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three ways and the higher the correlation between the three the more effective the
school as effectiveness is defined by Chester Bamard~ cyou are effective if you set
yourself a target and then hit it' (Beare et al 1989: 11).

Each of the twenty themes investigated in this thesis could be considered separately in
the first instance but the overall picture ofthe effectiveness of the school is related to
each of these factors as a composite making up the school.

Ifwe use Beare, CaldweU and

Millikan~s

idea 'culture refers to the intentional and

sustained effort to achieve an ideal~ to create a 'rea1ity~ which reflects the highest ideals
which a human being can envisage'(1989: 178), then the culture is what supports and
sustains the reality. In this case the reality that Lanyon High School is a model, middle
school.
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CHAPTER 4
METHODOWGY

Introduction
This chapter begins with an overview of what constitutes research, followed by a
section on empirical research as described in the literature and then as it relates to this
study. The method of data collection and analysis are then outlined. Finally, validity
and reliability are defined. as these relate to the study.

According to Wiersma (1995:3) research has been described by many writers as a
systematic process. For example he (lbid.:3) cites McMillan and Schumacher (1989)
who see research as 'a systematic process of collecting and analysing information for
some purpose', while Kerlinger (1986) sees it as 'systematic, controlled, empirical and
critical investigation of natural phenomena guided by theory and hypotheses about the
presumed relations among such phenomena'(quoted in Wiersma: 1995:3).

Morgan ( 1993:5.6) takes a broader view in encouraging us to "....reflect on the nature
and merits of different approaches before engaging in a particular mode of research".
The outcomes of a study will be affected by the mode of research chosen. It is
necessary to reflect on the likely results of the research undertaken and anticipate
whether it will count as valid social research and whether the findings will count as
valid scientific knowledge.

Morgan (ibid.:5.11) attests that 'Each researcher would carry an obligation to reflect
on the nature of his or her activity as a means of choosing an appropriate path of
action.' More open methods of research 'offer the promise of edifYing dialogue that is
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not overly concerned with forging premature consensus or arriving at an end point that
purports to establish or reveal some foundational truth'(ibid.: 5.12).

Alien (1992) reminds us that there has been ongoing debate about the relationship
between knowledge, education and society. Research and scientific methods have
been questioned as has the nature of knowledge itself. It is argued that the sociology
of education has ignored the school curriculum and interest has grown about power in
society and how knowledge functions within society. Theory was informing practice
but not vice versa. 'Experts discover the theory and teachers accept and simply apply
the theory' (ibid.:219). 'Causality denied multiple factors and complex interactions'
(ibid.: 219). Various methods both qualitative and quantitative are now used in an
attempt to reunite practice and theory. As a participant observer and someone in a
position to help shape change I hope to transcend these boundaries and unite theory
with practice and researcher with practitioner.

Empirical Research
According to Lovat (1992) the empirical method was seen as 'objective, sure, reliable
because it relied solely on the judgements made by the five senses ... avoiding bias or
unsubstantiated faith and ... rejecting speculation and baseless hypothesis' (ibid.:9).
Its beginnings lay in the times of Roger Bacon (1214-1294) who questioned the blind
faith of religious beliefs. It received a boost through the enlightenment period (17001800) and reached a high point with Auguste Comte (b. 1798) who believed that the
history ofthe human race had three stages; 'TheologicaJ', 'MetaphysicaJ' and the
'Scientific' the last being the highest. Empiricism cannot do anything other than
describe the immediately observable and the particular instance. It was followed in the
social investigation sphere by 'ethnography'; a descriptive account ofthe way of life, or
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culture ofthe people in a living society. The new ethnography that followed was
termed ethnoscience and encouraged a greater proportion of selfcritique on the part of
the researcher,

According to the South Australian University Study Guide (1993:45) 'the empiricist
approach is undoubtedly the least self-reflective or self-eritical'. The guide continues
'empiricism is not about methods of inquiry; it is about the logical justification of
knowledge claims', It then goes on to describe the empiricist continuum; (p46)

I

I

I

Bard empiricism (logical
positivism)

Middle-of-the-road
empiricism

Soft empiricism

Scientific method is the only
valid way of testing
knowledge claims

Scientific method is the hest
way of testing knowledge
claims

Scientific method is a
necessary component of the
testing of knowledge claims

'Mainstream research in the human sciences is dominated ... by positions based upon
logical positivism or something very close to it' (ibid:46). It uses quantitative
methods but they 'are not ... inherently empiricist; they are used within other
approaches as well' (ibid:47).

Ultimately the methodological stance taken is determined by the researcher's view of
reality.

All research, regardless ofwhether it is qualitative or quantitative. whether it involves
questionnaires, interviews or deconstruction oftext must be credible; this credibility'is
established if the research is reliable and valid.
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Pilot Study
The main study was preceded by a pilot study carried out in 1996 in which I wished to
investigate the impact of middle schools strategies and the influences on the culture
and effectiveness of the school. I wanted to gain an understanding about how much
the success and reputation which the school was currently enjoying was as a result of
the way students' needs in the early years of high school have been specifically taken
into consideration when establishing the curriculum and pedagogical practices.

I gathered data on the commonly held view of the school's vision. I also assessed the
basis of how the culture had been developed to that point.

Open questions with lead in phrases were asked to get people to state their
understanding of the school vision.

It was anticipated that for many participants,

(students and many of the parents) the term 'vision' would have little meaning. They
were therefore guided into this process with openings such as 'Lanyon High School is
a school that
School is

'.

I also had the opening phrase 'The vision for Lanyon High

' for those conversant with the concept. Participants had the option of

completing the phrase with which they felt most comfortable so that, hopefully, all
would suggest something that could be considered a vision.

From this, common words or themes were identified that would help in the formulation
of a composite 'vision'.

Questions were also asked about the most significant contributing factors to the
success of the school related to such items as student outcomes, reputation, appeal to
7S

parents of new enrolments and the willingness of parents to be involved on a voluntary
basis in school activities.

A small sample of parents, students and teachers was selected because of their active
involvement in the school. Although this was not a random selection it did give more
information in this pilot study than would have been gained from a random sample. A
random sampling may have provided respondents who were not sufficiently informed
about the school to answer very fully. The basis of this study was to help formulate
the research questions for the thesis.

The main aim of the pilot study was to find out what it was that the sample group
associated with Lanyon High School, valued in a school. This was to be expanded in
the main study to investigate which of those items valued by the respondents they
considered to be operating at Lanyon High School and which they considered of most
significance in the success of the school.

Data COUectiOD
It is important that a questionnaire is well presented. 'An excellently prepared
questionnaire will lose much of its impact if it looks untidy.' (Bell 1993: 81) Bell
(1993:82) gives eight pointers for questionnaire layout including that they should be
typed, that instructions should be clear and response boxes should line up towards the
right of the sheet.
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An accompanying letter is required unless each respondent is met face to face. This is
for 'explaining the purpose of the questionnaire... Confidentiality and/or anonymity is
usually promised•.. .' (Bell 1993:85).

Questions should be checked for ambiguity. imprecision and assumption. It is also
important to pilot a questionnaire so that questions requiring memory or knowledge
too challenging for respondents are eliminated and that double questions (asking two
things at once). leading questions and questions that presume knowledge or opinions
of the respondents are not included. It is also. according to Bell (1993:81). advisable
not to ask sensitive or offensive questions.

Data can be collected using a Likert scale which is defined by Wiersma (1995: 319) as a
scale that 'contains a number of points on a scale. quite often five, but typically an odd
number. The points have designations such as 'strongly agree' to 'strongly disagree."
Such questionnaires are tenned attitude inventories and are designed to measure an
individual's feelings about things. A person's attitude is usually 'not dichotomous but
is on a continuum between the extremes. Measurement of the attitude is to place
individuals on this continuum.' In a similar way these can be used as a measurement of
the respondents' perceptions about something.

Sometimes individuals develop a response set and constantly respond in a similar way
regardless of the question. To avoid this the direction of the items is reversed as a
deterrent to this tendency.

TI

Before data from such 'tests' can be analysed it needs to be transformed. 'If answer
sheets or tests are hand-scored, routine precautions include supervised practice for
scores and accuracy tests.' (Wiersmal995:328)

All data for this study was obtained from written questionnaires (Appendices 3 & 4).
Following the pilot questionnaire and the literature review those factors to be
investigated were ascertained. The questionnaires were word processed using
Microsoft Word on a PC. A small graphic was used on the front cover and a smiley
face at the conclusion as a 'thank you'. The first questionnaire consisted of the twenty
questions phrased twice asking about an ideal school in section I and Lanyon High
School specifically in section 2. At least two versions of each question were included
in each of sections one and two of the first questionnaire. This was quite lengthy with
forty questions in total and then an open ended question about three manifestations of
the 'values' ofthe school. A small sample of willing colleagues and volunteers were
asked to trial the first questionnaire and then from their suggestions any ambiguities
and unacceptable questions were weeded out or reworded. Periodically a question was
reversed to avoid respondents with a 'response set' and to maintain interest and
stimulate thoughtful responses. Each questionnaire was preceded by a written
introduction addressing it to the group member eg Dear StaffMember, and explaining
the purpose of the study and the anonymity of the responses. It was couched in a
friendly terminology and thanked the respondents in advance for their help and
support.

Although there were over forty questions to be ranked on a Likert scale in the first
questionnaire it was an easy tick-the-box response with all boxes neatly lined up on the
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right hand side ofthe page and the questions separated by a space for ease of reading
and ranking. Open questions were followed by three or four widely spaced lines
indicating the maximum sized response expected and facilitating ease of writing for
those less confidently literate respondents.

The first questionnaire was handed to each person in the teacher (# 25) and student (#
94) sample group and they were given the option of revealing their name and
volunteering to answer a second questionnaire and a possible foUow-up interview.
Students in the student sample group were given a questionnaire to take home to
parents (# 94) in an unsealed envelope to be used for returning the questionnaire to the
school front office so maintaining their anonymity.

At a faculty meeting I briefed the teachers who were to supervise the completion of the
questionnaire by the students. Student questionnaires were handed out personally by
me, a class at a time during first period ofthe day when the target group were in their
English/SaSE class with their Home Group teacher. I gave a little explanation,
thanked them in advance for their help and promised a mini reward (a lollipop) on
return of the completed questionnaire. I then left the teachers to administer the
questionnaires as they felt best suited their particular group of students whom I was
aware they knew well. The teachers coUected the completed questionnaires and
passed them to me at their convenience later in the day (# 90 returned).

Parent questionnaires were given to students at the same time as their own
questionnaires with a request to take them home and encourage parents to complete
them. I explained that it would enable us to better cater for their needs in the school if
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we understood people's feelings about the school. I also printed a short article in the
newsletter explaining about the questionnaire and thanking those who were able to
help (# 16 returned).

The teacher questionnaires were given out at a staffmeeting following a brief
explanation from me. I was conscious of my rank at the school and mindful of not
wanting responses from pressurised staff so I asked them to complete them in their
own time and return to my pigeon hole in the staff room. I gave several friendly
reminders in the staffweeldy newsletter, the daily notices and at staffmorning teas (#
22 returned).

The second questionnaire contained another introductory note thanking respondents
for their continuing support. The first section of this questionnaire asked about culture
in the school with lead in questions about important events, rituals (activities always

done in the same regular, routine way), celebrations and ceremonies (activities that
make Lanyon High School special because of the nature of the activity or the way that
it was done). The second section focused on metaphors associated with the school,
the staff and the students.

This second questionnaire was handed out about six weeks after the first. Teacher
questionnaires were placed in the teacher's pigeon hole (#17). Of the four classes that
had completed the first questionnaire one class agreed almost wholeheartedly to

complete the second questionnaire so they did that within class time and the teacher
gave them a preliminary explanation of metaphors although a short introduction on the
topic was included in the questionnaire. Students from the remaining three classes
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who had completed the first questionnaire and who agreed to complete the second met
together with me in the library. I explained the term metaphor and administered the
second questionnaire (total student # 47). Parent questionnaires were given to
students during this class time to take home (#10). Like the first questionnaire these
were in envelopes and could be returned to the front office of the school, again
ensuring anonymity, as required.

Data Analysis

'Raw data taken from questionnaires, ... needs to be recorded, analysed and
interpreted. A hundred separate pieces of interesting information will mean nothing to
a researcher or to a reader unless they have been placed into categories. We are
constantly looking for similarities and differences, for groupings, patterns and items of
particular significance.' (Bell 1993: 127) As Bell suggests in her chapter on
'Interpretation and Presentation of Evidence' results from scale rating questionnaires
can be presented as percentages provided that the sample size is not too small and
these results can then be represented graphically as a histogram. It is also often useful
to analyse responses according to type of respondent ego age, gender, category.
'Unless calculations for correlation coefficients are carried out, only inferences can be
drawn - not direct causal relationships. '(ibid.: 146)

'In many research situations, a specific group is studied with the intention of
generalizing to some larger group.' (Wiersma 1995:363) For many reasons; time, cost
energy etc. samples of a population are investigated and the results generalized to the
whole population. 'Analysis in qualitative research relies heavily on induction, and the
product, rather than being a statistical reSUlt, is a description. However, statistical
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procedures may be appropriate for some parts of data analysis in historical and
ethnographic research, but they certainly are not the major thrust of analysis in
qualitative research.' (ibid.: 337)

Data Analysis for this Investigation
As suggested in the previous section the data from responses on the Likert scale were

collated by myself with volunteer assistance. Knowing the total number of respondents
in each category it was possible to make periodic checks that no data had been missed
or put into the wrong category. These figures were then fed into the computer and,
using Microsoft Excel, percentage responses in each category of the scale were
calculated for each group of respondents. These results were then graphed using the
same computer program. No additional data was elicited (eg. age, gender), so it is not
possible to correlate responses with such items.

Reliability
BeU (1993: 64) explains 'reliability' as the extent to which a test or procedure produces
similar results under constant conditions on all occasions. Wiersma (1995:9) 'delves
deeper into this concept, he also defines reliability as the extent to which studies can be
replicated yet he further subdivides reliability into internal and external reliability.
'Internal reliability' he defines (ibid:9) as the consistency of data collection, analysis
and intefllretation under similar conditions, while 'external reliability' refers to the
replicability of the research.

Bell (1992:65) outlines a number of devices for checking reliability. The first is 'testretest' which refers to the notion of administrating the same test a certain time later
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and comparing the results. Another process is known as the 'alternate forms method'
where the same items are repeated slightly differently and the results correlated. The
'split-half method' involves dividing the test into two matched halves and later
correlating the scores.

Reliability in tbis Investigation
The questionnaires administered in this study were designed so that each of the twenty
questions was asked at least twice in each section of the questionnaire in a slightly
different wording. Thus utilising what Bell (1993:65) refers to as the 'alternate forms
method'. The same twenty themes were investigated in both section one of the first
questionnaire and section two. In section one the questions were asked about the
respondent's idea of an ideal school and in section two the respondents were asked
about their perceptions of Lanyon High School. This, Bell (1993 p65) refers to as the
'split-half method'. By collating the results and then graphing together the data for
each question in its two forms from both sections it is possible to monitor consistency

in the responses.

The reliability of the investigation was also tested by presenting the questionnaires to
two targeted respondents and the thesis supervisor. They completed them before the
rest ofthe sample and conunented on any ambiguity and inconsistencies. From their
observations slight modifications were made before the questionnaire was distributed
to the whole sample group.

Validity
Bell (1993) considers validity a much more complex concept than reliability. Validity
is an indication of whether our research tools actually measure or describe what we
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suppose them to be measuring or describing. Asserting this can become extremely
involved and Wiersma (I995) subdivides validity into internal and external validity.
Internal validity he sees as 'the extent to which results can be interpreted
accurately'(ibid:6) while external validity refers to 'the extent to which results can be
generalised to populations situations and conditions' (ibid.: 8).

To achieve some degree of reliability and validity questionnaires can be validated by
colleagues, peers, fellow students and the researcher's supervisor. Pilot studies will
often bring to light specific items or questions which need modification.

Even with the most careful development of the questionnaire if it is not administered
with care then the results will still not be valid. If the questions are administered orally

then the body language, tone of voice etc, even the physical appearance of the
questioner can influence the answers. The weather. location, time of day, health and
previous experiences of the interviewee will all affect the answers given.

This is

especially true of questions designed to elicit opinions. those requesting factual
answers are less susceptible to such influences.

The sample chosen should be representative ofthe whole population so that results can

be confidently extrapolated. If the research is relevant to or about a certain group of
the population eg a particular age cohort or one gender, then the sample will obviously
reflect that and to survey too widely may reduce the validity.

As Wiersma states

(1995:8) 'It should not be inferred that to have external validity. results must
generalise to many and varied populations. '
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It is important that a sample includes people of all ages who make up the whole
population to be investigated, that it includes all ranges of income earners to reflect
national averages, that all professions and employment areas are included in the same
proportion as they exist in the population, that the unemployed both short and long
tenn, and disabled people are all included. There should be a gender balance of those
surveyed.

Assuming that the sample surveyed closely mirrors the make up of the

general population then the questionnaire itself must be carefully constructed with each
item tested in pilot polls. If the survey sample is not carefully chosen to be a reflective
sample of the whole population the survey lacks validity.

External validity in scientific research is affected by a number of factors that detennine
the extent to which the research can be replicated. If subjects are given a pretest their
results are likely to differ from a similar group not pretested. Assumptions that groups
have been randomly selected need to be checked. For instance in a school students
may be selected at regular intervals from an alphabeticaJ class list while in fact the
classes are streamed so that the population is far from a representative sample of the
general population. Replication will not then be possible with other groups. There is
also the Hawthome effect whereby the very act of testing a group influences their
performance. This makes results less likely to be obtained in a later similar sample.
Finally, Campbell and Stanley (cited by Wiersma 1995:114) refer to the add on effect
of multiple testing over a period of time when gauging improvement; the subjects
perfonn disproportionately better each time. If researchers are aware of these issues
and can consciously identify and counter them then validity will be enhanced.
Paradoxically, the more rigorous the fonn of research, the more careful researchers are
to eliminate any barriers to validity.
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Validity in this Investigation

A pilot study was conducted to ascertain the types of questions that could elicit issues
that parents, teachers and students saw as significant to the success of the culture and
the effectiveness ofLanyon Hjgh School's operation. Ideas generated from this study
were incorporated into the main study.

A small selection ofcolleagues and the supervisor were invited to comment on the
validity of the questionnaires and make suggests for modification, many of which were
adopted.

Because ofthe reading age of some students, teachers in three ofthe four classes to
whom the questionnaires were administered either read each question in turn or gave
students a set time to respond to each question so pacing the completion of the
questionnaires. While this would reduce the tendency for some students to chose any
response at random and alleviate the misreading of some questions it could have
influenced the responses by the tone ofvoice ofthe teacher or her intonation etc. so
putting the validity of results in question.

While it was stressed to students that this was not a test and there were no 'correct'
answers since it was their ideas that were required there is still a tendency for students
to feel more comfortable with a response that is the same as a friend's if they are
unsure oftheir own opinion about an issue ie a tendency to conformity. This is
especially true of some of the open ended responses where often original thoughts and
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creativity were required. The temptation to copy the answers of others cannot be ruled
out despite students being advised that their own individual responses were required.

The questionnaires were deliberately administered to students during the first lesson of
the day when they were more responsive and focused in their studies. Responses
would have varied if the questionnaire had been administered at a different time of the
day, the week, and the term. Previous events would also have influenced responses,

for example the reference made to the official opening by some students could not have

been made ifthe questionnaire was handed to the students before this event occurred,
and is less likely to have been mentioned had a more significant time elapsed before the
questionnaires were completed. The effect of these factors on the validity of the
results cannot be ignored.

For practical reasons the questionnaire was not distributed to all students or parents
and a third of the school's population was considered a large enough sample to provide
validity. Only students in the first cohort (years 8 & 9 in 1997) were surveyed as
students new to the school (year 7 in 1997) would not have been sufficiently familiar
with the school by the time the first questionnaires were given out.

Since students from the first cohort were randomly assigned to one ofthe three Home
Schools established when the school opened in 1996, and since this was the group
from whom the target group was to be drawn, it seemed logical to take one ofthese
three Home School groups as the sample group. This is a representative sample group
so results can be extrapolated. For ease ofdistribution of parent questionnaires the
parents of the same group were chosen as the parent sample. This also meant that
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students were familiar with the process and could assist parents as necessary. Because
the teacher group was relatively small all were invited to respond so questions of
validity do not arise.

Choosing one Home School gave the same gender balance as is present in the rest of
the school and meant that a representative sample of ability and background was
surveyed. It also meant that students came from a representative sample offeeder
schools so that their background experiences of schooling would be reflective of the
whole school population.

Responses from the questionnaires were collated and the data input to the computer
using Microsoft Excel. This program was then used to determine percentage
responses from each group to each question and the program generated the graphs
eliminating human error. ·Computers are extremely useful for data analysis because
they are functionaJ. fast. accurate, and accesSIble. '(Wiersma 1995:352)

The small number from each sample field (students, teachers and parents) selected for
the pilot study was too small to influence the results of the main study and not all those
who completed the pilot study questionnaires were included in the main study.

Lanyon High School is a new school established in a newly built area of the nation's
capital. It was opened at a time when the concept ofMiddle Schooling was new,
exciting and being welcomed by many searching for a more effective way to cater for
young adolescents. As new schools tend to do, it had attracted a vibrant, committed
staff~

young and enthusiastic or experienced and willing to embrace new ideas. All
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these factors affect the external validity of the survey as far as generality is concerned,
yet as a study of a particular school at a particular juncture this is not an issue.

The second, optional questionnaire asked open questions about metaphors associated
with the school and people in it. It was necessary to coach the students about the
meaning of this term and that could have influenced their responses to this section.
Anecdotal feedback indicated that teachers, parents and students all found this section

difficult and llWly, especially parents then elected not to complete it. However
sufficient numbers were returned to give the investigation credibility (staff # 10, parent
# S, student # 43).
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CHAPTER 5
PRESENTATION OF FINDINGS

IDtroduction
This chapter looks at each of the twenty themes covered in sections one and two of
questionnaire one and presents the results

as percentage responses in table fonn.

These results are then further expressed by grouping responses and comparing the
findings for the three groups of respondents: parents, teachers and students. Each
theme is then examined according to the responses in open questions in questionnaires
one and two about values, ceremonies, celebrations, ritual and metaphors.

IDformation T«hnology
Comparative perceptioDs of parents, teadlen and students about informatioD
ttthnology in their 'ideal s~bool' and at Lanyon High S~bool
Enential

THE IDEAL

Very
Important

ImportaDt

Not ImportaDt Dlspeuable

A I 'State of the art'
technology

Teachers
Parents

18.2%
21.0%
21.4%

54.5%
32.1%
28.6%

Teachers
StDdc:nts
Parents

14.3%
46.1%
31.3%

42.9%
35.5%
31.3%

Students

35.7%

0.0%
3.7%
14.3%

0.0010
1.2%
0.0%

33.3%
11.8%
31.3%
Could

9.5%
5.3%
0.0%
Rarely

0.0010
1.3%
6.3%
Does Dot

desaibe

delc:rtba

describe

27.3%

42.0010

Al [NetwcIted
computc:rs with
up-to-date
programmes

PERCEPTIONS AT
LANYON

Clearly
descrlba

Partly
deIc.r1bet

A2 Excellent
computer

facilities
Teachers
Students
Parents

47.4%
59.0%
56.3%

31.6%
21.8%
31.3%

15.8%
7.7%
6.3%

5.3%
5.1%
6.3%

0.0%
6.4%
0.0%

25.0%
29.1%
33.3%

25.0%
22.8%
26.7%

25.0010
3.8%
13.3%

10.0010
6.3%
13.3%

A2 1'bere is 8
constant battle to
get use of the
computers-

Teachers
15.0%
Students
38.0010
Parents
13.3%
·Negabve question, data reversed for graphing
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This data refers to the extent to which respondents would like to see state of the art
technology and networked computers at an ideal school and to what extent the
respondents believe that excellent computer facilities are provided at Lanyon High
School. The last question: 'There is a constant battle to get use of the computers' is
phrased in a negative way to increase the validity of responses and also refers to
perceptions about Lanyon High School. In interpreting these results the aim is to
ascertain the value that all groups: parents, teachers and students place on having the
latest computer technology and compare their strength of responses about this item to
their perception that Lanyon High School matches up to their ideal school in its
provision ofinforrnation technology.

Students, parents and teachers agree that state of the art technology is important, very
important or essential for a school (students 95.1 %, parents 85.7 %, teachers 100 %).
Yet only 18.2 % of teachers, 21.0% of students and 21.4 % of parents saw this as
essential and 14.3 % of parents and 3.7 % of students felt that it was not important.
Students (93.4 %) and parents (93.7 %) expressed a slightly greater desire for
networked computers with up to date programs than did teachers (91.5 %). Students
were strongest in this desire with 81.6% describing them as essential or very important
compared to 57.2 % of teachers and 62.6 % of parents.

In their perceptions of Lanyon High School all three groups agreed that the school has
excellent computer facilities (students 79 %, parents 87.6 %, teachers 79 %). 47.4 %
ofteachers, 59 % of students and 56.3 % of parents felt that this clearly described '
Lanyon High. However, all three groups saw a battle to get use ofthe computers.,
especially students (students 89.9 %, parents 73.3 %, teachers 65 %).
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Values about Information Technology at Lanyon Higb School.
In open ended responses about values at the school the following comments were
made.

• Parents, teachers and students aU commented on Information Tecbnology as
one of the things valued by the school.
• One parent made the comment: 'Up to date technology - it went out of its way to
secure a liaison with a Japanese company before the school opened and it strives to
supply as many PC's as possible for ready access'.

• Teacbers said: 'Information Technology - because we have a great system and
integI1lte it well and continue to build on it', 'Technology - to provide additional
avenues for learning so that learning is more interesting, and for the skills to use in
later life' and 'Technology - the latest equipment'.
• Although several students commented on IT as something that they saw valued by
the school their perceptions of the school's motives varied. Some were positive:
'Technology/Computers - so we can learn more and be better when we grow up',
'The Opportunities of Using Computers - sO we can do research and explore
different types of information' and 'Computers and Technology - when you first
come to the school you have a session in the library to learn how to use them. We
are encouraged to use computers for recess.' .
• Others saw computers as valued by the school and saw this as the reason that
teachers used them so much: 'Its Computers - because they boast about their
computers. They therefore, are always on the computers completing high qualitY
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work' and 'Its Computers - because they think they are the best in Canberra and
therefore do lots of work on them'.
• Yet othen were a little scathing in the school's opinion of itself ·Computers - the
school thinks that its so good because its got high advanced in its computers', 'The
Computers - because they rave on about being the best computers out of the
schools in the ACT and the world', 'Computers - the school thinks that it's all that
because of the advance computing' and 'Its Computers and other Office Utilitiesbecause they think them to be the best in the school and maybe the world'.
• Some students implied that they were concerned at the amount of money
eIpended on computen: 'Technology - because the majority of the schools money
seems to be spent on computers and accessories without improving them greatly ie
the classroom computers can't access the internet even though they are connected
to the network because no one can be stuffed fixing them' and 'I Think That
Lanyon High School Thinks That Computers are Most Important - because we have
got so many but we keep doing fund raisers to get more money for computers'.
• Yet others saw computers as valued by the school but suggested that more help
and instruction on the use of the computen was needed: 'Computers - a
computing course should be run through elective classes' and 'Computers - they
encourage us to use computers because they are going to be a big part ofthe future,
but very few people actually know how to use them' .

Culture sUlTOunding Information Technology at Lanyon High School.
The following were cited by members of the three groups in open ended responses.'
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• In their comments on important events two students commented on the

computer facilities: <Because it has new computers' and <The computers, because
we are regarded as the best school in the ACT for computer resources'.
• One of the teachers chose this as one of the important events amongst other,
undefined things:

'rr in classrooms and everything else!'

• Three of the parents chose to comment on computers specifically, or facilities in
general: 'We are lucky to have a fuUy completed and equipped school from the

start') 'Probably one of the most important events was that the school, before it
opened last year, was the initial sponsonbip' [one of which was with Fujitsu to
provide IT facilities] that it received from commercial organisations' and 'The lucky
country' - because of the eIcellence in equipment and facilities.'
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Violence and Oarassment
Comparative perceptions of parents, toc.hen and students about Violence and
Ruusment iD their 'ideal school' and at LanyoD High School
It'lend.1

THE IDEAL

Very

Important

Not Important Dllpeuuble

imPOrtant

B 1 A safe
environment,
free of violence
Teachers

students
Parents

14.3%
40.7%
31.3%

0.0%
14.8%
0.0%

0.0%
2.5%
0.0%

0.0%
0.0%
0.0%

9.5%
24.7%
0.0%
Partly
describes

0.0%
8.6%
0.0%
Could
dacribe

0.0%
7.4%
0.0%
Rarely
describes

0.0%
4.9%
0.0%
Does not
deKribe

85.7%
42.0%
68.8%

B 1 A violence and
harassment
free place
Teachers
Students
Parents

PERCEPTIONS AT
LANYON

90.5%
54.3%
100.0%
Clearly
describes

82 Students are
frightened
during recess
and lunch that
they could be
harassed"
Teachers
Students
Parents

0.0%
7.7%
0.0%

10.5%
25.6%
18.8%

26.3%
23.1%
12.5%

42.1%
28.2%
31.3%

21.1%
15.4%
37.5%

Teachers
Students
Parents

35.0%
23.1%
56.3%

50.0%
37.2%
25.0%

15.0%
21.8%
18.8%

0.0%
11.5%
0.0%

0.0%
6.4%
0.0%

82 Students feet
safe and secure

·Negative question. data reversed for grnphing

These questions refer to the extent to which safety and lack of harassment are desired

in a school and how weD Lanyon High School has achieved this. The first question in
section two: 'Students are frightened at recess and lunch that they could be harassed'
is phrased in a negative way and so results have been reversed in both the table of
results and the graph. The interpretation of responses to these questions should
indicate how important physical safety and lack of harassment are to respondents and
then to what extent these features are seen to be achieved at Lanyon High School.
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Interestingly, although the two questions from section one are phrased very similarly
results are slightly different. All three groups were in agreement that a safe
environment, free of violence was essential or very important (students 82.7 %, parents
100 %, teachers 100 %) with teachers strongest in this desire (85.7 %) compared to
students (42 %) and parents (68.8 %) seeing it as essential. However, 100 % of
parents saw a violence and harassment free place as essential compared to 90.5 % of
teachers and 54.3 % of students. Indeed, 12.3 % of students saw this as not important
or dispensable.

When it came to expressing their perceptions about Lanyon High School students were
more varied in their responses 63.2 % of teachers thought that the description:
'Students are frightened at recess and lunch that they could be harassed' does not, or
rarely describes Lanyon High School compared to 68.8 % of parents and 43.6 % of
students. More students (33.3 %) than parents ( 18.8%) and teachers (10.5 %)
thought that this clearly or partly describes Lanyon High School. These results have
been reversed in the table and in the graph for consistency of approach. When
describing whether they thought that 'students feel safe and secure' students were-less
consistent in their responses than parents and teachers. 100 % of teachers felt that this
clearly, partly or could describe Lanyon High School with 85 % stating that it clearly
or partly describes the school. Similar results were obtained for parents with 100 %
feeling that this clearly, partly or could describe Lanyon High School with 81.3 %
stating that it clearly or partly describes the school. Only 82.1 % of students felt that
at the school students feel safe and secure while the remainder (17.9 %) felt that the
description 'students feel safe and secure' only rarely describes the school or that it
does not describe the school.
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Values about Violence and Harassment at Lanyon High School.
In open ended responses about values at the school the foUowing comments were
made.

• Several parents listed the school's approach to discipline (a tenn not used in the
school) as valued by the school: 'Discipline', 'Discipline. committee against
bullying has been formed and this fonn of harassment is not tolerated. Mr
Woolacott is willing to take on discipline at school, as long as we do it at home' and
'Discipline. students usually do as they are told. Assemblies are organised'.
• Another parent linked this with student safety: 'Student safety/welfare - staff seem
to be "on top" of problems with regard to violence, harassment, peer group
problems etc. '.
• Many ofthe teachen also listed this as a value at the school: 'Safety and Caringbecause we try all the time to push these ideas from the top down' and 'Safe
Environment - student management/executive very good - well planned, steps in
place.
• The word safe was used by a number of teachen when describing the school: '3
C's [caring, courtesy, consequences]- for a safer environment', 'The Right to Feel
Safe at all Times - the need for a safe environment is constantly reinforced in many
ways.
• Any form of barassment, violence etc is not tolerated and is dealt with

appropriately', Some teachers commented on the effect of this on student's
learning: 'Safe Environment - students have to feel safe to relax and enjoy learning',
'A Safe, Respectful Environment - Lanyon students learn to respect staff, each
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other, and the environment. This in turn creates a safe environment for the students
to learn'.
• The students listed behaviour and its impact on learning as a value at the school:
'Behaviour! - when we behave wrong we get sent down to certain teachers and then
we don't have a opportunity to learn', and 'Student's Learning Time - when people
disrupt the class they are always sent out. And we often get lectured about not
disrupting other peoples learning time'.
• Students' reasons for citing lack of violence and harassment as a value of the school
are also listed: 'Harassment - because there are two different om~en at the school.
We have violen« and harassment forums during the year, and 'Personal
Behaviour - because in most assemblies teachers will go on about how good our
behaviour is'. Others continued: 'The Students Rights and Safety - students have
the right to feel safe and ifnot, the school provides a counsellor, where students
~an

get help', 'The Right to Feel Safe - they push it a lot' and 'Safe Kids - because

of the sexual harassment programs around the school'.
• Student's reasons why safety is valued are: 'because tea~hen don't like to see
students being harassed',

'10

aD the people feel safe and happy' 'because if you

did not you would probably not want to

~ome to s~hool',

'because it is illegal and

being bashed up is not a pleasant thing to be done to you, neither is teasing' and 'we
all should feel safe at school'.

• There was one student who was s~eptiw about the school's ability to combat
harassment: 'Harassment - they try hard to make it unacceptable, their (sic) will
always be sexual harassment, no one can stop it 100%', however, another had
great ~onndence in the school's efforts: 'they make sure everyone is safe'.
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Culture surrounding Violence and Harassment at Lanyon High School.
The following were cited by members of the three groups in open ended responses.
• Amongst their ideas on metaphon for the school one student said: 'A school that
doesn't have bullies - because we don't have bullies', Later in the same
questionnaire students were asked to formulate an ideal metaphor for the school.
Several chose metaphors that reflect a safe, peaceful place: 'A dream paradise', 'A
Kingdom on a cloud' and 'A peaceful place', while three used the metaphor of
'Heaven',
• As one of the regularly perfonned routines at the school one student noted the

procedure for boarding the bus: 'Going to the bus after school. - To keep people
safe' with an implication that the process avoided a situation where students could
get hurt, either accidentally or deliberately.
• ParentJ did Dot make reference to the safety of students in their answer in
questionnaire 2.
• Teachen, in their suggestions for an ideal metaphor to reflect the school chose
similar terms to the students: 'Harmonious', 'A sanctuary' and 'Utopia'.
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Outcomes Based Assessment versus Criterion Referenced Assessment
Comparative perceptions or parea~ teachen and students about Outcomes Bued
Assessment in their 'ideal school' and at Lanyon mgb School
Elllential

THE IDEAL

Very
Important

Important

Not Important Dllpealable

C 1 Assessment
that gauges
what students
have achieved
(outcomes
based
assessment)
Teachers
Students
Parents

27.3%
21.3%
25.0%

59.1%
35.0%
31.3%

9.1%
30.0%
43.8%

4.5%
11.3%
0.0%

Teachers
students
Parenbl

4.5%
17.5%
6.3%
Clearly

4.5%
26.3%
37.5%

9.1%
30.0%
37.5%

50.0%

0.0%
2.5%
0.0%

C 1 Regular tests to
see where
students fit
within their

group·

PERCEPTIONS AT
LANYON

describes

Partly
descnbel

Could
describe

10.0%
18.8%

Rarely
describes

31.8%
16.3%
0.0%
Does-oa

describe

C2 students are
tested and told
their position in

class·
Teachers
students
Parents

0.0%
10.1%
6.3%

5.0%
29.1%
18.8%

Teachers
students
Parents

47.4%
41.6%
62.5%

52.6%
24.7%
25.0%

5.0%
25.0%

25.0%
24.1%
6.3%

65.0%
16.5%
43.8%

0.0%
22.1%
12.5%

0.0%
9.1%
0.0%

0.0%
2.6%
0.0%

20.3%

C2 There is more

concern for
trying and
doing your best
than there is for

being top

-Negative question. data reversed for grapbing

This series of questions was designed to ascertain whether the three target groups:
parents, teachers and students, desired outcomes based assessment or criterion
referenced assessment with students ranked against their peers. These questions
should indicate whether the three groups rate one method of assessment preferable to
the other although it is possible that this lS an area that requires a greater understanding
of educationaJ issues than would be present in most parents and students.
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The two questions in section one: 'Assessment that gauges what students have
achieved (outcomes based assessment)' and 'Regular tests to see where students fit
within the group' are contradictory so the results ofthe latter question have been
reversed for the graph. Teachers are strongest in their desire for outcomes based
assessment with a majority (86.4 %) who felt it was essential or very important against
56.3 % of students and 56.3 % of parents. However, all three groups saw outcomes

based assessment as at least important (students 86.3 %, parents 100 %, teachers 95.5
%). When the question of regular tests to rank students was asked results were

inconsistent with those for the previous question. Only 9 % of teachers see this as
essential or very important compared to 43.8 % of students and 43.8 % of parents.
81.8 % of teachers see this as not important or dispensable compared to only 26.3 %
of students and 18.8 % of parents.

When their perceptions ofLanyon High School were questioned 90 % of teachers
thought that rarely or not at a11 were they aware of students being tested and ranked
while only 40.6 % of students and 50.1 % of parents shared the same perception. On
the other hand there was more consistency when the issue of effort ('trying and doing
your best') rather than rank ('being top') was concerned. Most respondents in each
group (students 66.3 %, parents 87.5 %, teachers 100 %) perceived at Lanyon a
greater concern for trying and doing your best than for being top. No parents or
teachers and only 2.6 % of students thought this idea never reflected practice at
Lanyon High School.
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Values about Outcomes Based Assessment at Lanyon High School
In open ended responses about values at the school the following comments were
made.
• Only teachen listed this as one of the items valued by the school: 'An Importance
on What Students CAN Achieve - outcomes based assessment and not relying on
textbooks for resource material that may be above or below the student's ability,
and 'What students are Actually Achieving - students are given the opportunity to
progress from where they are to a point that is onwards. Students don't have to all
reach a certain point, they are valued for what they actually do. '

Culture sUlTOunding Outcomes Based Assessment at Laoyon High
School
• No reference was made to this aspect of the school by any of the three groups in
either the section on culture or that on metaphors.
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Student Focused Approa~h
Comparative perceptioDs of parmtl, teadlen and students about a student
focused approach in their 'ideal school' and 8t LanyoD High School
Essential

TBEIDEAL

Very
ImDOrtaDt

Important

Not Important Dispen.sable

01 A school where
students all
experience
success

Teachers

63.6~

36.4~

0.0%

0.0%

students

44.9%
50.0%

30.8%
25.0%

21.8~

1.3~

1.3~

25.0%

0.0%

0.0%

Teachers

0.0%

Students

19.8~

9.1%
30.9%
25.0%
Partly

18.2%
37.0%

Parents

0.0%

D 1 A school that
values
academic
excellence as
the most
important
measure cl
success for a
student*

Parenb

PERCEPTIONS AT
LANYON

6.3%

Oearly
describes

describes

18.8~

Could
describe

31.8%
6.2%
18.8%
Rarely

40.9%
6.2%
31.3%
Does n.ot

describes

describe

D2 Only average
and above
studenb feel
that they are
achieving·

Students

0.0%
9.9%

38.3~

Parents

6.3~

12.5~

Teachers

45.0%

50.0%

Students

33.8~

35.0~

Parents

23.5%

Teachers
Students
Parents

45.0%
32.1%
40.0%

Teechers

5.0%

20.0%
25.9%
12.5%

5O.0~

25.0%

16.0%

9.9~

37.5~

31.3~

41.2%

5.0%
15.0%
23.5%

0.0%
7.5%
11.8%

0.0%
8.8%
0.0%

30.0%
37.2%
46.7%

20.0%
15.4%
13.3%

5.0%
12.8%
0.0%

0.0%

02 Students are
rewarded and
recognised for
a variety cl
different skills
and
achievements

D2 All students are
encouraged to
strive for
indMdual
excellence
2.6~

0.0%

*Negative question. data reversed for graphing

Questions around this theme looked at success and values. The idea of valuing the
skills and achievements of all rather than only the more traditional sporting and
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academic is cited in the literature as being important in the process of avoiding
alienation for adolescents. Questions in section one of the first questionnaire address
the idea of all students experiencing success against the notion that academic
excellence is valued as the most important measure ofsuccess. These two notions are
contradictory so responses to the latter question have been reversed. In section two of
the first questionnaire three questions are asked that allude to the idea that individual
excellence is valued and that there are a variety of different skills that students possess
so that to only reward the average and above average is not recognising this diversity.

Responses to the two questions in section one were similar but there was a stronger
desire for a school where all students experience success with most respondents in
each group ranking it as essential or very important (students 75.7 %, parents 75 %,
teachers 100 %) and only 2.6 % of students and no parents seeing it as not important
or dispensable. However, in contradiction to that, academic excellence as a measure of
success still seems to be quite highly desired by all groups, but especially by students.
While no teachers felt that it was essential 27.3 % thought that it was very important
or important although the majority (72.7 %) ranked it as not important or dispensable.
Just over ha1f(50.7 %) of students see academic excellence as a measure ofsuccess as
essential or very important as do 31.3 % of parents yet 50.1 % of parents ranked it as
dispensable or not important.

In section two questions were asked about respondents perceptions ofLanyon High

School. When asked if they thought that only the average and above average feel that
they are achieving students were strongest in their affirmation of this notion with 50.7
% stating that it clearly or partly describes the school compared to 18.8 % of parents
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and only 5 % of teachers. Most teachers (75 %) and parents (68.8 %) thought that it
rarely or never described the school. However, when it came to the school recognising
a variety of different skills and achievements 95 % of teachers, 68.8 % of students and
63.7 % of parents recognised that this clearly or partly described the school. The final

question about the school encouraging all students 'to strive for individual excellence'
the majority of each group of respondents (students 69.3 %, parents 86.7 %, teachers
75 %) saw that this clearly or partly described the school with only 5 % of teachers
who thought that it rarely described Lanyon High School.

Values about a Student Focused Approach at Lanyon High School
In open ended responses about values at the school the following comments were

made.
• Parents were of the opinion that the school values the students and their
achievements regardless of who the student is or what the achievement is:
'LeaminglEducation', 'Academic and Sporting Achievements - recognition by
awards presented at assembly and highlighted in school news sheet', 'A student's
right to the opportunity to reach his or her potentia]' and 'Individual achievementbecause students hard work and effort is praised - whatever their academic ability
is' .
• Another parent saw this as a two way thing between teachen and students:
'Effort and Cooperation and mutual respect etc rather than academic excellence'.
• This sentiment of valuing all and focusing on the student and the student·s
strengths and needs is echoed by the teachen: 'Students', 'Diversity - both the
curriculum and with people. Opinions sought and valued for curriculum and much
effort is made to cater for students where they are at' and 'Everyone Has a Right to
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Learn - students are treated equally and are all valued. The importance ofleaming
opportunities for all is emphasised. Students are discouraged from disturbing the
learning of others' .
• There is a perception amonpt teacben that teacbing and learning are at tbe
core of the school's focus: 'Teaching and Learning - strong focus on teaching and
learning, the centre of all we do' and 'Learning - there is an expectation that
students are here to leam and to enjoy learning in a safe environment'.
• However this valuing of each individual: 'Individual Differences - students are
equally valued and difficulties that arise are dealt with individually' is not allowed
to compromise standards: 'Excellence - students are offered activities that will
extend them and motivate them. This encourages students to continue to strive for
new goals' and 'Quality Teaching - again structure - forces teachers out of their
comfort zone to make sure they evaluate what they do and why and how they can
improve it' .
• Many students saw that the school was accepting of all and for effort and
commitment as well as natural. ability: 'Striving for Excellence - because all students
are rewarded and recOgnised not only when they achieve well but also when they
improve or try hard', 'The Learning Abilities of Students - the learning abilities of
students are valued because everyone has their own abilities and own disabilities'
and 'Learning Experiences, Give the Chance to Learn New Things. - usually we
don't repeat something. We will learn a new thing. Broaden our minds. When we
go on an excursion we learn, and the experience helps us understand more. Learn
more'.
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• There was a perception of tolerance amongst students: 'To be Accepted for Who
You Are - so you do not feel left out' and 'Individuality - so students can express
how they feel',
• A number of students commented on their right to leam as being valued at
Lanyon High School: 'The Right to Learn - so you can get the knowledge on what
you are doing and get info so you do not get in trouble', 'The Right to Learn - we

all have the right to learn' and 'The Education of Us - because of the opportunities
they provide',
• This was manifested in the award system that recognises a variety of student
achievements: 'People Getting a Reward - because they have done well in
something in one of their classes', 'Getting Rewarded - because they have done well

in something' and 'Students Try - teachers awards'.

Culture IUlTOunding a Student Focused Approach at Lanyon High School
The following were cited by members of the three groups in open ended responses.
• The students acknowledge that there is a focus on individual student
achievement: 'We are always giving awards and celebrating people's
achievements', 'thank you's. etc,' and 'People get awards for the good things they
do',
• Students do not always appreciate the opportunity to reward the achievements of
others: 'Assembly acknowledgment but that's really boring.'
• However, in their choice of a metaphor to describe the school one student
recognised that the school encourages each chUd to achieve: 'The school is an .
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exhibition hall. Our work is always on display and we are made to do our very best
- because it is true. They expect us to achieve high standards'.
• Students see that tbe role of teacben, according to the suggestion of one student
for a suitable metapbor for a teacher, is to reward acbievement: 'To reward us
for doing good things'.
• Teacben cited a few examples of the scbool recognising and valuing individual
acbievement: 'Weekly assemblies where students achievements/successes are
acknowledged and recognised', 'Whole school assemblies are a celebration.
Generally there are awards/good things/achievements to be celebrated', 'Awards Principal's, DP's, Home School. Many areas are recognised, not just academic and
sporting achievements' and 'Awards system. Publicly rewards various students
who have done welVachieved something/demonstrated honesty etc. Celebrates
those kids',
• Another teacber reflected on the student focus at the school: 'A school where kids
are central - It is what I believe Lanyon is all about' while another highlighted the
recognition of all 'Noah's Ark - welcomes aboard everyone'.
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Teacher Teaming
Comparative perceptioDs of parents, teachers and studenU about teacher teaminR
in their 'ideal school' and at LanyoD High School

f.JleDdal

THE IDEAL

Very
imPOrtant

Important

Not Importabt Dispensable

E 1 Teachers

WOfI<ingin
groups helping
and supporting
each other
Teachers
students
Parents

68.2%
14.8%
37,5%

31.8%
27,2%
31.3%

0,0%
34.6%
25.0%

0.0%
13.6%
6.3%

0.0%
9,9%
0.0%

Teachers
Students
Parents

50.0%
25.0%
Clearly
describes

31.8%
17.3%
31.3%
Partly
desc:rlbes

18,2%
48.1%
37.5%
Could
describe

0,0%
19.8%
6,3%
Rarely
deKrlbes

0,0%
9.9%
0.0%
Does not
describe

Teachers
students
Parents

55.0%
28.9%
31.3%

45.0%
19,7%
37.5%

0.0%
35.5%
31.3%

0.0%
9.2%
0.0%

0.0%
6.6%
0.0%

Teachers
Students
Parents

60.0%
21.3%
40.0%

35.0%
36.3%
33.3%

5.0%
32.5%
26,7%

0.0%
3.8%
0,0%

0.0%
6.3%
0,0%

E 1 Teems of

teachers
working
together

PERCEmONS AT
LANYON

4.9%

E2 Teachers seem
to be in groups

that support
each other

E2 Teams cA
teachers work
together

The value ofteachers working in cooperative, supportive teams is clearly outlined in a
lot of the literature on middle schooling eg Hargreaves (1994) and the value of teacher
tearning to improved student outcomes is extolled. All four questions around this
theme focus on teachers working together or in groups.

The two questions in section one of questionnaire one: 'Teachers working in groups
helping and supporting each other' and 'Teams of teachers working together' both'
elicited similar responses. In each case teachers themselves were the strongest
proponents ofthe concept (100 % first question & 81.8 % in the second question)
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describing it as essential or very important. Only 32 % of students in question one felt
that way and even less, 22.2 % in question two. Only 6.3 % of parents in both
questions saw the concept as not important and none saw it as dispensable so while
they are not such strong advocates they indicate a recognition of its value (68.8 % in
question one & 56.3 % in question two described it as essential or very important).

When describing what they saw at Lanyon High School teachers again clearly
perceived that teachers at Lanyon do team. For the statement: Teachers seem to be in
groups that support each other 100 % ofteachers said that this clearly or partly
described practice at Lanyon. For the statement: Teams ofteachers work together 95

% ofteachers said that this clearly or partly described practice at Lanyon. 100 % of
parents responded to both statements by stating that they clearly described, partly
described or could describe what they perceived about Lanyon High School. While the
majority of students shared their parents perceptions, 84.2 % for the first of the
questions one and 89.9 % for the second.

Values about a Teac:ber Teaming Approac:b at Lanyon Higb Sc:bool

In open ended responses about values at the school the following comments were
made.

• Only teacben listed teac:ber teaming as valued at Lanyon High School: 'Team
Work Teachers also work and plan as tearns. Time is given sometimes to teachers
to plan as teams but more should be given', 'Staff Working Together in Teams teachers aren't expected to 'get things done' on their own. (Although this can take
up an excessive amount of time' and 'Cooperative Education - teachers work
closely in team. Nature of the school's structure is cooperative.'
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• The support and cooperation established by the school was commented on:
'Teachers - because a buddy system is set up between new and older teachers and
experiences can be shared to make burdens lighter' and Staff - support provided to
minimise 'trauma" from moving outside accustomed areas - support system is
realistic and works better than most'
• One teacber saw that teacben per se were valued at Lanyon High School:
'Teachers', while another expanded on this to include the breadth of the support
'Collegiality - collegial support is evident at all levels - curriculum
banks/teams/assistant principal and principal'.

Culture sUlTOunding Teacber Teaming at Lanyon High Scbool
The following were cited by members of the three groups in open ended responses.
• One student suggested in their metaphor for the teacben at Lanyon High School:
'Flock of birds - stick together and they are nice people', that the teachers work as
a team.
• Another student in designing an ideal metapbor for the teaching staff chose: 'A
team' again reflecting a recognition of their collegiality.
• One staff' mem ber chose the analogy of the sports team to provide a metapbor to
describe the school staff: 'Soccer team - well I chose this because for a team to
succeed, everyone has to play a part. The forward can't score a goal unless the mid
fielder passes the ball'.
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Coopentive Group Workffable Teams for Students
Comparative perceptions of parents, teachers and ltudeots about cooperative
group work in their 'ideal school' and at Lanyon High School

Enential

THE IDEAL

Very
ImpOrtant

Important

Not Important rn.pen.able

F 1 students
working in
cooperative
groups

0.0%
4.9%
0.0%

0.0%
2.5%
0.0%

Teachers
students
Parents

13.6%
22.2%
12.5%

50.0%
34.6%
50.0%

36.4%
35.8%
37.5%

Teachers
students
Parents

13.6%
16.5%
12.5%
Clearly
delc:rlba

22.7%
30.4%
18.8%
Partly
dcsc:rlba

63.6%
22.8%
31.3%
Could
dcsc:rlbe

0.0%
20.3%
18.8%
Rarely
dcsc:rlba

0.0%
10.1%
18.8%
DoaDOt
describe

Teachers
students
Parents

45.0%
36.7%
43.8%

40.0%
35.4%
43.8%

15.0%
20.3%
12.5%

0.0%
6.3%
0.0%

0.0%
1.3%
0.0%

Teachers
students
Parents

30.0%
46.8%
26.7%

55.0%
42.9%
66.7%

15.0%
7.8%
6.7%

0.0%
1.3%
0.0%

0.0%
1.3%
0.0%

Teachers
students

0.0%
8.8%
6.3%

5.3%
25.0%
12.5%

5.3%
25.0%
6.3%

73.7%
26.3%
25.0%

15.8%
15.0%
50.0%

F 1 students
working in table
teams

PERCEPTIONS AT
LANYON
F2 students learn

to work
together in
teams

F2 In classrooms
students seem
to be working
together in
small groups

F 2 students
beoomevery
selfish in
making sure
that they get
the best marks·

Parents
·Negative question, data reversed for graphing

The concept of students working in cooperative groups is strongly advocated by
proponents such as Spencer Kagan (1994), James Beane (1990), Jim Cumrning (1994)
and Andy Hargreaves (1994). There are five questions around this topic two in section
one: 'Students working in cooperative groups', and 'Students working in table tearns.
In section two the first two questions about the theme: •Students learn to work
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together in teams', and 'In classrooms students seem to be working together in small
groups' are both positive about the process whilst the third statement: 'Students
become very selfish in making sure that they get the best marks' is a negative approach
so the results are reversed in the graph.

Apart from 7.4 % ofstudents all respondents saw the idea of students working in
cooperative groups as essential, very important or important in their ideal school. The
notion of students working in table teams was not so strongly favoured with 30.4 % of
students and 37.6 % of parents seeing it as not important or dispensable.

When it came to describing what they saw as practice at Lanyon High School 100 % of
parents and teachers saw that students do 'learn to work together in teams since none
of them saw that it rarely or never describes what happens. Students, however, in 7.6
% of cases rarely or never perceived that as the reality. When it came to assessing

whether in classrooms 'students seem to be working together in small groups' 100 %
of parents and teachers saw that as the case as did 97.4 % of students. Finally the
somewhat related concept of ' Students becom[ing]e very selfish in making sure that
they get the best marks' about a third of the students (33.8 %) did not see this
happening or rarely saw it happening. Only 10.6 %, ofteachers, agreed that this
clearly, partly or could describe practice at Lanyon High School while a quarter of
parents shared this perception.

Values about Cooperative Group Work at LanyOD Higb School
In open ended responses about values at the school the following comments were

made.
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• Only one parent cited students working together as a value at Lanyon High
School: 'Team Work - co-operative class group work is encouraged in all areas'.
• A large number of teacben Quoted team work, or group work or cooperative
learning as a value at the school: 'Individual and Group Achievement and
Satisfaction - emphasis on group work and cooperative learning', 'Cooperative
Education - students and teachers work in cooperative groups all the time' and
'Cooperative Education - staff are encouraged to use cooperative teaching
strategies in all subject areas'.

• Teachen mentioned an encouragement to attend professional development as
an indication that this was something valued by the school: 'Cooperative Learning emphasis on professional development in this area. Support from more experienced
teachers' and 'Cooperative Education - staffare given the opportunity to attend
inservices on these strategies and share them at conferences etc. '
• The benefits of this style of operation were also listed: 'Cooperative and Student
Centred Approaches to Learning - students are happy because they experience
success resulting in increased self esteem. '
• One tellcher extended this to include the physical structure of the scbool:
'Cooperative Team Work (learning) - way teachers plan, way classroomslbuildings
set up'.

• One student also mentioned this as a value at Lanyon: 'Individual as well as Team
ExceUence - because it encourages you to work to the best you can'. Another

student saw that the scbool valued working with otben to assist them: 'Helping
Others to Learn - the peer reading etc. ' .
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Culture surrounding Cooperative Work at Lanyon Higb School
The foUowing were cited by members ofthe three groups in open ended responses.
• On three occasions the students used metapbon about teams to describe the

school or themselves, twice as a metaphor for the actual and once as an ideal: 'A
team - because we all stick together' and 'A team - we work together', and then as
an ideal: 'A team', One also implied a working together 'Ants - because they are
working community of people'.
• A parent saw the idea of cooperation as providing the ideal metaphor for a
school population: ' Working together to create a better future', and another as the
metaphor for an ideal school: "Non-competitive' - the school should encourage
cooperation rather than competition'.

• In developing the ideal metaphor to describe the students one teacher chose:
'Working together' to reflect the valuing of cooperation and teaming.
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Relationships
Comparative per~on. of parents, teacben and students about relationships in
their 'ideal scbool' and at Lanyon High School

EaseDtl.1

THE IDEAL

Ve.,-

Important

Not Impor1aDt DI.pen••ble

IImportant

G 1 The
development d
positive
relationships
with staff and
between
students
Teachers
Students
Parents

59.1%
28.4%
37.5%

36.4%
29.6%
50.0%

4.5%
24.7%
12.5%

0.0%
13.6%
0.0%

0.0%
3.7%
0.0%

Teachers
Students
Parents

9.5%
23.5%
43.8%
Clearly
deacrlbes

19.0%
23.5%
12.5%

52.4%
30.9%
31.3%

9.5%
13.6%
6.3%
Rarely
describes

9.5%
8.6%
6.3%
Doea not
describe

G1 Unquestioning
respect for the
teachers'
authority*

PERCEPTIONS AT
LANYON

Partly
describes

Could
describe

G2 Students get on
with most other
students and
with most staff
members
Teachers
students
Parents

55.0%
23.1%
31.3%

35.0%
33.3%
18.8%

10.0%
30.8%
31.3%

0.0%
7.7%
18.8%

0.0%
5.1%
0.0%

50.0%
32.1%
37.5%

25.0%
37.2%
25.0%

5.0%
7.7%
18.8%

0.0%
7.7%
0.0%

G2 Students won<
with and
support each
other

20.0%
15.4%
Parents
18.8%
·Negative question, data reversed for graphing
Teachers
students

Cumming (1994), Eyers (1993), Beane (1990) and Sizer (1994) all stress the
importance to the success of education for young adolescents of developing and
nurturing positive relationships amongst the various groups within a school
community. The first question in this series is to ascertain how importantly the three
groups: parents, teachers and students view the development of positive relationships.
The question about 'unquestioning respect for the teachers authority' was designed to
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verify whether people truly believed in teachers and students working together to
develop positive relationships or whether they wanted students to have an
unquestioning respect for the teachers' authority as was the case historically and is still
in many of the more traditional schools. For this reason: since it seems contrary to the
idea of positive relationships the results have been reversed for graphing. The two
questions about current practice at Lanyon High School ask about students getting on
with each other and with staff, and students working with and supporting each other.

All groups were in favour of the development of positive relationships with staff and
between students: 100 % of teachers and parents saw it as essential, very important or
important, as did 82.9 % of students. Unquestioning respect for teachers' authority
was seen as very important or essential by only 28.5 % of teachers, yet 47 % of
students and 56.3 % of parents considered it essential or very important.

When describing Lanyon High School 100 % of teachers considered that students get
on with one another and with most staff members having indicated that this clearly,
partly or could describe the school. This was al so true of 87.2 % of students and 81.2

% of parents. When the issue of students working with and supporting each other 95
% of teachers, 85.6 % students and 81.2 % of parents all saw that this clearly, partly or
could describe practice at Lanyon High.

Values about Relationships at Lanyon High Scbool
In open ended responses about values at the school the following comment was made.
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• Parents were the group that saw the students as a key value at the school: 'The
students', 'Students - students seem happy and content' and 'Students as
individuals'.

Culture surrounding relationships at Lanyon High School
The following were cited by members ofthe three groups in open ended responses.

• When deciding on metaphon to describe themselves students often presented a
negative view of their relationships suggesting that some students were
supportive whilst other were not: 'Animals - because we are like a different species
some are calm like whales others playful like monkeys and some aggressive like
lions', 'Cockroaches - they're nice most of the time but mean other times' and
'Creatures from another world - some are out of this world (eg.wild) others really

calm'.
• Other students were generally disparaging about their peers: 'Dogs - they're
bitchy', , Crazy animals - because they can be so obnoxious', 'DOGS! - because
they don't think of anybody but themselves', 'Pack of camels - because they are like
rats', 'Rats - because most of them are very annoying' and yet another reference to
rats: 'Rats - no morals'.
• One Itudent was quite hostile in describing other students: 'Bunch of ... - because
most of the kids are mean old • •

*..'

• Another student seemed to imply that this perception of their peers was, in some
cases, actually unfounded: 'Snakes - some people are poison, even deadly and
others seem fearful but don't have it in them.
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• The general lack or tolerance was reflected in the metaphors chosen by several

students: 'Mail sorters - because they pick out everything that is different' and a
reference to judging by appearance: 'Blind people again - can't judge you by your
cover' and 'Blindness. They can't see you so they have to get to know you.
• A teacher used the word 'Hannonious' to describe the ideal metaphor for a
school.
• One parent referred to the harmonious nature of playground interactions and
credited the lack of senior students with this situation: 'Up stairs' - most students
have never had older students to contend with, making life in the playground pretty
good, no-one to boss them around'.
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Ex.tra-Curricular Activities
Comparative perceptions of parents, teamers and students about mra-curricular
activities in their 'ideal school' and at LanyoD High School

E•.entlal

THE IDEAL

Very
imPOrtant

ImportaDt

Not ImportaDt ))I.pen.able

H 1 Providing a
program of
extension
activities
Teachers
students
Parents

18.2%
28.4%
12.5%

45.5%
27.2%
31.3%

36.4%
32.1%
56.3%

0.0%
8.6%
0.0%

0.0%
3.7%
0.0%

Teachers
students
Parents

13.6%
20.5%
6.3%
Clearly

18.2%
21.8%
37.5%

54.5%
34.6%
37.5%

9.1%
16.7%
18.8%

4.5%
6.4%
0.0%

H 1 A course of non
core studies
available for
students before
9:00, at lunch
time and after
3:00.

PERCEPTIONS AT
LANYON

describe!

Partly
describes

Could
describe

Rarely
describes

Does DOt
describe

H2 students are
busy out of
core time doing
organised
activities
Teachers
students
Parents

Teachers
students
Parents

62.5%

40.0%
26.8%
25.0%

15.0%
15.9%
12.5%

5.0%
17.1%
0.0%

0.0%
3.7%
0.0%

45.0%
34.2%
40.0%

30.0%
23.7%
26.7%

25.0%
18.4%
13.3%

0.0%
15.8%
13.3%

0.0%
7.9%
6.7%

40.0%

36.6%

H2 There are lots
of activities to
keep students
OCC1Jpied during
the lunch break

These are activities out of core time that give students a richer curriculum, allow them
to mix with a broader range of students and pursue personal interests. The questions

in both sections of the questionnaire focus on those activities run as part of the core
day rather than camps or weekend activities or those that extend over several days or,
like sports carnivals, involve the whole school. The results indicate that Lanyon High
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surpasses expectations on this issue providing more that any group would expect in
their ideal school.

When it came to describing an ideal school 100 % of parents and teachers and 87.7 %
of students saw providing a program of extension activities as essential, very important
or important. The second question, which was more specific about when these
activities would be run: before and after core class time and during the lunch break also
elicited a positive result. 86.4 % of teachers, 81.2 % of parents and 76.9 % of students
considered them as essential, very important or important.

The situation at Lanyon High School seems to match up well to the expectations of the
three groups. 95 % of teachers, 79.9 % of students and 100 % of parents indicated
that the description: 'students are busy out ofcore time doing organised activities'
clearly, partly or could describe Lanyon High. However, when the question about lots
of activities being available during the lunch break was asked parents were slightly less
positive than they had been in the previous question, respondents indicated that it
clearly, partly or could describe Lanyon in only 80 % of the cases for parents, 76.3 %
for students yet 100 % for teachers.

Values about Extn-curricular Activities at LaDyOD High School
In open ended responses about values at the school the foUowing comments were

made.
• Parents, studeDts aDd tuchen aD listed extra-curricu1a activities amongst those

things valued at Lanyon High School.
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• Parents saw the activities as positive: 'Full Participation - the range of courses
available to students and activities outside school hours' and 'Out of Core Hours many opportunities to join in a variety of activities, encourages students to be doing
something, not just 'hanging around'.'
• Teacbers saw that the activities were extensive and valued regardless of genre:
'Variety - The school also offers dozens of activities that students may be interested
in' and 'Extra Curricular Activities - all activities beyond the classroom are valued
eg extension activities, peer mediation, SRC, sporting teams, canteen helpers, peer
reading helpers. '
• One ofthe students also listed the extension activities as one ofthe scbool values:
'Football, Soccer, Netball, BasketbaU, Tennis Courts - they have great affect on
academic people who achieve their best in their sport.

Culture surrounding eura curricular activities at Lanyon Higb Scbool
The following were cited by members of the three groups in open ended responses.

• A number of respondents from all three groups commented on the activities in
their responses in questionnaire two.
• Students listed references to extra cunicular activities as im port.nt events in
establishing the school: 'The awards the school won in debating', 'The debating
team winning the debating competition gave us a pretty good reputation' and 'The
skate competition'.
• When describing regular routines in the school students again referred to
activities: 'A regular routine in our school I guess is the activities. We have our
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activities always at a same day basis. - It makes it more fun and enjoyable. It helps
us to relax. Take our minds of work, tests, assignments etc, etc.', 'A regular
routine perfonned at Lanyon is activities. On that certain day you have that class no
matter what. Unless the teacher is absent. - It is fun, enjoyable and relaxing way to
concur [conquer] the stress of assignments, tests and essays', 'After and before
school activities. - Teaches different students different things' and 'Outdoor cricket
is always the same you have a bowl and a bat. - It gives you a chance to brush up on
your skills' Rock climbing in particular was singled out: 'Rock climbing on
Monday afternoon and Wednesday morning' and 'Rock climbing on Monday
afternoons and Wednesday mornings. - It makes us want to come to school'.

• Atbletics and sports camivals were frequently mentioned: 'Athletics carnival.
There are always the same events and they are always run the same way. - People
are able to compete fairly against others and try a variety of things', 'The swimming
carnival. You cheer others on because of what group they're part of Everyone is
encouraged' and 'Athletics carnivals. - For many, it urges them to do better at what
they are good at and teaches them how to cope with competition'.

• Not aD were so positive about their impact: 'The carnivals. I've never been toa
school where the carnivals eg swimming, cross country, where the carnivals were
different. - It doesn't [contribute to school life]', 'The swimming carnival because it
is done the same every time. I think it should be different. - It doesn't [contribute
to school life]' and 'The swimming carnival because it is run the same way each
year. - It doesn't [contribute to school life],.
• When asked to name what makes Lanyon High School a special place many

students listed the extra curricular activities: 'After school and lunch time
activities', 'Any of the school activities that take place because it motivates the
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students', 'Flight theory because no other school has it', 'Flight theory because not
many schools have this', 'I can't think of anything except cricket which makes my
day special' and 'Japanese, or other cultural experiences where we can be heard
about'.
• A number singled out rock climbing specifically: 'Rock climbing because not

many schools have rock climbing walls and experienced teachers to teach us', and
four students just stated 'Rock climbing'.
• Others were more general: 'Some of the after school activities', 'Sport', 'The
community activities. It lets the community see how our school is a friendly and
advanced learning area', 'The Japanese and other performances' and 'The reading
program.'
• This theme continued into the section on metaphon about the school suggesting
fun and variety: 'An Amusement Park', 'Camp', 'Club Med', 'Leisure Centre',
'Lots of fun activities', 'Nature Reserve', 'The school is a fun park' and 'A leisure

centre'.
• Teachen too focused on the activities when answering about school culture.
• Several mentioned

an extra curricular activity as an important event that helped

establish the school: 'The enthusiasm and participation of swimming, athletics and
cross country carnivals', 'The school X country - because it was the whole school
involved, everyone working together - very cooperative' and 'Athletics carnival really helped home schools identify themselves and encouraged everyone to do their
best and participate. Strengthened and established teacher/student relationships'.
• However, not aD activities were viewed so positively: 'Lanyon HS camp in 1996 the wont camp on record'.
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• Teachen listed the activities as making Lanyon High School a spedal place: 'I
found the teachers v's student indoor game a great success. I feel we should offer
this more often, now to create this in our culture', 'Before and after school
activities', 'All the activities - the whole program. Opens opportunities for staffand
students to teach/learn outside the classroom', 'The activities especially early in the
morning. It's nice to see kids all excited about being In school at 8arn on a cold
frosty morning', 'The activity prograrn - particularly how it is offered out of core
time makes Lanyon quite special' and 'The before/after school activities/classes.
The students and teachers develop a different relationship to that of the general
classroom.
• A few parents also saw these as important aspects of the school: 'Cross country
run where I met some of the pupils' was cited as an event that helped make the
school what it is today. 'Electives and some after school activities eg rope and
rucksack, biking, electronics. The impression given is that education is not only to
be had during school hours' and 'The activities for year 7 students like 'rock
climbing. ' This helps them greatly to adjust to high school life, as it is not all work
and no play, which many students think they cannot handle' were both considered
to make Lanyon High School a special place.
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Basic Skills in Literacy and Numeracy
Comparative perceptioDII of parents, teachen and students about basic: skills in
Iiterac:y aDd numeracy in their 'idealsc:hool' and at Lanyon Higb Sc:bool

ESIendal

TBEIDEAL

Very
ImDOrtant

Important

Not Important Dllpenuble

I 1 A focus on
basic skills fA
literacy and
numeracy and
bringing all
students to at
least a basic
standard
Teachers
Students
Parents

59.1%
44.4%
87.5%

31.8%
23.5%
12.5%

9.1%
27.2%
0.0%

0.0%
1.2%
0.0%

0.0%
3.7%
0.0%

Teachers
students

31.8%
26.6%
40.0%
Oearty
describes

63.6%
26.6%
60.0%

0.0%
25.3%
0.0%
Could
describe

4.5%
11.4%
0.0%
Rarely
describes

0.0%
10.1%
0.0%

1 1 Special
programs like
Queanbey8n
Reading, maths
skills (basic
literacy/numera
cy)

Parents
PERCEPTIONS AT
LANYON

Pal1Jy

delcribes

Does not
describe

12 Special
programs are
regulany run to
develop basic
skills

45.0%
40.7%
37.5%

40.0%
32.1%
37.5%

15.0%
17.3%
25.0%

0.0%
6.2%
0.0%

0.0%
3.7%
0.0%

Parents

60.0%
61.5%
66.7%

40.0%
23.1%
26.7%

0.0%
11.5%
0.0%

0.0%
1.3%
6.7%

0.0%
2.6%
0.0%

Teachers
students
Parents

63.2%
45.5%
46.7%

21.1%
33.8%
40.0%

15.8%
10.4%
13.3%

0.0%
7.8%
0.0%

0.0%
2.6%
0.0%

Teachers
students

Parents
12 There are

schemes to
help students
having troYble
with reading
and wnting

Teachers
students

I 2 Those students
who find
numberwor1<.
hard can get
extra help

In the ACSA publication 'From Alienation to Engagement: Opportunities for Refonn

in the Middle Years of Schooling' Connack cites Finn (Vol 2: 11) as stating that basic
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mathematics and reading skills are one of his five recommendations to build
participation in their schooling in the young. There were five questions in this section
so that a question about literacy could be asked separately from one about numeracy.
The results for the ideal school and Lanyon High have similar patterns indicating that
Lanyon lives up to perceptions about the ideal.

The question about bringing students to a basic standard of literacy and numeracy was
seen as essential or very important by 100 % of parents and 90.9 % of teachers.
Students were somewhat less finn in their response with only 67.9 % sharing their
parents enthusiasm however, only 4.9 % saw it as not important or dispensable.
Having special programs for literacy and numeracy was seen as essential or very
important by 95.5 % of teachers, 100 % of parents , yet only 53.2 % of students. The
remaining 21.5 %, however, described it as not important or dispensable.

Questions regarding Lanyon High were answered equally positively. 100 % of
teachers, 90.1 % of students and 100 % of parents are aware of programs at Lanyon to
develop basic skills since that percentage indicated that it clearly, partly or could
describe the school to say that 'special programs are regularly run to develop basic
skills'. When it came to an awareness of schemes to help with reading and writing 100

% of teachers, 93.3 % of parents, and 84.6 % of students were in agreement that the
phrase 'there are schemes to help students having trouble with reading and writing'
clearly or partly describes Lanyon High School. Basic numeracy, it appears, is equally
weU catered for at Lanyon. 100 %, of parents and teachers, and 89.6 % of students
indicated clearly, partly or could describe to the statement 'those students who find
number work hard can get extra help.
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Values about Basic Skills in Litency and Numency at LanYOD High School
In open ended responses about values at the school the following comments were
made.

• A parent listed this as a value at the school: 'The basic 3R's' .

• Yet one parent saw that the school had lost sigbt oftbis value: 'So learning the 3
R's is sometimes forgotten when you are trying to be a modern school. '
• One student saw this focus on 'the basics' as detrimentJIl to their education:
'Teaching Only The Basics - not getting us ready for the world need more stuffat
myoid school they taught more'.

Culture IUlTOunding basic skills in Litency and Numency at Lanyon IDgb School
The following were cited by members ofthe three groups in open ended responses.

• While no parent commented in the second questionnaire on any aspect ofthe
school related to basic skills in literacy and numeracy tbree teachers listed the
reading program as a ritual that adds to the school in several ways: 'DEAR (drop
everything and read) - I have found this very positive with the students. Students
enjoy the time, reading their novel. Also teachers enjoy the reading'. 'Peer reading,
same time, same process, every day - developing the ethos of community
service/commitment for an intangible reward' and 'The 'drop everything and read'
program - everyone reads for 15 minutes at 11 o'clock. - It helps again to show that
everyone is in the same position, working together - no one is singled out'.
• One student listed this as an activity that makes the school a special place.
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Block Time Tabling
Comparative perceptiODl of parents, teadJen aDd students about block time
tablinK in their 'idealllcbool' and at Lanyon HiKh School

:EJsebtfaJ

THE IDEAL

Very

ImportaDt

Not ImportaDt Dispensable

Important

J 1 Dividing the
day into short,
distinct time
blocks/periods·
Teachers
Students
Parents

0.0%
35.8%
6.7%

20.0%
16.0%
6.7%

10.0%
25.9%
40.0%

40.0%
12.3%
33.3%

30.0%
9.9%
13.3%

Teachers
students

27.3%
8.6%
13.3%
Clearly
describes

22.7%
9.9%
26.7%
Partly
describes

31.8%
23.5%
40.0%
Could
describe

18.2%
38.3%
13.3%

0.0%
19.8%
6.7%

Parents

0.0%
2.5%
6.3%

0.0%
19.0%
18.8%

10.5%
26.6%
12.5%

47.4%
21.5%
31.3%

42.1%
30.4%
31.3%

Teachers
Students
Parents

95.0%
34.7"
62.5"

0.0%
25.3%
25.0%

5.0%
25.3%
12.5%

0.0%
9.3%
0.0%

0.0%
5.3%
0.0%

J 1 Large time
blocks for
lessons

Parents

PERCEPTIONS AT
LANYON

Rarely

describes

Does IICM
describe

J 2 Students no
sooner get
started on a
task than they
need to pack
up and move
on ..
Teachers
Students

J 2 Students do not
spend much of
their time
moving from
lesson to
lesson

When advocating change to existing practice in schools catering for young adolescents
Jackson, commenting on the report of the Carnegie Corporation 'Turning Points:
Preparing American Youth for the 21- Century describes some ofthem as 'warehouses
of mass movement every 45 minutes'. (1991: 11). To overcome this phenomenon
many schools are introducing block time tabling which involves students remaining in
one room with one group of students and the same teacher for a substantial length of
time. The first Question refers to dividing the day into short, distinct time blocks.
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Since the idea of short time blocks is contra to recommendations about effective
schooling for young adolescents it was seen as a negative and the results have been
reversed, however, since the word short was not defined it is possible that its intention
was misinterpreted. The last Question referring to students 'no sooner get[ting]started
on a task than they need to pack up and move on' is again seen as contrary to the idea
of block time tabling so once again results are reversed.

The first item in this bank: of Questions referred to dividing the day into short, distinct
time blocks. 70 % of teachers saw this as dispensable or not important but only 22.2

% of students and 46.6 % of parents shared this view. However, the second question
which refers to large time blocks for lessons gained 81.8 % response from teachers
who saw it as essential, very important or important compared to 80 % of parents yet
only 59.9 % of students.

When describing their perceptions about Lanyon High School 100 % of teachers were

in agreement that the picture of 'students no sooner get[ting]started on a task than
they need to pack up and move on' rarely or never described the school. Three
quarters of parents shared their view as did 78.5 % of students. The last Question in
this set refers to students not wasting time moving between lessons: 95 % of teachers
felt that clearly describes Lanyon High while parents and students are not Quite so
strong in this belief. However, 85.4 % of students and 1000,10 of parents do believe that
this either clearly, partly or only could describe Lanyon.
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Values about Block Time Tabling at Lanyon High School

In open ended responses about values at the school the following comments were

made.

• Parents were mixed in their attitude to the block time tabling. one was in favour
of the approach: 'Time Management -less disruptive, due to 3 periods per day.
Loss oftime due to swapping rooms, books and subjects, is minimised', while
another was not impressed: 'The long lessons - it is a well known fact that
people's concentration is only good for 20 mins. So why the long lessons. I would
prefer more lessons in a shorter time frame'.
• Two teacben listed this amongst the school values. Both were positive about its
impact: 'Organised - the three lessons a day/I. 5 hrs long are great. Less movement,
and teachers have the time to teach and move around the class to help and assist
students' and 'Caring for Students - the structure of three lessons a day means the
teacher has more time to communicate and build a rapport with students. '
• Students who listed this amongst the school values were univenaI in their
dissatisfaction with the concept: 'Time of Lessons - because they think that we are
getting more out of it, but most people get bored" 'Lesson Time -lessons should be
divided into periods of 45minutes', 'Lessons - they think because they're long that
we learn stuB: but we just get bored. The lessons should be 1 hour long' and
'Shorter Lessons - we need shorter lessons because people get bored towards the
end of class and muck up.
• Another student who commented on the time table saw that alternating core days
with electives of benefit 'The Electives - it is good so that we don't have to go to
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English SOSEJLOTE, maths/science and do nothing but work on English and
maths/science'.
• One parent saw the time table as having contributed positively to make the school
what it is today: 'When the decision was made to have a good time table. Having
six days in a five day week. Electives time, after school activities by teachers
prepared to coach students in specific areas' .

Culture surrounding block time tabling at Laoyon Higb Scbool
The foUowing were cited by members of the three groups in open ended responses.

• While not mentioning block time tabling specifically many students commented on
the structure and organisation of the day as significant to the school: 'Core
classes - Science expeceUy (sic). They are always done on second days and for the
same time slots. - I get bored ofschool because of this', 'The core and elective
classes. - Good because most of the time you know what you've got' and 'The
electives & core - gives you a pattern'.
• One student saw little dift'erence from otber scbools: 'In every school there is
always 3 main subjects English, maths & art.
• A couple ofstudents wished for a more progressive time table with free periods
to pursue private interests: 'No free periods. - You have time during the day to go
away from the school' and 'No free periods. - You have time to sit and study at
school.
• Another commented on the routine of a specific class: 'Maths, we always go into
class, get out our stuff, put our bags into a cupboard etc etc. - Its OK the way that
happens'.
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• When asked to acknowledge an event that makes Lanyon High Scbool special
several listed things associated with the time table: 'Japanese, Murder and Mystery,
Medieval Life [these are elective units for the senior students],. 'Lanyon runs
classes like Natural Disasters and Murder and Mystery. These are not run by many
other schools', 'Lanyon has one core day and then one elective day and each cycle
(day) they change'.
• One student mentioned the timetable specifically and the outcome of the school
structure: 'The 3 core classes. This way you get to know the teachers better'.
• Some of the metapbon chosen by the students reflect their feelings about the day
to day structure: 'Its like primary school - because the way the school is set up we
feel like we are still there' and 'A primary school - because I think that it is run like
a primary school, not that this is a bad thing'.
• There were mixed feelings reflected in these two similar metapbon: 'The school is
a carnival - the school is always changing and is always busy' and 'The school is a
merry go round - because you just go around and around doing the same old thing
never have change'.
• One teacber mentioned the time table as 'an important event': 'The unique
timetable. It gives teachers a more freestyle teaching time, its as though you're not
teaching against time'. while another saw it as something that makes Lanyon High
School a special place: 'The organisation or structure of the school'.
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Integrated Curriculum
Comparative perceptions of parentl, teachen aDd students about ioteerated
curriculum in their 'ideal school' and at Lanyon High School

EllenUa'

THE IDEAL

Very
llllportant

Important

Not Importaat Dlapenlable

K1 An integrated
curriculum
where the
different
subjects link
together
Teachers
students
Parents

18.2%
9.9%
12.5"

45.5%
11.1%
37.5%

31.8%
48.1%
43.8%

4.5%
23.5%
6.3"

0.0%
7.4%
0.0%

Teachers
students

9.1"
9.8"
0.0%

31.8%
11.0%
12.5%

40.9"
39.0"
37.5%

18.2%
24.4%
31.3%

0.0%
15.9%
18.8%

K1 SUbjects are
not separated
but combined

Parents

PERCEPTIONS AT
LANYON
K2 lessons are
not divided into

Clearly
describes

hl1ly
describes

Could
describe

Rarely
describes

Doesaot
desaibe

the separate
subjects
Teachers
students
Parents

35.0%
36.0%
31.3"

45.0%
17.3%
31.3%

20.0%
21.3%
25.0%

0.0%
12.0%
12.5%

0.0%
13.3%
0.0%

Teachers
students
Parents

10.0"
29.5%
25.0%

40.0%
23.1%
31.3%

45.0%
23.1%
25.0%

5.0%
10.3%
12.5%

14.1"
6.3%

K2 studies all
seem linked so
its not obvious
when you are
changing from
one subject to
another

0.0%

James Beane (1991 & 1995) is an especially strong advocate of the notion of an
integrated curriculum. Recently published material by ACSA (1996) clearly promotes
the concept. The questions related to this theme all talk of linking or conversely of not
separating studies into individual subjects.

Responses to both questions about the ideal school show an average response with
most results showing a middle ground. The first question about integration and linking
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subject gained a positive response from 95.5 % of teachers, 69.1 % of students and
93.7 % of parents who all consider it essential, very important or important for their
ideal school. The second question about not separating subjects scored a less decisive
response. 81.8 % of teachers, 59.7 % of students and 50 % of parents were in favour
of the idea but no parents seeing it as an essential component oftheir ideal school.

The situation at Lanyon shows a stronger emphasis on this issue than would be desired

in an ideal school. 100 % ofteachers saw it as clearly, partly or could be happening at
Lanyon. Students were less sure and a quarter of them thought that it rarely or never
was the case at Lanyon whereas only 12.5 % of their parents agreed with their view.
The previous question refers to lessons whilst the last question refers to studies and
subjects so the purists would see a distinction in the two whilst the generalists would
see them as the same. Teachers and students views differed markedly on this issue.
Nearly a third (29.5 %) of the students saw that this clearly happened at Lanyon
compared to only 10 % ofteachers: a quarter of parents, like their offspring saw it
clearly the case at Lanyon. CoUeetively 95 % ofteachers, 75.6 % of students and 21.2

% of parents saw the idea of linked studies dearly, partly or could describe the Lanyon
situation.

Values about Integrated Curriculum at Laoyon High School
In open ended responses about values at the school the following comments were
made.

• The integrated curriculum was cited by a number of teachen as being amongst
the school's core values: <the school offers many subjects of work which is usually
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integrated across the curriculum', 'Integrating Subjects - timetable/curriculum
banks', 'Different Learning Styles - by offering an integrated curriculum students
have the opportunity to learn something from the many points of view eg
mathematics, scientific, physical. It will be great to see more of this across aJl key
learning areas', 'Time for Learning that isn't Subject Specific - students don't spend
time moving from subject to subject. Clashes are avoided (with two areas doubling
up on the one topic)' and 'Because the Classes are Joined e.g. Maths/Science cooperative learning, teachers helping and combining lessons making sure every
student is able to achieve their potential.'
• One student, however, was not so impressed: 'Maths/Science should be divided
two separate classes' .

Culture sUlTOunding integrated

~urri~ulum at

Lanyon Higb

S~bool

There were no responses made by members of the three groups in open ended
responses.
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Studeotrreacher Relationships
Comparative peneptiona of pareots~ teacben and students about studentlteacber
relationships in their 'ideal scbool' and at Lanyon High School

THE IDEAL

Essential

Very
ImoortaDt

IIDpol1aDt

Not
lIDoortant

Dispens.ble

L 1 Long periods of
time spent with
your Home
Group Teacher
(pastoral care
teacher)
Teachers
Students
Parents

22.7%
2.5%
0.0%

31.8%
17.3%
18.8%

31.8%
32.1%
37.5%

13.6%
29.6%
37.5%

0.0%
18.5%
6.3%

Teachers
Students
Parents

31.8%
12.5%
13.3%
Oearly

31.8%
17.5%
53.3%
Partly

31.8%
38.8%
26.7%

4.5%
25.0%
6.7%

Rarely

0.0%
6.3%
0.0%
Does not

describes

describes

describes

describe

L 1 Tutor groups
are one of the
teacher's
timetabled
classes so
teacher and
students have
the chance to
get to know
each other well

PERCEPTIONS AT
LANYON

Could
describe

L2 Teachers have
the opportunity
to really get to
know the
students in
their pastoral
care
Teachers
Students
Parents

55.0%
26.6%
31.3%

35.0%
35.4%
43.8%

10.0%
21.5%
6.3%

0.0%
10.1%
12.5%

0.0%
6.3%
6.3%

Teachers
Students

0.0%
17.7%
12.5%

0.0%
21.5%
31.3%

13.3%
19.0%
0.0%

36.7%
32.9%
18.8%

SO.0%
8.9%
37.5%

L2 Teachers and
students are
often in
confl~

Parents

·Negattve question. data reversed for graphing

The questions in this section relate to the opportunity for teachers to develop close
relationships with students for whom they have pastoral care responsibility. 1bis
enables the teacher to know we)) the students whom they teach and for students to feel
comfortable with and develop trust in those teachers. This should avoid much ofthe
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conflict often experienced between teachers and more difficult students and should
provide a more supportive and sensitive environment for young people. The first three
questions focus on the system of 'tutor' teachers also teaching the students for whom
they have pastoral care responsibility to provide the opportunity to develop the
relationship necessary for effective support. The last question is phrased in the
negative so the results have been reversed. This question focuses on the conflict that
so often arises when people working together have not developed the knowledge and
understanding necessary for support.

The first question shows a spread of opinions with teachers more in favour of the long
time period with students for whom they have pastoral care responsibilities. 86.4 %
see it as essential, very important or important and none see it as dispensable. Only 2.5

% of students thought this idea was essential in their ideal school, 49.4 % saw it as
very important or important and 48.1 % thought that it was not important or
dispensable. Parents views were more similar to the views of students than that of the
teachers with none considering the concept essential, 56.3 % saw it as very important
or important and the remaining 43.8 % thought it not important or dispensable. The
second question focused on timetabling the teachers to teach the students for whom
they had pastoral care responsibilities, thus providing increased opportunities to get to
know those students well. 95.4 % of teachers were in favour of this notion ranking it
as essenti~ very important or important. 68.7 % of the students were also in favour
of this with only 25 % ranking it as not important and 6.3 % thinking it was
dispensable. Most parents ranked it as very important (53.3 %) with a further 13.3,%
considering it essential. None of them thought it dispensable leaving 33.4 % who saw
it as important or very important.
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When respondents were questioned about the situation at Lanyon, two closely linked
ideas were considered: teachers knowing students in their pastoral care well and
teachers and students in conflict. 100 % of teachers thought that teachers really
knowing students in their 'home groups' clearly, partly or could describe the situation.

All but 16.4 % of students and 18.8 % of parents shared their opinion. The results
about conflict were reversed for the graphing. 86.7 % of teachers, 41.8 % of students
and 56.3 % of parents saw conflict between students and teachers as rarely occurring
or not happening at Lanyon. No teachers saw it clearly or partly being true at Lanyon
but 43.8 % of parents and 39.2 % of students did.

Values about Student Teacher Relationships at Lanyon High School
In open ended responses about values at the school the following comments were
made.

• Student/teacher relationships was one oftbe most frequently mentioned items
seen as of value at the school.
•

Pa~nts

linked the caring of tuchen as manifested in the clear lines of

communiation: 'Communication - the availability of teachers to students and
parents and the flow ofinfonnation from the school to home' and 'I think working
with the problem students and their parents is most important - more feed back to
parents is the only way we can all help and teach our children.
• Other parents were mixed in their opinions: 'Plus a Smile - teachers relate to the
students very well', 'This is a new school, it has its problems - some teachers show
very much they care for the students - but alas, some do not!'
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• Those teachers who mentioned student/teachers relationships were universal in
tbeir acclamation: 'Relationships between students and staff-it is all based around
this and we are given a bit of time to do this', 'Caring - a lot oftime and effort are
put into this, classroom teachers and L2's - foUow up,

ta1I4 help and resolve

problems/conflict', 'Cooperation - the majority of staffand students have the
bettennent of all at heart.
• Teacbers not only saw that this was valued at the school, but also that it was
actively encouraged: 'The Individual - teachers are encouraged to develop
strong/caring relationships with students. The generally friendly, cooperative
atmosphere helps to support this. Allowances are made under special
circumstances' and 'Politeness/Courtesy - encouraged at all levels. Reminders
given at assemblies, Practised by the teachers' and 'Positive Relationships Between
Staffand Students - we are encouraged to reward students for various things and
make a point oftaUdng to them whilst on play ground duty',
• Some teacben saw the school structure encouraging the fonnation ofstrong
positive relationsbips: 'Good Student Teacher Relationships - way classes are
organised with Home Group teachers seeing, reporting on and contacting parents in
their Home Group', 'The Student as an Individual· students are not a group en
masse, they are all individuals and can get known by their Home Group teacher as
such. All students are equal and are recognised as this' and 'Positive Relationships
Between Teachers and Students· because we spend more time with our students
we are able to get to know them very well. We are also given opportunities to get
to know students through social groups, activities etc.
• One teacher held the newness of the school as partly responsible for this: 'Caresbeing a new school it is able to cater and care for each student', while another
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seemed to assume that it was just common sense that this should be the case:
'Effective Relationships - only way to deal with individual student needs and to
involve the whole community', whilst a third seemed aware of this trend
increasing: 'SelfRespect and Responsibility and Positive Attitudes Amongst
Students and Staff - students negotiate rules and responsibilities. There is a
growing culture in the school (I hope I'm right) that each student and staffmember
has a right and responsibility to contribute in a positive way to the school

community as a whole.'
• Most students who listed relationships as a value at Lanyon High School were
positive in their comments: 'Its Students - because the teachers care for your well
being and how you are doing in your education', 'What Each Student Learns cause the teachers are caring and think of students.
• One student was very matter of fact about the idea: 'Teachers - because they teach
us', while another was actually negative: 'Teachers Get All The Respect - they
sometimes forget we are young adults with opinions and ideas. Especially for year
9's (e.g. putting hands up [a practice used to gain student attention which is
considered babyish by some] - we never have just a class debate on whatever comes
up it's what teacher says) it should be 2 way respect'.

Culture sUlTOunding student/teacber relationsbips at Lanyon Higb School
The following were cited by members of the three groups in open ended responses.

• When determining what they saw as an important event that helped to make
Lanyon High what it is 'today' many students listed the teachers or the
relationship between teachers and students: 'Teachers and students working
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together', 'The Fun Run. It showed how we work together, show respect for our
community and land around us' and 'The relationship between the teachers and the
students'.
• Others acknowledge the importance of the teachen to the success of a school:
'The hiring of the teachers. The quality of the teachers is so important in the
function of a school', 'The teachers and the help they put in to make the school.
• The metaphon used by students to describe the staff are varied (see appendix 9)

reflecting a number of attitudes. Some were positive: 'Most of the staffis like a
chocolate cake - because most ofthem are sweeties, but if you have too much., it
can feet unpleasant', 'Nice and caring - slightly strict - because they put up with a
lot of things' and 'The teachers are extremely nice - because they go out oftheir
way to be as nice as they can to students and parents. '
• Other students were less complimentary: 'The Witches ofEastwick - because
they think that they're all that and they're over powered' and 'I can't think of one
[metaphor] that isn't rude so I won't answer that question, but I don't like them at
all'.

• Others saw merit in some but not all: 'Prison wardens - some are nice. Some are
mean' and 'Some are good some aren't - because its true'.
• In stating that: 'I found the teachers v's students indoor game a great success. I
feel we should offer this more often, now to create this in our culture' one teacher
focused on the means of developing a positive culture between staff and students.
• Another acknowledged that the relationship between parents, teachen and
students are cooperative in the choice of metaphor to describe the school: 'A
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space shuttle - students, parents and staff are working together towards a common
goal, embracing new frontiers and heading into futuristic changes'.
• In the metaphor to reflect the teachers one staffmember also reflected this culture
of support and harmony: 'The United Nations - building harmony and self respect
amongst all individuals, delivering innovative prognuns to achieve these goals and
establishing a safe and cooperative culture'.

• In choosing an ideal metaphor for a school, teachers again reflect the culture of
valuing relationships: 'Harmonious', 'A sanctuary' and &Utopia'.
• Two parents focused on this notion in their answers in questionnaire two, one in
describing an activity that makes the school what it is: 'Too hard! I just have a
feeling from the words that my daughter comes out with, actions and friends that
she has, that school is a special place' and another in choosing a metaphor to
describe the teachers: 'Regular guys - they are friendly and real'.
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Content Centred/Student Centred Curriculum
Comparative perceptions of parents, teachers and students about content
centred/student centred curriculum in their 'ideal school' and at Lanyon High
School

Essential

mE IDEAL

Very
ImPOrtant

Important

Not Important Dispensable

M1 Recruitment of
teachers with

expert
knowledge in
their SUbject
area·
Teachers
students
Parents

18.2%
25.0%
68.9%

27.3%
40.0%
25.0%

40.9%
27.5%
6.3%

13.6%
6.3%
0.0%

0.0%
1.3%
0.0%

Teachers
Students
Parents

50.0%
25.9%
37.5%

40.9%
37.0%
50.0%
Partly
describes

9.1%
32.1%
12.5%
Could
describe

0.0%
4.9%
0.0%
Rarely
describes

0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
Does Dot
describe

M 1 Students and
teachers
understanding
students'
different
learning styles

PERCEPTIONS AT
LANYON

Clearly
describes

M2 Teachers are
more
concerned with
their own
subject area
than the neecls
of students·
Teachers
Students
Parents

0.0%
4.9%
0.0%

10.0%
27.2%
33.3%

5.0%
27.2%
6.7%

65.0%
21.0%
20.0%

20.0%
19.8%
40.0%

Teachers
Students
Parents

20.0%
19.0%
25.0%

40.0%
29.1%
12.5%

40.0%
35.4%
43.8%

0.0%
12.7%
18.8%

0.0%
3.8%
0.0%

M2 There are many
different types
ofactMties
going on in
classrooms so
that the needs
of all students
are catered for

-Negative question., data reversed for graphing

The questions in this section are designed to ascertain whether respondents value
teachers expert knowledge of their subject area more highly than a knowledge and
understanding of student learning and whether this is transferred into valuing a student
centred approach in the classroom rather than a content centred approach. The
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questions mention knowledge and subject versus learning styles and needs of students.
One of the questions in each of the sections in phrased in favour ofa content focus:
because this is the opposite of what the research cited in literature review advocates,
these results have been reversed for graphing.

Parents indicate a high regard for expert knowledge of subject with 68.8 % indicating
that it would be essential in their ideal school. This compares to only 25.0 % of
students and 18.2 % of teachers. However, all but 13.6 % ofteachers consider it
essential, very important or important, as do all but 7.6 % of students and all the
parents. When the question of understanding learning styles was raised 100 % of
teachers and parents, and 95.1 % of students ranked it as essential, very important or
important.

When the questioning was about Lanyon High School in section two and the question
looked at teachers being more concerned with subject than student needs, 85 % of
teachers considered that this rarely or never described Lanyon. This view was shared
by 66.6 % of parents and 66 % of students. The second question on this topic in
section two looked at variety of activities to cater for different learning styles. 100 %
of teachers, 21.5 % of students and 81.2 % of parents saw this as clearly, partly or
could describe Lanyon High.
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Values about Content Centred/Student Centred Curriculum at Lanyon
Higb School

In open ended responses about values at the school the following comments were
made.

• No parents or students listed this amongst Lanyon High School's values.
• Two teachers mentioned student learning and the individual focus: 'Learning for
All - each student is encouraged to learn. Each student will feel success, no matter
what level they are achieving at, or where they are in the class' and 'Skills Rather
Than Content Which May Become Outdated - the emphasis seems to be on
teaching/facilitating students learning important skills such as infonnation gathering,
group skills etc rather than rote learning facts. This is very positive'.

Culture sUlTOunding content centred/student centred curriculum at
Lanyon High School
The following were cited by members ofthe three groups in open ended responses.

• Two parents referred to the idea of facilitating learning: one in a metaphor to
describe the school and one to describe the teacben: UNon-traditional', but not
unbridled freedom for students. - the teachers role is not to direct, but to advise and
import hislher superior and richer experience. But a standard is maintained' and
'Mildly progressive (adjective). - learning should be directly related to the interests
of the 'whole' child. Learning through problem solving should take precedence
over the mere inculcating of subject matter'.
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• This idea was continued in a metaphor to represent the students: 'Students should
not only be able to repeat what has been taught, but also say and do a number of
things with it'.
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Streaming v Mixed Ability Classes
Comparative perceptions of parents, teachen and students about streaming v
mind ability classes in their 'ideal school' and at Lanyon High School

ElteDtiaJ

TBEIDEAL

Very
Important

Important

Not Important Dilpeb.able

N 1 A school that
streams
students to put
similar abilities
together"
Teachers
Students
Parents

4.5%
14.8%
12.5%

4.5%
28.4%
12.5%

36.4%
35.8%
37.5%

31.8%
13.6%
12.5%

22.7%
7.4%
6.3%

Teachers
Students
Parents

14.3%
9.9%
0.0%

23.8%
16.0%
25.0%

52.4%
38.3%
37.5%

9.5%
23.5%
25.0%
Rarely

0.0%
12.3%
12.5%
DoesDOC

descrtbes

descrtbe

N 1 Mixed ability
classes

PERCEPTIONS AT
LANYON

Clearly
de:latbes

Partly
describes

Could
describe

N2 Students are
str8EImed by
ability into
different
classes·
Teachers
students
Parents

0.0%
23.7%
13.3%

26.3%
34.2%
33.3%

15.8%
28.9%
13.3%

26.3%
7.9%
26.7%

31.6%
5.3%
13.3%

Teachers
Students
Parents

50.0%

35.0%
34.6%
62.5%

10.0%
32.1%
18.8%

5.0%
9.0%
0.0%

0.0%
5.1%
0.0%

N2 There is a
variety d
different
abilities within
one class
19.2%
18.8%

-Negative question, data reversed for grapbing

One of the questions from both section one and section two ask about streaming
students by ability and since this is contra to a middle schooling approach to school
structure the results are reversed for graphing. The graphing for the 'ideal school'
responses shows a normal distribution while responses about Lanyon are more evenly
distributed.

When considering their ideal school 91 % ofteachers saw streaming as dispensable or
not important, as did 75 % of parents yet only 56.8 % of students agreed with them.
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Mixed ability classes were ranked as essential, very important or important by 91.5 %
of teachers, 64.2 % of students and 62.5 % of parents.

Streaming was seen at Lanyon High School as clearly or partly describing the situation
in existence by about a quarter of teachers (26.3 %),46.6 % of parents and a small
majority (57.90./0 ) of students. The question about mixed abilities in classes is not
mutually exclusive to streaming since even the 'top class' will have the excellent and
the very good mixed together. 95 % of teachers, 85.9 % of students and 100 % of
parents ranked this as clearly, partly or could describe Lanyon High School.

Values about StreamingIMiIed Ability Classes at Lanyon Higb Scbool
In open ended responses about values at the school this was not listed as a specific
value by parents, students or teachers.

Culture sUlTOunding content centred/student centred curriculum at
Lanyon Higb Scbool
The following were cited by members of the three groups in open ended responses.

• In designing the ideal metapbor for the students one student's suggestion indicates
that all should eIcel academically, 'Angels from heaven all graduating and getting
top marks'.
• Apart from this no reference was made to streaming or recognising different levels
of achievement.

• StafT, in choosing appropriate metapbon suggested that they recognise students
varying abilities, 'Lanyon High School is a supermarket - because there are such a
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lot of ingredients, various qualities, ages and varieties' and a suggestion that there
is some fonn of 'grading', albeit covert, 'Check out chicks! - because we place a
value on everything' .
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Identifying Special Needs Students
Comparative perceptions of parents, teachers and students about identifying
special needs students in their 'ideal school' and at Lanyon High School

IlIenUal

THE IDEAL

Very
imPOrtant

Important

Not Important DbpelWlble

22.7%
21.1%
25.0%

59.1%
39.5%
56.3%

13.6%
14.5%
18.8%

4.5%
17.1%
0.0%

13.6%
22.2%
31.3%

36.4%
35.8%
25.0%
Could
describe

18.2%
6.2%
6.3%
R-rely
describes

9.1%
3.7%
0.0%
Does Dot
describe

10.0%
26.3%
31.3%

10.0%
27.5%
18.8%

55.0%
26.3%
12.5%

25.0%
10.0%
13.3%

45.0%
37.2%
50.0%

35.0%
25.6%
31.3%

5.0%
9.0%
6.3%

0.0%
2.6%
0.0%

01 Placing
students with
special needs
in 'nonnal'
classes
Teachers
students
Parents

0.0%
7.9%
0.0%

01 Special classes
and withdrawal
groups for
students with
learning
diffICulties·
Teachers
students
Parents

PERCEPTIONS AT
LANYON

22.7%
32.1%
37.5%
Clearly
describes

Par1ly

describes

02 Everyone
knows the
students who
are 'slow'
because they
have special
classes or
special rooms·
Teachers
Students
Parents

0.0%
10.0%
6.3%

02 Mixing students
cA different
abilities means
the strugglers
are not seen as
different

15.0%
25.6%
12.5%
·Negative question, data reversed for graphing
Teachers
students
Parents

The four questions phrased around this theme focus on the overt identification of
special needs students by withdrawing them from mainstream classes or grouping them
together in specialist classes to cater for their special needs. This approach goes

.

against the philosophy of integration currently advocated in education. For this reason
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questions about special classes are considered negative for this survey and results are
reversed for graphing.

When respondents were asked about their desires for their ideal school and the idea of
placing students with special needs in mainstream classes only 7.9 % of students and
no parents or teachers saw this as essential. 81.8 % of teachers considered the idea
very important or important as did 60.6 % of students and 81.3 % of parents. The
remaining 18.1 % of teachers, 31.6 % of students and 18.8 % of parents considered
the concept not important or dispensable. The second question in section one
examines the idea of special classes or withdrawal groups for students with special
needs. Over a third of parents (37.5 %) considered this essential as did 32.1 % of
students and 22.7 % of teachers. 55.6 % of teachers, 42 % of students and 31.3 % of
parents ranked this idea as very important or important. The remaining 27.3% of
teachers, 9.9 % of students and 6.3 % of parents thought it not important or
dispensable.

The results for Lanyon High School are much more positively in favour of special
needs students being integrated. When the question (Everyone knows the students
who are slow because they have special classes or special rooms' was asked,90 % of
teachers, 63.7 % of students and 74.5 % of parents stated that this does not describe,
or rarely describes the situation at Lanyon. The second question on this theme:
'Mixing students of different abilities means the strugglers are not seen as different'
received similar responses. 95 % of teachers saw this as clearly or partly describing. the
Lanyon situation as did 88.4 % of students and 93.7 % of parents.

IS2

Values about identifying spedal needs students at Lanyon High Sc:hool
In open ended responses about values at the school the following comments were
made.

• One parent and one student specifically mentioned the education of students with
special needs: <Students with Special Needs - students work in groups with similar
levels of understanding - extra assistance is given where needed' was stated by a
parent and a student commented: 'The Learning Education of all Students - its
shown in the way how disadvantaged students are noticed and helped'.

Culture surrounding identifying special needs students at LanyoD High Sc:hool
The foUowing were cited by members of the three groups in open ended responses.

• In describing important events associated with the school two students indicated

that the school was recognised for having smart students, 'For the very smart
students' and <Reputation for smart students'. This may indicate that students with
learning difficulties are not recognised by other students or that the community
perception is that all students are capable students.
• A teacher referred to the reading program as not identifYing the less able, 'The
'drop everything and read' program - everyone reads for 15 minutes at 11 o'clock. It helps again to show that everyone is in the same position, working together - no
one is singled out'.
• In finding a metaphor for the students one teac:her referred to the 'wobbly' ones,
which could be a reference to less able students, 'Supermarket trolleys - you
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sometimes find a wobbly one - because you have to drive carefully, they need a
push at times and if you look around you can find good ones'.
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Uniform/Colour Code
Comparative perceptioOl of parents, teachers aDd students about uniformleolour
eode in their 'idealsehool' and at Lanyon High Sehool

Essential

THE IDEAL

Very

ImportaDt

Not Important Dtspenlable

ImDOrtant

P 1 A school where
students can
express their
individuality
and personality
in their
appearance·
Teachers
students
Parents

0.0%
38.8%
6.7%

4.5%
17.5%
13.3%

13.6%
30.0%
20.0%

54.5%
11.3%
13.3%

27.3%
2.5%
46.7%

Teachers
Students
Parents

27.3%
8.6%
37.5%
Clearly
describes

31.8%
7.4%
25.0%
Partly
describet

36.4%
19.8%
12.5%
Could
describe

4.5%
16.0%
0.0%
Rarely
describes

0.0%
48.1%
25.0%
Does bOt
describe

Teachers
Students
Parents

85.0%
35.1%
62.5%

10.0%
32.5%
31.3%

5.0%
23.4%
0.0%

0.0%
6.5%
0.0%

0.0%
2.6%
6.3%

Teachers
students
Parents

0.0%
8.9%
0.0%

0.0%
6.3%
12.5%

0.0%
7.6%
6.3%

5.0%
11.4%
12.5%

95.0%
65.8%
68.8%

P 1 A school where
students wear
colour
cocIeluniform

PERCEPTIONS AT
LANYON
P2 Almost all
students are in
school colou r
cocIe

P2 students are
atlowecl to wear
whatever they
like·

·Negative question, data reversed fot graphing

It is assumed that a culture of tradition and pride in one's school, ofbelonging and
being seen to belong is enhanced by the confonnity of dress to a uniform or at least a
stipulated colour code. For this reason questions in this section that talk ofexpressing
individuality in dress and students being allowed to wear whatever they wants are
viewed as negative and so results are reversed for graphing. There is one question in
this category in each of the two sections of the first questionnaire.
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Only 4.5 % of teachers and 21 % of parents believe that a school where students
express their individuality in their appearance is essential or very important, however,
56.3 % of students hold that view. Whilst 81.8 % ofteachers and 60 % of parents
think that is not important or is dispensable that is shared by only 13.8 % of students.

When the focus of the question is on students wearing colour codelunifonn 64.1 % of
students see that as not important or dispensable although only 4.5 % of their teachers
agree and 25 % of their parents.

Lanyon High very clearly encourages and values colour code and is in fact successfuJ
in this campaign according to results of the two questions from section two. 95 % of
teachers and 93.8 % of parents see almost all students in colour code (Clearly or partly
describes) as do 67.6 % of students. Another 23.4 % of students concede that the
description at least partly describes the situation at Lanyon. The opposite question
about students wearing what ever they like received an equally resounding result with
100 % ofteachers, 77.2 % of students and 80.5 % of parents agreeing that that does
not or rarely describes the situation.

Values about Uniform/Colour Code at Lanyon High School
In open ended responses about values at the school the following comments were
made.

• No teacher and only one parent included dress amongst the school's values: '60's
and 70's way oflearning - focusing on colour coded unifonn which is very
important'.
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• However, many students saw this as something bigbly valued by the school, even
though they were not sure why they thought it was valued: 'Colour Code' and
'Colour Code - I have no idea'.
• Otber students felt that colour code was only valued because it helped Bet the
school a good reputation:' Uniform - to make our school look better than every
other school so other schools think we are better than them at everything',
'Reputation - everywhere we go we have to act appropriately and our colour code
has to be perfect' and 'Scared ofReputation - because of colour code, we don't
need it at all'.
• Some students saw colour code as valued by the school but would like it cbanged
or modified: 'Uniform - because I think we should have more of a variety in
uniforms (eg more colours)', 'Uniform - we need more variety, more colours. We
should be allowed to wear dark coloured shirts' and 'Dress Code - in assembly we
are always congratulated on our dress code or told to buy navy jackets (but I don't
think that we should have a dress code)'.
• One student advocated the complete abandonment of colour code: 'Colour Code
- I think students should have the right to wear what ever they want'.
• One student, while acknowledging that the school valued colour code, felt that the
school did not go far enough in stipulating what students may wear at school:
'Colour Code - we should have a uniform instead ofjust colour code. It looks a lot
more tidy and heaps more respectable'.
• Others considered that the school must think colour code important because of the
procedures in place to help enforce it: 'School Colour Code - because if you
don't wear colour code then you have to get a note, and a teacher .....tells you off
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That's when they're there (at the student management officer, 'Uniform/Colour
Code - every time you don't have colour code you need a note. If you don't get it
in your own time you have to do litter duty.

Culture surrounding unifonnlcolonr code at Ulnyon High School
The following were cited by members of the three groups in open ended responses.

• In recognising celebrations at the school two ltudeuts focused on days when
students are permitted not to wear colour code as significant celebrations, 'Unifonn
free days, markets' and 'Out of colour code, and end of term, discos, fareweUs,
birthdays, welcomes, thank you's, etc.'.

• One teacher cited: 'Selecting the colour code' as an important event that helped
to make Lanyon High School what it is today.

IS8

Outcomes Based Reporting or Criterion Referenced Reporting
Comparative per~tion. of pareats, teachen and students about outcomes based
reporting or criterion referenced reporting ill their 'ideal school' and at Lanyon
High School

Very
Important

ImportaDt

36.4%
37.5%
31.3%

45.5%
38.8%
50.0%

13.6%
12.5%
18.8%

4.5%
8.8%
0.0%

0.0%
2.5%
0.0%

0.0%
16.0%
6.3%
Clearly

4.5%
21.0%
37.5%

22.7%
25.9%
43.8%

36.4%
27.2%
12.5%

36.4%
9.9%
0.0%

EsseDtial

THE IDEAL

Not Important nispeasable

01 Reporting on
what students
can do le. what
they have
achieved not
how well they
compare with
others
Teechers
students

Parents
01 Mechanisms to
tell parents how
their child's
performance
ranks against
others of 8
similar age"
Teachers
Students
Parents

PERCEPTIONS AT
LANYON

desulba

Partly
describes

Could
describe

Rarely
describes

Does DOt
describe

Q2 The reports
really tell
parents what
their children
have achieved
Teachers
Students
Parents

35.0%
25.0%
6.3%

45.0%
23.8%
37.5%

15.0%
15.0%
18.8%

0.0%
18.8%
12.5%

5.0%
17.5%
25.0%

Teachers
Students
Parents

0.0%
13.7%
6.3%

10.0%
19.0%
6.3%

15.0%
38.0%
18.8%

10.0%
19.0%
18.8%

65.0%
10.1%
50.0%

Q2 Parents are
periodically
informed of
their child's
position In the
class·

*Ncgabve question, data reversed for graphing

These questions were designed to ascertain whether or not parents, students and
teachers were in favour of criterion referenced reponing or outcomes based reponing.
In other words were people interested in what a student had achieved as an individual
towards given goals (outcomes), or did they prefer a ranking against others in the
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group using specific tools eg tests, assignments. The correlation between people's
identified preferred approach to reporting and that which is perceived to operate at
Lanyon High was also of interest. Since research into middle schooling indicates that
outcomes based reporting is of greater value to young people then the results for the
question in each section that talks of ranking have been reversed for graphing.

95.5 % ofteachers, 88.7 % of students and 100 % of parents saw outcomes based
reporting (reporting on what students can do ie. what they have achieved not how well
they compare with others) as essential, very important or important. However, they

still seem to want to know a ranking. For their ideal school 77.5 % of parents, and
67.9 % of students considered some mechanism to tell parents how their child's
performance ranks against others of a similar age as essential, very important or
important. This compared with only 27.2 % ofteachers. Most teachers (72.8 %) saw
this as dispensable or not important.

When describing Lanyon, teachers' opinions differed markedly from those ofthe other
two groups, especially parents. The statement 'Reports really tell the parents what
their children have achieved' was ranked as clearly, partly or could describe the
situation at Lanyon by 95 % ofteachers, but only 63.8 % of students 62.6 % of parents
with 25 % of parents indicating that the statement 'does not describe' the Lanyon
situation. The statement about ranking 'Parents are periodically informed of their
child's position in the class' was ranked clearly, partly or couJd describe by 25 % of
teachers, 70.9 % of students and 31.4 % of parents. 65 % of teachers and SO % of '
parents stated that this 'does not describe' the Lanyon situation. Interestingly only
10. 1 % of students agree with them.
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Values about outcomes based reporting or criterion referenced reporting
at Lanyon High School

In open ended responses about values at the school the following comments were
made.

• Only one parent commented on reporting amongst the school's values and that
was in a negative way: 'Marking the children - the reports are ambiguous so
parents really don't know how the children are going. I would much prefer the old
1234 ABeD so children as well as parents know where they stand'
• The two teachen who listed reporting amongst the school's values were somewhat
more positive: 'Outcomes based reporting rather than marks' and the other saw the
school as taking a vanguard position: 'Outcomes Based Reporting - taking initiative
in this area'.

Culture sUlTOunding outcomes based reporting or criterion referenced
reporting at Lanyon High School
The following were cited by members of the three groups in open ended responses.

• Two teachen listed the reporting process as something done routinely at Lanyon
High School. Whilst this was because of the process one teacher did also reflect on
the eft'~t of the focus, 'Reporting - the process is set up to be predictable and
routine - provides a structure for teachers, students and parents' and 'The reporting
process - its a stressful time for staff/students/and community. It makes us
accountable and since the time I have written my reports I am acutely aware of how
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they are going, what they have achieved etc. But I see very little change in
behaviour, approach etc.'.
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Learning Facts or Learning Information Retrieval Skills
Comparative perceptioDs of parents, teacben and students about IeamiDg facts or
learning information retrieval skills in their 'ideal school' and at Lanyon High
School

Essential

TBEIDEAL

Very
Important

Important

Not Important Dispensable

R 1 Opportunities
for learning 8
basic core of
facts that
students will
need for further
education or for
their place in
society"
Teachers
students
Parents

22.7%
27.2%
56.3%

18.2%
27.2%
37.5%

36.4%
40.7%
6.3%

18.2%
3.7%
0.0%

4.5%
1.2%
0.0%

Teachers
Students
Parents

31.8%
25.0%
68.8%
Oarly
describes

50.0%
45.0%
18.8%
Partly
describes

18.2%
23.8%
12.5%
Could
describe

0.0%
5.0%
0.0%
Rairely
describes

0.0%
1.3%
0.0%
Does not
describe

25.0%
7.6%
25.0%

50.0%
35.4%
50.0%

20.0%
38.0%
12.5%

5.0%
8.9%
12.5%

0.0%
10.1%
0.0%

40.0%
20.3%
18.8%

15.0%
41.8%
43.8%

5.0%
13.9%
12.5%

0.0%
13.9%
6.3%

R 1 Development of
research skills
for information
retri9'l81

PERCEPTIONS AT
LANYON
R2 Students learn
hoNto learn
rather than
what to learn
Teachers
Students
Parents

R2 Teachers seem
to concentrate
on W'Bys of
learning and
gathering
information
rather than on
telling students
important facts

40.0%
10.1%
18.8%
·Negative question., data reversed for graphing
Teachers
students
Parents

The two questions in this section focus on the issue of concentrating on teaching facts
to students or giving them the skills to locate and retrieve information. The literature
on middle schooling advocates skilling for life long learning which favours information
retrieval skills over rote learning of basic facts. For this reason. results from question
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one section one which focuses on learning basic core facts have been reversed for
graphing.

Parents value learning core facts highly as is evidenced by 56.3 % of them ranking this
as essential in their ideal school, and a further 37.5 % ranking it as very important.
This compares with 27.2 % of students and 22.7 % of teachers who ranked it as
essential and a similar 27.2 % of students who ranked it as very important compared to
only 18.2 % of teachers. The largest group of both teachers and students ( 36.4 % and
40.7 % ) ranked learning basic core facts as important. However, developing research
skills was considered essential or very important by 81.8 % of teachers, 70 % of
students and 87.6 % of parents with a further 18.2 % of teachers, 23.8 % of students
and 12.5 % of parents ranking it important. No parents or teachers saw it as not
important or dispensable, a view held by only 6.3 % of students.

When it came to describing the state of affairs at Lanyon High School 95 % of
teachers, 81 % of students and 87.5 % of parents considered that students learn 'how
to learn rather then what to learn' clearly, partly or couJd describe the situation. The
last question on this issue focuses on teachers' emphasis on ways ofleaming and
gathering infonnation rather than on telling students important facts. 95 % of teachers,
72.2 % of students and 81.2 % of parents saw this as clearly, partly or could be the
case at Lanyon.
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Values about Leaming Facts or Leaming Information Retrieval SkiUs at
Lanyon Higb Scbool
In open ended responses about values at the school the no comments were made about
this theme.

Culture IUlTOunding learning facts or learning information retrieval skills
at Lanyon Higb Scbool
The following were cited by members ofthe three groups in open ended responses.

One parent in designing an ideal metapbor for students implied that learning facts
alone was not enough: 'Students should not only be able to repeat what has been
taught, but also say and do a number of things with it.'
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Dividing the Student Population into SmaUer Groupings
Comparative perceptiOIllJ of pareDtI, teachen and students about dividing the
student population into smaller groupings in their 'ideal school' and at Lanyon
High School

Essential

THE IDEAL

Very
ImportaDt

Important

Not Important Dispensable

81 Dividing the
school into
smaller groups
for students

Teachers
Students
Parents

27.3%
8.8%
13.3%

36.4%
21.3%
20.0%

31.8%
28.8%
40.0%

4.5%
25.0%
20.0%

0.0%
16.3%
6.7%

Teachers
Students
Parents

4.5%
8.8%
18.8%

40.9%
26.3%
37.5%

40.9%
35.0%
0.0%
Could

13.8%
16.3%
37.5%
Rarely

0.0%
13.8%
6.3%

deKribe

dettrlbct

81 Each student
part cAa subschool group of
no more than
200 students

PERCEPTIONS AT
LANYON

aearty
detcribct

Pal1ly
detaibct

Does DOt
describe

82 Students get
'lost' within the
organisational
structure cA
such B oomplex
organisationTeachers
Students
Parents

0.0%
7.4%
6.3%

10.0%
29.6%
12.5%

10.0%
34.6%
12.5%

45.0%
17.3%
37.5%

35.0%
11.1%
31.3%

Teachers
Students
Parents

5.0%
3.8%
0.0%

5.0%
23.1%
20.0%

5.0%
30.8%
13.3%

35.0%
26.9%
26.7%

50.0%
15.4%

82 There are so
many students
that they feel
'Iosf and
unknown -

40.0%

·Negative question, data reversed for grapbing

Much of the focus of writings about middle schooling is on relationships and the need
for students to identify with a stable group within the school. Students in traditional
high schools who are one of 600 to 1000 students as part of a different group for each
of six lessons per day find it difficult to find a clear identity within the institution. Both
questions in section one concentrate on the idea of subdividing the school. However,
the two questions in section two are both about students feeling lost within the
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structure, a negative associated with the traditional structure of high schools and so the
results are reversed for graphing.

The ideal school should divide the school into smaller groups for students according to
95.5 % of teachers, 58.7 % of students and 73.3 % of parents who ranked the idea
essential, very important or important. More specifically the second question stipulates
that these groups should be no more than 200 students a view shared by 86.3 % of
teachers, 70.1 % of students and 56.3 % of parents. Interestingly parents were almost
equally split 56.3 % in favour to 43.7 % who saw it as dispensable or not important
with no parents at all considering this important.

The results to questions in section two are more consistent. No teachers, 7.4 % of
students and 6.3 % of parents thought that at Lanyon students get <lost' within the
structure clearly described the situation. 90 % ofteachers, 51.9 % of students and
81.3 % of parents saw this as does not, rarely or could describe the Lanyon situation.
When the question asked whether the students feel <lost' as there are so many students
90 % ofteachers, 73.1 % ofstudents and 80 % of their parents did not see this as the
case at Lanyon ranking it as does not, rarely or could describe the situation.

Values about Dividing the student population into smaUer groupings at
Lanyon High School

This item was not specifically referred to in open ended responses about values at the
school by parents, teachers or students.
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Culture surrounding dividing the student population into smaller
groupings at Lanyon High School
The following were cited by members of the three groups in open ended responses.

• As an important event ·that helped to make the school what it is today one teacher
referred to the Home School structure: 'The establishment ofthe three home
schools and home group classes. From day one, all students have had an established
support mechanism if needed' .
• In listing activities that make Lanyon a special place a teacher referred to:
'Assemblies and Home Group Assemblies provide students with a sense of
belonging to a school and a home school'.
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Student Generated Curriculum
Comparative perceptions of parent8, teachers and lItudents about lItudeot
generated curriculum in their 'idealscbool' and at Lanyon High School

THE IDEAL

Enendal

Very

Important

Dispensable

Not

Important

Important

T 1 Students
Invotved in
deciding what
they will learn
Teachers
Students
Parents

18.2%
51.9%
6.3%

45.5%
28.6%
31.3%

31.8%
15.6%
37.5%

4.5%
2.6%
25.0%

0.0%
1.3%
0.0%

Teachers
Students
Parents

18.2%
33.8%
0.0%
Clearly
dacrtbes

36.4%
26.3%
43.8%
Partly
describes

40.9%
30.0%
50.0%
Could
describe

4.5%
8.8%
6.3%
Rarely
describee

0.0%
1.3%
0.0%
Does not
describe

Teachers
Students
Parents

28.6%
22.8%
18.8%

52.4%
29.1%
31.3%

19.0%
26.6%
18.8%

0.0%
15.2%
18.8%

0.0%
6.3%
12.5%

Teachers
Students
Parents

15.0%
16.0%
12.5%

55.0%
33.3%
25.0%

30.0%
29.6%
25.0%

0.0%
12.3%
37.5%

0.0%
8.6%
0.0%

T 1 Students
consulted when
generating
themes for
study

PERCEPTIONS AT
LANYON
T2 There is a
mechanism for
students to
have their say
about what they

learn

T2 Democracy is
valued so
students really
have B say in
what they stUdy

lames Beane (1990. 1991 & 1995) advocates a situation in middle schools where
students are consulted about issues and concerns of relevance to them and are then
involved in a process ofgenerating curriculum themes to be studied. This engages
students in their studies and improves learning outcomes. The questions in this section
of the questionnaire are designed to ascertain the importance placed on this process,by
students. parents and teachers and the extent to which it is observed to be taking place
at Lanyon High School.
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When asked if, in their ideal school, students should be involved in deciding what they
learn students were especially strong in their support with 96.1 % ofthem ranking it as
essential, very important or important of which 51.9 % ranked it as essential and 26.6

% as very important. This compared with of95.5 % ofteachers and 75 % of parents
who also saw it as essential, very important or important: of which 45.5 % of the
teachers ranked it as very important. Whether students shouJd be consuJted when
generating themes for study attracted 60.1 % of students ranking it as essential or very
important. No parent saw this as essential but 93.8 % of them ranked it as important
or very important. Teachers were also very supportive of the concept with 95.5 % of
them ranking it essential (18.2 %), very important (36.4 %) or important (40.9 %).

The situation at Lanyon is seen to reflect this concept in its practice by most teachers,
parents and students. 100 % of teachers recognise that there is a mechanism for
students to have their say about what they learn. This is matched by 78.8 % of
students and 68.7 % of parents who also ranked this as clearly, partly or could describe
the situation as it exists at Lanyon. The question "Democracy is valued so students
really have a say in what they study', was ranked as clearly, partly or could describe
the situation at Lanyon by 100 % ofteachers, 79.1 % of students and 62.5 % of
parents with no parents ranking it as "does not describe' and only 8.6 % of students

giving it that ranking.

Values about Student Geoented Comculum at Lanyon High School
In open ended responses about values at the school the following comments were
made.
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• Only one parent listed this item amongst the values at Lanyon High School:
'Student's Views - because students are consuhed and listened to in all areas from
what subjects they want available to student management problems'.
• However, four teacherS listed this amongst the key values of the school: 'Student
Input ~ by using student ideas to generate the curriculum, so hopefully there is more
student interest in learning', 'Student Input into Curriculum etc - negotiated

•

curriculum, SRC, negotiated assessment and assignments', 'Student Input - students
are able to negotiate the curriculum and have input into what they learn' and
'Students - structure centred around them and the approach is biased (correctly)
toward empowering them'.
• Students. too, saw that their opinion was sought and valued: 'Opinion - we can
have our say. However we don't do enough of this. We have and are allowed to
have an opinion on what we are learning. Our views on a subject or topic', 'Things
Like Questionnaires - it shows that the school cares what the student body thinks [is
this an example ofthe Hawthorn effect?], and 'Students Rights and Privileges-.
They can choose what activity. For example when given an assignment we choose
how to present it'.

Culture sUlTOundiog studeot generated curriculum at Lanyon High School
The following were cited by members ofthe three groups in open ended responses.

• One parent, in describing the ideal metaphor for a staff member, refers to the '
notion ofvaluing ideas from all: "Democratic' - only democracy permits, indeed
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encourages the free interplay of ideas and personalities that is a necessary condition
for true growth' .
• One teacher referred specifically to the student generated curriculum as an
important event at Lanyon, 'The decision by the deputy to pursue middle
schooling and student generated curriculum'.

The twenty questions in this section were selected to investigate features described in
the literature as significant in their impact on the effectiveness of middle schooling. All
questions were 'selected response' or 'forced choice' questions with a five point Likert
scale. In section one ideas about an ideaJ school were investigated. the respondents
could choose from: Essential, Very Important, Important, Not Important and
Dispensable. In section two, which asked for perceptions ofLanyon High School,
respondents could choose from: Clearly Describes, Partly describes, Could describe,
Rarely describes and Does not describe. There were two questions about each theme
in both sections, occasionally three questions in one of the sections. Sometimes
questions were asked that were negative in their concept, not in the way they were
phrased. For example: 'There is a constant battle to get use of the computers'. Since
the literature review indicates that easily accessible computer facilities are of value in
enhancing schooling for adolescents (ACSA1996 Vo12: 14)) then the responses to this
and similar 'negative' questions were reversed with the footer: 'negative question, data
reversed for graphing' added. Graphs ofthese tabulated results make up Appendix 5.
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CHAPTER 6

INTERPRETATION OF FINDINGS

Introduction

Each of the themes investigated in the first Questionnaire are examined in this chapter.
Quotes from the open ended Questions in both Questionnaires are included to augment
the findings. These findings are interpreted with respect to the literature on middle
schooling and culture.

Information Technology
All three groups (parents, teachers and students) indicated that state ofthe art
technology was of importance in their ideal school, and slightly more so that
networked computers were important. Their perceptions of Lanyon High School are
not as positive, yet still the majority consider that the school has excellent facilities. A
large number, especially the students, perceive that there is 'a battle to get use of the
computers'. Generally the school matches well with the ideal school as perceived by
all three groups but, while facilities are considered excellent there is a need to improve
access to these.

GeneraJ comments from the three groups suggest a mixed attitude that reflects a
spectrum of opinions; some see the computer facilities as 'a great system', 'so we can
learn more and be better when we grow up', while others were less positive 'they
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encourage us to use computers, ... but very few people actually know how to use
them'.

Williams and Bigurn (ACSA 1996 Vo12: 14) see schools as the products of the
industrial revolution confronting post-industrial technologies and found wanting so a
tension is created in schools. Connack's review ofpost-modemist literature
addressing student alienation suggests that the KLAs do not fit the diversity of cultural
and social phenomena now present in our schools and wider society so new subjects
are needed to cater for the needs ofyoung people. Competent use of information
technology and information literacy skills are just such skills as young people need to
prepare them for the infonnation age. This view is reflected in responses to the
question that state of the art technology is important, very important or essential for a
school; students, parents and teachers all agree (students 95.1%, parents 85.7%.
teachers I0(010).

Conne]] (ACSA 1996 VoI2:8) suggests that shortages of resources in the home is a
fonn of poverty. This can be compensated for by providing these resources in the
school environment so students in poverty are not disadvantaged and therefore do not
become alienated. In their perceptions ofUnyon High School all three groups agreed
that the school has excellent computer facilities (students 79%, parents 87.6%,
teachers 79%). 47.4% of teachers, 59% of students and 56.3% of parents felt that this
strongly described Unyon High.

Bates (1986) talks ofsub-cultures within any large institution that struggle against the
dominant culture, or coexist within it. An analysis of the sub-cultures at Unyon High
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School could explain the diverse range of opinions expressed about the school. Deal
(1988:207) tells us that 'strong cultures ... evolve over years', Lanyon High School is
only two years old and so it is not surprising that at this stage perceptions about any
aspect ofthe school, information technology included, will be mixed with some strong
positive feelings and others more indifferent. Comments such as this from a teacher
'Infonnation Technology- because we have a great system and integrate it well and
continue to build on it.' and the parent who suggested the metaphor 'The lucky
country - because of the exceJJence in equipment and facilities.' reflect the attitude of
many that chose to comment, and suggest that the school has come part way in
establishing the notion that information technology facilities at the school are
impressive. According to DeaJ (1988:207) 'a new alternative high school must provide
ample evidence of successful perfonnance' and 'the tenor or tone of the culture is the
driving force in ... broadcasting a favourable image.' So the school must strive to

maintain its progressive edge by providing information technology facilities that are up
to date, and effectively utilised, and consistently demonstrate this to the community.

Violeoce aDd Harassmeot
All three groups of respondents were overwhelming in their support for a safe school,
violence and harassment free with 100% of parents and teachers and over 800!'o of
students viewing it as essential or very important. Responses about perception of
Lanyon High School were not as positive yet 85% of teachers, 81.3% of parents
considered that students 'feel safe and secure'. This is matched by only 60.3% of
students. This spread of results was similar for the ideas about students 'feeling
frightened during recess or lunch that they could be harassed' with 33.3% of the
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students indicating that this clearly or partly describes the situation at Lanyon
compared with only 10.5% of teachers and 18.80,/0 of parents.

The report on the inquiry into Prevention of Violence in Schools (1996: 7) states'Any
fonn ofviolence in schools has some effect on students and teachers. Violent
behaviour can lead to poor educational outcomes for not only the student exhibiting
the violent behaviour but for other students in the class. It can also result in low
teacher morale ... '. It continues; 'victims of bullying suffer low self esteem, and are
less happy at school'. Regardles~ then of a moral stand on this issue from a
productivity perspective, it renders schools less efficient and impacts on society at
large: 'there can be effects in adult life' (ibid.:7).

The report adds (pI 1) 'where the extent of violence is investigated and whole school
policies put in place to address the issue, levels of violence are reduced'. At Lanyon,
apart from a whole school student management policy, projects such as the violence
forum, held in 1996, the SASH (Students And teachers against Sexual Harassment)
project and the DOB (Don't Obey Bullies) poster competition were all implemented to
establish a culture of non-violence. The Principal's regular reinforcement ofthe 'four
C's': Courtesy, Caring, Cornmonsense and Consequences at assemblies helps create a
culture of care for others. In addition, the school structure and focus on positive
student/student and student/teacher relationships are designed to assist in this process.
The Junior Secondary Review (] 993), which has as one of its three strategic
approaches 'productive support for young adolescents by school-based adults' and as
one of its eight areas for action 'the identification and support of students at risk'
advocate such a series of student support strategies.
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Although discipline and school rules and regulations are mentioned in literature on
school culture ( Beare, Caldwell and MilJikan 1989: 198) little reference is made to
violence or bullying. From Alienation to Engagement~ Opportunities for Reform in the
Middle Years of Schooling~ Opportunities for Reform in the Middle Years of
Schooling (1996: 11) lists a number of negative manifestations of student alienation
including 'delinquency, disruptive behaviour and disturbed students'.

If: as Peters and

Waterman (Beare 1987:293) attest 'in the last analysis, it's really about
culture... Culture is the hardest stuff'around' then schools needs to establish a strong
culture of safety, of non-violence. The fact that parents and teachers have a more
positive perception of the lack of violence, bullying and harassment than students
suggests that the perpetration of such acts may be covert and subtle. Only 82.1% of
students felt that at the school students feel safe and secure while the remainder (17.9
%) felt that the description 'students feel safe and secure' only rarely describes the
school or that it does not describe the school. Students need to be empowered to
report such acts and coUectively discourage them.

Outcomes Based Assessment venWJ Criterion Referenced Assessment
Teachers were stronger in their desire for outcomes based assessment than either
parents or students with 86.4% who thought it essential or very important in their ideal
school compared to only 56.3% of parents and students. In support of their conviction
81.8% of teachers saw regular tests to rank students as not important or dispensable, a
view shared by onJyI8.8% of parents and 26.3% of students. The perceptions of .
Lanyon High clearly do not match the parents' or students' desires. Beane (1990: 58)
teUs us that 'letter grades seem almost insulting~ that is, how can the work and learning
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involved be portrayed in a single letter grade?' This notion needs to be communicated
to parents.

The parent who wrote 'I would prefer the old 1234 ABeD so children as well as
parents know where they stand.' sums up the feelings of many parents and students.
The school's use of assessment portfolios and parent/student/teacher interviews where
parents are guided on a figurative journey through their child's learning process are
ways that the school is attempting to communicate to parents and students an
understanding and appreciation of the importance of assessing individual outcomes.
Information in the school newsletter and a pamphlet about assessment using student
portfolios are ways that the school has communicated its philosophy about assessment.
Caldwell and Spinks (1992:76) quote Kotler; 'the consumers will either not buy, or not
buy enough of, the organisation's products unless the organisation makes a substantial
effort to stimulate their interest'. However they also state that 'the key task of the
organisation is to detennine the needs, wants and interests of target markets'. Several
parents and students have clearly indicated that they are comfortable with assessment
that ranks students yet Caldwell and Spinks (1992:77) continue; 'the important thing is
to ensure educational integrity .. , Over time, people will accept it as 'the way things
are done around here'.' In other words authentic assessment could become an
entrenched part of the school culture.

From Alienation to Engagement; Opportunities for Refonn in the Middle Years of
Schooling (ACSA ] 996 Vol 3:49) quotes The Western Australian Field Study Report;
'Curriculum, pedagogy and organisation during the middle years of schooling must be
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such that all assessment is based on progress and achievement rather than
success/failure and peer comparisons. '

Student Focused Approach
Feelings about an ideal school quite closely match the perceptions that people have
about Lanyon. However, l000.!o of teachers, and 75% of parents and students want a
school 'where all students experience success' whilst 50.7% of students and 31.3% of
parents want 'a school that values academic excellence as the most important measure
of success for a student'. There is a clear contradiction here yet in describing their
perceptions of Lanyon High School the majority of all three groups agree that all
students feel that they are achieving, are encouraged to strive for individual excellence
and are rewarded for a variety of sldlls and achievements.

From Alienation to Engagement; Opportunities for Refonn in the Middle Years of
Schooling (ACSA 1996 Vol 3:49) quotes The South Australian Field Study Report;
'Success for all students was a theme that teachers found to be an issue for them. How
to make the curriculum relevant and successful for all students is the challenge that
teachers face ... ' Comments from parents and students suggest that this challenge is
being met at Lanyon. This was one area in which all groups took the opportunity in
the open reponse questions to highlight this aspect of the school. A teacher
commented; 'A school where kids are central - It is what I believe Lanyon is all about'
while another highlighted the recognition of all; 'Noah's Ark - welcomes aboard
everyone' and a third saw as a school value; 'The 'drop everything and read' program
- everyone reads for 15 minutes at 11 o'clock. - It helps again to show that everyone is
in the same position, working together - no one is singled out.' Parents were equally
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positive in their comments; 'A student's right to the opportunity to reach his or her
potential' and 'Individual achievement - because students hard work and effort is
praised - whatever their academic ability is'. Students acknowledged the school's
valuing of all; 'Striving for Excellence - because aJl students are rewarded and
recognised not only when they achieve well but also when they improve or try hard',
'The Learning Abilities of Students - the learning abilities of students are vaJued
because everyone has their own abilities and own disabilities'.

When, at ceremonies like assemblies and the deputies morning tea, the school award
system recognises all types ofeffort and achievement: sporting, cultural, social,
academic and community the behaviouraJ and visual manifestations of the culture
support its intangible manifestations.

Teacher Teaming
Hargreaves & Earl (1994: 10-11) in the use of the term 'balkanism' to describe the
traditional high school structure with separate subject faculties allude to the antithesis
of this notion of teachers teaming. They continue; 'Balkanised school structures are
awash with wasted expertise; unknown, unheraJded and unshared by colleagues who
could otherwise have so much to learn from it.' Teacher teaming is advocated by
From AJienation to Engagement; Opportunities for Refonn in the Middle Years of
Schooling (l 996: Vol! :5) which lists it as one of its eleven key findings. This gives
teachers the opportunity for 'professionaJ review, action and reflection' and enables
their combined strengths to overcome professional isolation and help build
student/teacher relationships.
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Not surprisingly it is mainly teachers who see the value of this and advocate it for their
'ideal school'. lOOOA! of teachers saw 'teachers working in groups helping and
supporting each other as essential or very important as did 68.8% of parents but only
42% of students. In assessing the situation at Lanyon there was a similar result; 1000.10
of teachers, 68.8% of parents and 48.6% students recognising that teachers are in
groups that support each other. 95% of teachers, 73.3% of parents and 57.6% of
students acknowledge that teachers at Lanyon work in teams. These results are
backed up by the fact that only teachers chose to comment on this aspect of the school

in open choice responses. 'Team Work. Teachers also work and plan as teams. Time
is gjven sometimes to teachers to plan as teams but more should be gjven', 'Staff
Working Together in Teams - teachers aren't expected to 'get things done' on their

own'.

This indicates that for each of the groups; parents teachers and students the perceived
reality of Lanyon High matches their desires in an ideal school. What is not apparent
to students and parents is the benefits to students' education ofteachers working
collaboratively to produce asynergy. Scott (1997: 12) says, •Put teachers in teams.'
This, he continues 'combines teacher strengths, facilitates collective wisdom and
utilises better problem-solving strategjes. It also provides opportunities for
professional review and reflection, and promotes supportive and cooperative planning
processes. '

Lanyon needs to educate the community so that they appreciate the benefits of teacher
teaming and so support initiatives to enhance the practice. The recognition, by
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teachers, that time and support by the leadership are given to support the notion of
teacher teaming demonstrates that it is valued at the school.

Cooperative Group Worklfable Teams for Students
This is a strategy advocated strongly by the many reviewers of strategies for young
adolescents Junior Secondary Review (Eyers et aI 1993), From Alienation to
Engagement; Opportunities for Reform in the Middle Years of Schooling (ACSA
1996) and The Coalition of Essential Schools (Sizer 1994). It is especially important

in the organisation of those German schools that follow the Team-Kleingruppen-Model
first developed by Anne Ratzki, Principal of Holweide Comprehensive School in
Cologne, Gennany (O'Keefe 1993 :50)

Those who advocate this model extol the virtues of grouping students into table
groups offive to six to work together. Williams (1996:40) tells us that 'heterogenous
groups teach life skills that are sometimes more relevant than the content material.'
The Key Competencies developed by Finn and Mayer include 'Working with Others
and in Teams'. It is important then, that school provide opportunities for students and
staff to learn and practice these skiUs over time.

In responding to the questions on this theme all groups saw students 'working in

cooperative groups' as important, very important or essential apart from 7.4% of
students. All groups were almost as positive about the idea of 'students working in
table teams' with students the least enthusiastic. When describing the situation at
Lanyon all groups saw that students 'learn to work together in teams'. They were
equally positive that 'in classrooms students seem to be working together in small
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groups' . When the idea was phrased in the negative ie that students don't work as a
team but are selfish in their individual desire for the best marks the results were only
slightly less positive about the school. However, students were most damning in their
regard for their fellow students as 33.3% of them saw that clearly or partly students
were selfish in this way compared to 18.8% of parents and only 5.3% of teachers.

That parents see students working together as a value at Lanyon is reflected in
comments such as~ 'Team Work - co-operative class group work is encouraged in all
areas'. Teachers too made similar comments~ 'Individual and Group Achievement and
Satisfaction - emphasis on group work and cooperative learning', 'Cooperative
Education - students and teachers work in cooperative groups all the time' and
'Cooperative Education - staff are encouraged to use cooperative teaching strategies in
all subject areas', The strength of the school's support for cooperative group work

was seen as the encouragement to develop professional skills in this area; ·Cooperative
Learning - emphasis on professionaJ development in this area. Support from more
experienced teachers' and 'Cooperative Education - staff are given the opportunity to
attend inservices on these strategies and share them at conferences etc. '

Some students used metaphors about teams to describe the school or themselves,~ 'A
tearn - because we all stick together' and 'A team - we work together',

A parent saw the idea of cooperation as providing the ideal metaphor for a school
population~ ,

for an ideal

Working together to create a better future', and another as the metaphor

school~

"Non-competitive' - the school should encourage cooperation

rather than competition'. In his solutions for the middle years of schooling Professor
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Hi)] includes 'students working cooperatively in smalJ teams' (l997: 11). Teachers at

Werribee Grange in MeJbourne comment that 'It is interesting to see how the students'
confidence with the table group has grown~ they now seek assistance from their table
group much more readily and have reached the stage where they can solve problems
among themselves with less teacher direction and intervention. ..... As the students are
used to co-operating with their table group and as they know its members so well, a lot
of the preliminary adjustments which are necessary when students are thrown together
for the first time are non-existent' (Moore 1993:26) Such comments attest to the
success of this approach in other schools.

In this area the school matches all three groups 'ideal school' and appears to be
achieving its own aim. The positive language used by all three groups in their open
ended responses and in their choice of metaphors are verbal manifestations ofthis
aspect ofthe school culture.

Relationsbips

This theme covers student/student and student/teacher relationships. When examining
the development of such relationships in their ideal school all three groups were very
positive with 20.3% of students as the only dissenters. Interestingly when the
somewhat outmoded idea of 'unquestioning respect for teachers authority' was
broached 47% of students and 56.3% of parents considered it essential or very
important in their ideal school compared to only 28.5% ofteachers. The situation at
Lanyon is considered by all three groups to be positive with only 12.8% ofstudents
and 18.8% of parents who did not think that most students get on with each other and
with staff Very similar figures describe perceptions about inter student relationships.
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However, in spite of these figures, the terms used to describe their peers by students in
the open response section on metaphors were not positive; 'Dogs - they're bitchy'.
'Crazy animals - because they can be so obnoxious', 'DOGS! - because they don't

think: of anybody but themselves', 'Pack of camels - because they are like rats', 'Ratsbecause most of them are very annoying' and yet another reference to rats; 'Rats - no
morals'. One student was quite hostile in describing other students; 'Bunch of ... because most of the kids are mean old • •

*..'.

Statistics collected would indicate that Lanyon matches the concept of an ideal school
where relationships are concerned but in spite ofindicatiog a positive regard for
relationships parents and students still hanker after the notion of 'respect for authority'.

Research and the literature on middle schooling and culture all suggest that in today's
climate of coJlaborative decision making, industrial democracy and transformational
leadership students need the skills of cooperation, hannony and conflict resolution.
Sizer's adage '1 cannot teach a student whom 1 do not know weU' (Sizer 1994:7)
would suggest that student outcomes are improved with improved student/teacher
relationships. The ideas of smaller student/teacher ratios in schools, of block
timetabling so that students are with one teacher and one group of students for a
significant portion oftime are all strategies designed to facilitate the development of
positive relationships. Jackson (1991: 11) in his conunents on Turning Points;
Preparing American Youth for the 21 11l Century says; 'Turning Points argues strongly
that schools for young adolescents should foster close, trusting relationships among
students and adults. This wiU create a climate for personal growth and intellectual
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development.' Wubbels, Levy and Brekelrnans (1997 :82) state that after 15 years of
research and interviewing more than 50,000 students and teachers they believe that <a
teacher's interpersonal skills are crucial to creating and maintaining a positive working
climate. Essentially, effective teachers have to be excellent communicators as well as
fine technicians.' They go on to conclude that~ <students' and teachers' ideas on
exceptional teaching checked out quite well against measures of student achievement
and attitude' (ibid :84). The implication for improved student outcomes with improved
relationships is one that will guide the struetw'e ofeffective middle schools. This
breaks down old notions of hegemony with its dominant culture maintaining
supremacy and alienating certain sub-cultures. This change in approach was in
response to a crisis perceived by teachers as researchers in adolescent education. As
Dean (1998: 199) contends, refonns conceived outside the profession often undermine
important internal values and beliefs. Fortunately this crisis was perceived from within.

Extra-Curricular Activities
The findings on this theme are much less strongly in favour of having extra curricular
activities in the ideal school than they are considered a part of the operation ofLanyon
High School. For example, while, of the three groups, students are strongest in their
desire for extension activities, the majority of each group see such activities as
important rather than essential or very important. However, when ranking current
practice at Lanyon over 800,!o of parents and teachers and more than half the students
see activities as occurring out of regular classroom hours. This indicates that Lanyon
is providing a greater service in this area than would be expected of the ideal school.
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Yet, when they had the opportunity for open comment more respondents chose to
comment on extra curricular activities as a strength in the school, as a value at the
school or as a significant event at the school tlwl on any other item. Some
respondents would include only specifically named 'extension activities' within this
theme, whilst others would include any activity which could be considered outside the
core curriculum. This could account for the relatively lesser support for activities in
the ideal school than seems to be so valued at Lanyon.

Students indicated that the activities encouraged them to come to school and also
helped them cope with the pressure and stress ofacademic requirements. 'A regular
routine in our school I guess is the activities. We have our activities always at a same
day basis. - It makes it more fun and enjoyable. It helps us to relax. Take our minds of
work, tests, assignments etc, etc.' Teachers saw activities as having a positive effect
on students and on school culture'Athletics carnival - really helped home schools
identify themselves and encouraged everyone to do their best and participate.
Strengthened and established teacherlstudent relationships' and 'The activities
especially early in the morning. It's nice to see kids all excited about being· in school at
8am on a cold frosty morning'.

The Coalition of Essential Schools (Sizer 1994:5) include in their nine 'Common
Principles' - cater for the needs of every group of students. The extra curricular
activities are a way that this can be achieved with such a wide range of offerings that
the more obscure and idiosyncratic desires of students are also fulfilled and
opportunities are provided for establishing relationships with 'significant other adults'
outside the routine classroom requirements. The South Australian Education
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Department's Junior Secondary Review (1993) also advocated that schools 'provide
and sustain identification and intervention practices to support students at risk of not
achieving success in the valued curriculum, or positive personal development'. This is
possible when a large number of opportunities are available.

When the school develops a culture ofvaluing and rewarding all achievements, not just
the sporting and academic, then all feel pride and commitment to the achievements
acknowledged and celebrated. One student commented; 'The debating team winning
the debating competition gave us a pretty good reputation' and a parent stated; 'Extra
Curricular Activities - all activities beyond the classroom are valued eg extension
activities, peer mediation, SRC, sporting teams, canteen helpers, peer reading helpers' .
Teachers too, saw that this valuing of all students and an aspects of the wider
cuniculum added value to the school; Awards - Principal's, DP's, Home School.
Many areas are recognised, not just academic and sporting achievements'.

Beare et al (1989: 187) explain
'The cuniculum is much wider than the fonnal, timetabled,
subject offerings,... Indeed, what most students remember
about their schooldays will rarely be the day on which they
first understood Pythagorean theorems or memorised a
passage from Shakespeare, but rather the extra-curricular
events in which they were involved,. .. So the managers of
excellent schools will be very aware of the range and
impact of all curricular experiences on students, and will
attempt to harness their power in the interests of improving
the quality of every child's education'

Basic Skins in Literacy and Numeracy
Sizer (1994: 5) advocates remedial work for those students who do not have
appropriate levels of]anguage and mathematics. In Alienation to Engagement (Vol
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2: 11) basic maths and reading skills are listed as one of the five recommendations of
Finn to move the young from a frustration-self esteem model to one of participation
and identification. CaldweU and Spinks (1992:71) in the goals advocated to define
quality education in an exceUent school place 'the basics' at the top oftheir list.

There was a strong support for basic skills of literacy and numeracy, especially from
parents, in their responses about this theme. Encouraging responses were also
received about Lanyon High School which appears from the respondents' rankings to
match well the desires for an ideal school.

Few open responses were made about this theme but support was echoed by such
statements as~ 'The basis 3R's' listed as a value by one parent, and 'The 'drop
everything and read' program - everyone reads for 15 minutes at 11 o'clock. - It helps

again to show that everyone is in the same position, working together - no one is
singled out' was put forward by a teacher as a ritual at the school helping to establish
the school culture. 'Where rituals are coupled with high ideals and a philosophy of
educational exceUence and social justice, they are powerful tools for education' (Beare
et al 1989: 196) The Drop Everything and Read (DEAR) program and the Peer
Reading program at Lanyon are just such rituals.

Block Time Tabling
•A curriculum philosophy wiU be supported by
organisational structures and by operational procedures
which are in keeping with that philosophy. ... the school
managers need to ask, .. , whether it is conveying the right
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impression and whether it is consistent with the school's
prime aims." (Beare et al 1989: 192)

In developing a block time table for Lanyon High School that is just what was created~
an organisational structure that supported the school philosophy of better catering for
the needs of young adolescent to achieve optimal educational outcomes for those
young people.

The feeling of teachers is that short, distinct time blocks are not a part of their ideal
school whereas students are quite in favour of the idea with 52% seeing it as essential
or very important. 82% of teachers ranked large time blocks for lessons as important.
very important or essential and while this was matched by a very similar percentage of
parents only 42% of students agreed. At Lanyon High School 10OO!cl of teachers and

75-800.10 of parents and students considered that students did not have to pack up and
move on as soon as they had begun a task. Similarly 100% of parents and teachers and

85% of students thought that students did not spend much of their time moving from
lesson to lesson.

The idea of dividing the day up into only a few large (90-1 OOminute) time blocks rather
than the more traditional high school periods of 45 minutes is advocated by Turning
Points: Preparing American Youth for the 21- Century (Jackson 1991: 11) which
describes traditional high schools as 'warehouses of mass movement every 45
minutes'. From AJienation to Engagement; Opportunities for Refonn in the Middle
Years of Schooling (Vol 3:43) suggests that 'reducing the amount of physical
movement" amongst other things led to improvements in learning and teaching'.
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Parents at Lanyon had mixed views about block time tabling~ 'Time Management - less
disruptive, due to 3 periods per day. Loss of time due to swapping rooms, books and
subjects, is minimised', while another was not impressed; 'The long lessons - it is a
well known fact that people's concentration is only good for 20 mins. So why the long
lessons. I would prefer more lessons in a shorter time frame', whilst students who
expressed an opinion in the open responses were fairly negative~ 'Time of Lessons because they think that we are getting more out of it, but most people get bored',
'Lesson Time - lessons should be divided into periods of45minutes,, 'Lessons - they

think because they're long that we learn stuff, but we just get bored the lessons should
be 1 hour long'. However teachers were very much in favour of the longer time
blocks; 'Organised - the three lessons a daylI.5 hrs long are great. Less movement,
and teachers have the time to teach and move around the class to help and assist
students' and 'Caring for Students - the structure of three lessons a day means the
teacher has more time to communicate and build a rapport with students.

Kay Burke (1997:8) sums up the issues
'The issue of block scheduling is complex. It requires a
belief in the need for a learner-centred approach to school
and an understanding of the domino effect on schooling
that is inherent in block scheduling. It requires flexibility
for change, and it calls for partnerships with all sectors of
the school community.
Nonetheless, the benefits of
reduced class size, increased numbers of courses or
sections, reduced students load per teacher, cost
effectiveness, increased students achievement, and a better
school climate are worth the struggle it takes to shift the
blocks. After all, block scheduling is not a question of time
its a question ofleaming.'
The issue for Lanyon is to continue. The "blocks' have been shifted', it is the shifting
back to comfort zones that needs to be resisted. Lanyon must continue to celebrate
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and broadcast the successes of block timetabling and publish the improved outcomes
whilst acknowledging the reasons for the successes.

Integrated Curriculum
The question of integration and linking subjects gained a positive response from 95.5%
of teachers, 69. 1% of students and 93.7% of parents who all consider it essential, very
important or important for their ideal school. The question about not separating
subjects scored a less decisive response. 81.8% of teachers, 59.7% of students and
50% of parents were in favour of the idea with no parents seeing it as an essential
component oftheir ideal school.

The situation at Lanyon shows a stronger emphasis on integration than that desired in
an ideal school. 1000.10 of teachers saw it as clearly, partly or could be happening at
Lanyon while students were less sure and a quarter of them thought that it rarely or
never was the case at Lanyon.. Collectively 95% ofteachers, 75.6% of students and
21.2% of parents saw that the idea oflinked studies clearly, partly or could describe
the Lanyon situation.

Only teachers alluded to integration in open ended responses about the school's core
values; 'the school offers many subjects of work which is usually integrated across the
curriculum', 'Integrating Subjects - timetable/curriculum banks', 'Different Learning
Styles - by offering an integrated curriculum students have the opportunity to learn
something from the many points of view eg Mathematics, scientific, physical. It will be
great to see more of this across all key learning areas', 'Time for Learning that isn't
Subject Specific - students don't spend time moving from subject to subject. Clashes
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are avoided (with two areas doubling up on the one topic)' and 'Because the Classes
are Joined e.g. Maths/Science - cooperative learning, teachers helping and combining
lessons making sure every student is able to achieve their potential. '

In her book 'The Mindful School How to Integrate the Curricula' Fogarty (1993)
outlines ten models for integration. In the introduction she says that 'To help the
"young mind ... [discover] roots running under the ground whereby contrary and
remote things cohere and flower out from one stem" is at once the mission of the
teacher and of the learner.' (1993:ix) Joan Warhurst (1994:8) explains how different
views are held of cross-curricular development

For some cross curricular approaches are those that are not
bound by subject areas, such as literacy, cultural diversity
and gender equity, while for others it is how to promote
common learnings across subject boundaries, such as with
environmental or health education issues. Still others are
concerned with pedagogical issues such as what makes
good teaching and learning practice, what are the best
approaches to curriculum development, or how to improve
assessment and reporting practices. Even this presentation,
however, is overly simplistic because many cross-curricular
initiatives involve various combinations of the above. '
She quotes Hargreaves and Earl 'Curriculum integration does not just break down
philosophical walls. It brings new relationships among teachers. It brings teachers
together as much as materials.'(1994:8).

So, the spectrum of what constitutes

integration is broad and the benefits multifarious according to the literature. It may
take time for the benefits to manifest themselves and it may not be obvious why those
benefits are manifesting themselves. It is necessary for the causes to be highlighted so
that they are appreciated by all community stakeholders. While it is acknowledged
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that students are engaged in their learning the causes are not always clear. The school
must not only se)) its successes, but also take credit for orchestrating them.

The Principal and senior management play an important role in this. According to
Beare (1987:292-3) 'A school will become great, effective in the deepest and most
fulfilling sense, omy when it is driven by a common vision... The responsibility for
working such a synthesis falls heavily upon the school Head and the senior staff.'

Studentlfeacher Relationsbips
Responses in the questionnaires showed that the notion of positive relationships
between teachers and students was viewed as important by teachers much more so
than by students and parents 86.4% of teachers see it as essential, very important or
important compared to only 51.90/c! of students and 56.3% of parents. Moreover,
48.1 % students and 43.8% of parents thought that it was not important or was
dispensable. 95.4% of teachers were in favour oftimetabling the teachers to teach the
students for whom they had pastoral responsibility giving a chance to get to know
those students well; ranking it as essential, very important or important along with the
majority of students and parents.

IWiO of teachers thought that teachers really knowing students in their 'home groups'
clearly, partly or could describe the situation at Lanyon. All but 16.4% of students and
18.8% of parents shared their opinion. 86.7% of teachers, 41.8% of students and
56.3% of parents saw conflict between students and teachers as rarely or not
happening at Lanyon.
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This was one of the most frequently mentioned items seen as ofvalue at the school.
Parents linked the caring of teachers as manifested in the clear lines of communication;
'Communication - the availability of teachers to students and parents and the flow of
information from the school to home'. Many commented on this aspect of the school
in open ended questions. Teachers said; 'Relationships between students and staff-it
is all based around this and we are given a bit of time to do this' and 'Good Student
Teacher Relationships - way classes are organised with Home Group teachers seeing,
reporting on and contacting parents in their Home Group'. Most students who listed
relationships as a value at Lanyon High School were positive in their comments; 'Its
Students - because the teachers care for your well being and how you are doing in your
education', 'What Each Student Learns - cause the teachers are caring and think of
students. '

In the report of The Queen's Trust for Young Australians; Students at Risk - School
Support Programs (1996: 18) the 'establishment ofa caring, supportive environment' is
listed as a feature of effective programs for meeting the needs of at-risk students.
McGaw et al in Making Schools More Effective - Report of the Australian Effective
Schools Project (1992:24) include 'an atmosphere ofcaring for students and staff' as a
feature that helps define school ethos. Later the report lists 'Quality of staff - good
knowledge of subject, good teaching techniques, good rapport with students' [author'S
emphasis] (p25) amongst the resources in an effective school. The report continues
(p73) that of the respondents 14% stressed the importance of the interaction ofstaff
with others; of these '3% stressed the importance of teacher-student relations in an
effective school. These comments pointed to the necessity of good relationships
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between students and teachers and to the need for teachers actively to build such
positive relationships. '

Lanyon has clearly worked hard to develop and nurture supportive, effective
relationships between staff and students. The structures set up such as the Home
Group Teacher (pastoral care teacher) being one of the student's three class teachers
provides time for relationships to develop. The block time tabling with periods of
ninety to a hundred minutes means that students work with the same teacher daily for
considerable blocks oftime. The situation experienced at Lanyon High exceeds the
expectations of all three groups of respondents for their ideal school. Deal reminds us
of the importance of culture in creating a favourable image of the school, <the tenor or
tone of the culture is the driving force in reinforcing coUective identity and
broadcasting a favourable image' (Deal 1988:207)

Content Centred/Student Centred Curriculum
Parents showed a much greater concern for teachers having expert knowledge of
subject with 68.8% indicating that it would be essential in their ideal school compared
to only 25.00.10 of students and 18.2% of teachers. When the question of understanding
learning styles was raised 100 % ofteachers, 95. I% of students and all parents ranked
it as essential, very important or important.

Questions about the situation at Lanyon High School looked at teachers being more
concerned with subject than student needs: 85% ofteachers considered that this rarely
or never described Lanyon. This view was shared by 66.6% of parents and 66% of
students. When addressing the question of a variety of activities to cater for different
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learning styles 1000.10 of teachers and 81.2% of parents saw this clearly, partly or could
describe Lanyon High but this view was shared by only 21.5% of students.

General comments about this aspect of the school in the open ended responses came
only from teachers. Two teachers mentioned student learning and the individual

focus~

'Learning for All- each student is encouraged to learn. Each student will feel success,
no matter what leveJ they are achieving at, or where they are in the class' and 'Skills
Rather Than Content Which May Become Outdated - the emphasis seems to be on
teaching/facilitating students learning important skills such as infonnation gathering,
group skills etc rather than rote learning facts. This is very positive'.

However, in choosing metaphors to describe the school and the teachers respectively
parents

suggested~

"Non-traditional', but not unbridled freedom for students. - the

teachers role is not to direct, but to advise and import his/her superior and richer
experience, But a standard is maintained' and 'Mildly progressive (adjective). learning should be directly related to the interests of the 'whole' child. Learning
through problem solving should take precedence over the mere inculcating of subject
matter'. This idea was continued in a metaphor to represent the

students~ 'Students

should not only be able to repeat what has been taught, but also say and do a number
of things with it',

Hargreaves and Earl (1994:4) comment 'programs and services for young adolescents
should primarily be based on the characteristics and needs ofyoung adolescents. They
should not mainly be determined by historical tradition or by the senior secondary
school years to follow,' This, however, poses two important jssues~ are the
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expectations of senior secondary schools going to change as junior high schools
change, and how can parents and students' expectations ofjunior high schools be
changed when their experience is of the historical tradition. Parents and students
rarely read educational literature or research reviews on education so it behoves
schools themselves to impart information about the effectiveness of a student centred
curriculum. Curriculum should be an expression ofthe values ofthe school and, as
Beare et al (1989: 187) remind us subtle inclusions and exclusions can colour its
impact.'
Hargreaves and Earl (p6) continue
Curriculum as it is currently conceptualized and delivered,
does not engage students in the intrinsic commitment to
learning. The traditional, subject based curriculum is often
irrelevant, lacking in imagination and not challenging to the
students. For these reasons, students (and parents) who
may value education in the abstract, have little interest in or
connection to the concrete, day-to-day routines of the
school. ... establishing a new vision of the curriculum that
will better serve young adolescents of the 90's is therefore
a challenging task.

The challenge at Lanyon seems to be to show the effectiveness of a student centred
approach to curriculum and also to have students weU prepared to hold their own in
the secondary coUeges to which the majority will graduate.

Streaming v Mixed Ability a.sses
While 91.5% of teachers, 64.2% of students and 62.5% of parents ranked mixed ability
classes as essenti~ very important or important in their ideal school still 25% of
parents and 43% of students were in favour of streamed classes.
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Perceptions about Lanyon High School varied, as about a quarter of teachers (26.3%),
46.6% of parents and over half (57.90JO) of students saw streaming as operating at the
school. 95% of teachers, 85.90./0 of students and 100% of parents ranked a variety of
different abilities within one class as clearly, partly or could describe Lanyon High
School. Mixed abilities in classes are not mutually exclusive to streaming since even
the 'top class' will have the exceUent and the very good mixed together.

No open ended responses referred specifically to this issue. However, in designing
metaphors to describe the schoo~ students and teachers both alluded to the idea of
some fonn of ranking. In designing the ideal metaphor for the students one student's
suggestion indicates that all should excel academically, 'Angels from heaven all
graduating and getting top marks'. Staff, in choosing appropriate metaphors,
suggested that they recognise students' varying abilities, 'Lanyon High School is a
supermarket - because there are such a lot of ingredients, various qualities, ages and
varieties' and a suggestion that there is some fonn of 'grading', albeit covert, 'Check
out chicks! - because we place a value on everything'.

Streaming not only places some students as superior to others but also some aspects of
the curriculum. For the criteria chosen to define who goes into what class themselves
have a value placed on them. If it is the most literate and numerate that make up the
'top' stream then literacy and numeracy are immediately ranked above creative or
sporting skills for example, or the ability to lead others or work well as part of a team.
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Hargreaves and Earl (1994: 10) state that
Without recent, relevant practical experience and
meaningful professional development connected to
destreaming, teachers' existing practical knowledge
therefore becomes from the point of view of responding to
change, highly impractical knowledge. This points once
more to how concrete, relevant experience or real
examples acquired through action, observation or talk can
help lubricate the wheels of change

The same is true for parents and students and as the system at Lanyon proves to be
effective conversations over 'the back fence' about its success will help to convince
people of its efficacy. In the same way direct observation through classroom visits and
school tours will help to persuade the community about the school's effectiveness. As
Deal reminds us, 'a new alternative high school must provide ample evidence of
successful perfonnance, until its worth is proven.' (1988:207)

Identifying Special Needs Students
OnJy 7.90..10 of students and no parents or teachers saw the idea of placing students with
special needs in mainstream classes as essential, however 81.8% of teachers considered
the idea very important or important as did 60.6% of students and 81.3% of parents.
The idea of special classes or withdrawal groups for students with special needs was
considered essential by over a third of parents (37.5%),32.1% of students and 22.7%
of teachers.

The responses for Lanyon High School show much more positively in favour of special
needs students being integrated. 90 % of teachers, 63.7% of students and 74.5% of·
parents stated that 'Everyone knows the students who are slow because they have
special classes or special rooms' does not describe, or rarely describes the situation at
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Lanyon. 95% of teachers, 88.4% of students and 93.7% of parents saw that clearly or
partly at Lanyon 'mixing students of different abilities means the strugglers are not
seen as different'. Students with special needs can be mainstreamed and yet still
withdrawn for some special assistance so these two sets of responses do not have to
contradict each other.

Open responses from both students and parents indicate a level of satisfaction with the

way that special needs students are catered for at Lanyon. One parent and one student
specifically mentioned the education of students with special needs; 'Students with
Special Needs - students work in groups with similar levels of understanding - extra
assistance is given where needed' was stated by a parent and a student commented;
'The Learning Education of all Students - its shown in the way how disadvantaged
students are noticed and helped'.

A teacher referred to the reading program as not identifying the less able, 'The 'drop
everything and read' program - everyone reads for 15 minutes at 11 o'clock. - It helps
again to show that everyone is in the same position, working together - no one is

singled out'. In finding a metaphor for the students one teacher referred to the
'wobbly' ones, which could be a reference to less able students. however, it could also
be a reference to at risk students. 'Supennarket trolleys - you sometimes find a wobbly
one - because you have to drive carefully, they need a push at times and if you look
around you can find good ones' .

Many of the themes addressed in this study are interrelated. Ideas about a student
focused curriculum, developing meaningful, supportive relationships. destreaming and
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cooperative group work amongst students are some that combine to provide an
environment conducive to all students, including the educationally less able, perfonning
to their optimum.

Uniform/Colour Code
The views of students differed markedly from that of their teachers and parents on this
issue. Only 4.5% of teachers and 21% of parents believe that a school where students
express their individuality in their appearance is essential or very important compared
to 56.3% of students. When the focus of the question is that students do wear colour
code/uniform 64. I% of students see that as not important or dispensable although only
4.5% oftheir teachers agree and 25% of their parents.

Lanyon High very clearly encourages and values colour code and is in fact successful
in this campaign according to responses. 95% ofteachers and 93.8% of parents see
almost aJI students in colour code (clearly or partly describes) as do 67.6% of students.
Another 23.4% of students concede that the description at least partly describes the
situation at Lanyon. The opposite question about students wearing what ever they like
received an equally resounding result with 100010 of teachers, 77.2% of students and
80.5% of parents agreeing that that does not or rarely describes the situation.

A parent included dress amongst the school's values; '60's and 70's way of learning focusing on colour coded uniform which is very important'. Many students saw this as
something highly valued by the school, even though they were not sure why they
thought it was valued; 'Colour Code' and 'Colour Code - I have no idea'. Other
students felt that colour code was only valued because it helped get the school a good
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reputation;' Uniform - to make our school look better than every other school so other
schools think we are better than them at everything', 'Reputation - everywhere we go
we have to act appropriately and our colour code has to be perfect' and 'Scared of
Reputation - because of colour code, we don't need it at all'.

While one student advocated the complete abandonment of colour code; 'Colour Code
- I think students should have the right to wear what ever they want'. another felt that
the school did not go far enough in stipulating what students may wear at school;
'Colour Code - we should have a uniform instead ofjust colour code. It looks a lot
more tidy and heaps more respectable'.

When describing culture at the school two students, when describing celebrations,
focused on days when students are permitted not to wear colour code as amongst
significant celebrations, 'Uniform free days, markets' and 'Out of colour code, and end
of term, discos, farewells, birthdays, welcomes, thank you's, etc.' suggesting that
colour code is a very significant part of the school. One teacher went so far as to cite;
'Selecting the colour code' as an important event that helped to make Lanyon High
School what it is today.

Beare, CaldweU and Millikan (1989: 176) list 'unifonns' as one ofthe visual/material
manifestations and symbolism of school culture. They expand on this (p 195) 'They
[uniforms] constitute a visual expression of a student's affiliation with a particular
school. They warn that "What you see is what you get' does not always hold true for
a person conscious of organisational culture.' and continue' ... the wise manager, far
from submitting as a victim of these characteristics, can intervene powerfully to ensure
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that the icons preach a consistently ennobling, consistently integral gospel about
learning.' It appears from the students' comments that they are aware that strict
adherence to the school's colour code is seen as a manifestation ofa school's
performance: 'Unifonn - to make our school look better than every other school so
other schools think we are better than them at everything'. Ifwe heed Beare et al's
advice Lanyon will ensure that the dress ofits students portrays an image of excellence
and continues to be adhered to by all.

Out~omes

Bued Reponing or Criterion

Referen~ed

Reporting

Even though 95.5% of teachers, 88.7% of students and 100% of parents saw
outcomes based reporting ( Reporting on what students can do ie. what they have
achieved not how weD they compare with others) as essential, very important or
important parents and students still seem to want to know a ranking. For their ideal
school 77.5% of parents, and 67.9010 of students ranked some mechanism to tell
parents how their child's perfonnance ranks against others of a similar age as essential,
very important or important compared with only 27.2% of teachers. When describing
the situation at Lanyon teachers' opinions differed markedly from those of the other
two groups, especially parents. The statement 'Reports really tell the parents what
their children have achieved' was ranked as clearly, partly or could describe the
situation at Lanyon by 95% ofteachers but only 62.6% of parents and 63.8% of
students agreed. 70.9010 students considered that they are infonned of their position in
the class but this opinion is shared by few teachers (25% ) and only a third of parents.

One parent commented on reporting amongst the school's values and that was in a
negative way~ 'Marking the children - the reports are ambiguous so parents really don't
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know how the children are going, I would much prefer the old 1234 ABCD so
children as well as parents know where they stand', However, the two teachers who
listed reporting amongst the school's values were somewhat more positive; 'Outcomes
based reporting rather than marks' and 'Outcomes Based Reporting - taking initiative
in this area'.

When commenting on school culture two teachers listed the reporting process as
something done routinely at Lanyon High School. Whilst this was because ofthe
process one teacher did also reflect on the effect of the focus, 'Reporting - the process
is set up to be predictable and routine - provides a structure for teachers, students and
parents' and 'The reporting process - its a stressful time for staft7studentsland
community. It makes us accountable and since the time I have written my reports I am
acutely aware of how they are going, what they have achieved etc. But I see very little
change in behaviour, approach etc. '.

King (1996:31) uses the term 'authentic pedagogy' to describe 'instructional and
assessment practices that will encourage construction of knowledge, depth of
understanding and value beyond school.' Assessment and reporting are closely linked;
reporting cannot be authentic if assessment has not been authentic. From Alienation to
Engagement; Opportunities for Reform in the Middle Years of Schooling (ACSA 1996
VoI3:49) quotes the Western Australian Field Study Report in saying 'Curriculum,
pedagogy and organisation during the middle years of schooling must be such that all
assessment is based on progress and achievement rather than successlfailure and peer
comparisons.' To follow both these edicts is to report on student achievement and
progress in a meaningful way that has relevance to parents, students and employers.
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Using the 'Plain English Descriptors' produced by the ACT Department ofEdueation
(1997) will hopefully mean that the profiles can be utilised for assessing student
progress and achievement and that these achievements can be recounted to all in a
relevant, parent mendJy and meaningful way. The way of reporting at Lanyon High
School is a tangible manifestation of the school's values, philosophy and ideology.

Learning Facts or Learning Information Retrieval Skills
Parents value learning core facts highly as is evidenced by 93.8% of them ranking this
as essential or very important compared with 54.4% of students and 40.9".10 of
teachers. However, developing research skills was more generally valued with 81.8%
of teachers considering it essential or very important, 70% of students and 87.6% of
parents.

When it came to describing the state of affairs at Lanyon it seemed to match up to
these expectation fairly well with 95% of teachers, 81% of students and 87.5% of
parents considering that students learn 'how to learn rather then what to learn' clearly,
partly or could describe the situation at the school. The last question on this issue
focuses on teachers' emphasis on ways of learning and gathering information rather

than on telling students important facts. 95% of teachers, 72.2% of students and
81.2% of parents saw this as clearly, partly or could be the case at Lanyon.

This was not an issue at the school listed by any of the groups as one of the values at
the school, however, one parent, in designing an ideal metaphor for students, implied
that learning facts alone was not enough; 'Students should not only be able to repeat
what has been taught, but also say and do a number of things with it. '
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The major reviews referenced in this study which look at middle schooling issues and
adolescent education ACSA (1996), Jaclcson (1991) and Eyers (1993) all refer to the
importance of skill acquisition and preparation for lifelong learning. In her article on
assessing authentic learning Burke (1996) quotes the North Central Region
Educational Laboratory
New assessment, therefore, should focus not on whether or
not students can acquire knowledge, but whether or not
they can acquire the disposition to use the skills and
strategies and apply them appropriately. .... Integration of
learning, motivatio~ coUaboratio~ the affective domain,
and metacognitive skills all contribute to lifelong learning. '

She continues, 'Unless there are some fundamental changes in the nature of schooling
itself. students will not see the connection between school and their own lives nor will
they be motivated to be lifelong learners' .

Lanyon has made some fundamental changes in the nature ofschooling. It seems that
skill acquisition is valued by all three groups of respondents and that it is recognised as
happening at Lanyon. However, parents retain the desire for their children to learn
facts. It is the role of the school to do as Mason (1996) suggests~ 'a willingness for
communicatio~coUaboratio~ and

the abandonment of the safe haven of subject-

matter expertise.' Findings suggest that teachers at Lanyon High School have done
this but that parents still hanker after that with which they are familiar; the rote learning
of facts that can be regurgitated in tests to be assigned a grade of achievement
depending on the accuracy of memory. Parents are beginning to appreciate that
information is increasing so rapidly that it is impossible to know everything. Rather
students need the skills of information retrieval and skills to apply that information in
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an authentic problem solving context. Communication about this issue is essential if
parents are to increase their understanding of the essential nature of skiU acquisition.
This is the role of the school.

Dividing the Student Population into Smaller Groupings

Much of the focus of writings about middle schooling is on relationships and the need
for students to identifY with a stable group within the school. Students in traditional
high schools who are one of 600 to 1000 students as part ofa different group for each
of six lessons per day find it difficult to find a clear identity within the place. Both
questions in section one concentrate on the idea of subdividing the school. The two
questions in section two are both about students feeling lost within the school
structure, a negative associated with the traditional structure of high schools.

95.5% of teachers, 58.7% of students and 73.3% of parents indicated that the ideal
school should be divided into smaUer groups for students. More specifically the idea
that these groups should be no more than 200 students was shared by 86.3% of
teachers, 70.1% of students and 56.3% of parents.

When commenting on Lanyon High School specifically 9OO1c> of teachers, 51.9% of
students and 81.3% of parents saw that students do not get lost within the large
structure or only rarely do. When asked whether the students feel 'lost' as there are so
many students 90% of teachers 73.1% of students and 80% oftheir parents did not see
this as the case at Lanyon.
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Few people chose to comment on this aspect of the school in open ended questions.
However, one teacher commented, 'The establishment of the three home schools and
home group classes. From day one, all students have had an established support
mechanism if needed' when stating an important event that helped to make the school
what it is today. Also, in listing activities that make Lanyon a special place a teacher
stated; 'Assemblies and Home Group Assemblies provide students with a sense of
belonging to a school and a home school'.

(Iackson 1991: 11) comments on the Camegie report on middle grade education 'The
report recommends creating small learning environments - schools--within-schools or
houses of 200 to 300 students. Within that structure smaller groupings of students and
teachers would form teams'. Within that structure the report also advocates an adviser
assigned to each student who acts as a mentor and advocate.

That is exactly what Lanyon has done with the whole school population divided into
three Home Schools each subdivided into Home Groups of approximately 25 students.
The Home Group teacher, who is also one of the student's three class teachers, is
responsible for pastoral care, follow up of behaviour issues and home/school liaison.
This provides at least one significant adult for each student, a notion advocated by
Wexler as cited by Cormack (ACSA I 996Vol 2:11).

Many researchers, such as Greenfield, cited byBates (1984:82) see organisations 'as
consequences of human action directed by individual wiU, intention, and value which
provide contexts for the negotiation and construction of meanings, moral order, and
power.' So Lanyon High School has been consciously moulded to fit the vision.
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According to Bates people 'manage the reality of the school and shape it to fit their
vision ofthe future' (1984:83).

Student Generated Curriculum
This engages students in their studies and improves learning outcomes. The questions
in this section of the questionnaire are designed to ascertain the importance placed on
this process by students, parents and teachers and the extent to which it is observed to
be taking place at Lanyon High School.

When asked if, in their ideal school, students should be involved in deciding what they
learn, students were especially strong in their support with 96.1 % of them ranking it
as essential, very important or important. This compared with a high 95.5 % of
teachers and 75 % of parents who also saw it as essential, very important or important.
60.1 % of students ranked as essential or very important the idea that students should
be consulted when generating themes for study. This was supported by 43.8 % of
parents (and a further 50010 who considered it important) and 54.6% ofteachers. The
situation at Lanyon is seen to reflect this concept in its practice by most teachers,
parents and students. 100 % of teachers, 78.8 % of students and 68.7 % of parents
recognise a mechanism for students to have their say about what they learn. 100 % of
teachers, 79. 1 % of students and 62.5 % of parents see democracy valued at Lanyon,
with students allowed a say in what they study.

One of the parents listed this amongst Lanyon's values~ 'Student's Views - because·
students are consulted and listened to in all areas from what subjects they want
available to student management problems'. while four teachers listed this amongst the
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key values of the

school~

'Student Input - by using student ideas to generate the

curriculum, so hopefully there is more student interest in learning', 'Student Input into
Curriculum etc - negotiated curricuJum, SRC, negotiated assessment and assignments',
'Student Input - students are able to negotiate the curricuJum and have input into what
they learn' and ·Students - structure centred around them and the approach is biased
(correctly) toward empowering them'.

Students, too, saw that their opinion was sought and valued~ 'Opinion - we can have
our say. However we don't do enough ofthis. We have and are allowed to have an
opinion on what we are learning. Our views on a subject or topic', 'Things Like
Questionnaires - it shows that the school cares what the student body thinks [is this an
example of the Hawthorn effect?], and 'Students Rights and Privileges -. They can
choose what activity. For example when given an assignment we choose how to
present it'.

One parent summed up the feeling of those who value democracy in schools in
describing the ideal metaphor for a staffmember; "Democratic' - only democracy
permits, indeed encourages the free interplay of ideas and personalities that is a
necessary condition for true growth'.

These ideas are shared by people like Beane (1990, 1991 & 1995) who advocates a
situation in middle schools where students are consulted about issues and concerns of
relevance to them and are then involved in a process of generating curriculum themes
to be studied. Boomer (1992: 14) advocates student negotiation
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If teachers set out to teach according to a planned cuniculurn,
without engaging the interest of the students, the quality of
learning will suffer. Student interest involves student investment
and personal commitment. Negotiating the curriculum means
deliberateJy planning to invite students to contribute to, and to
modify, the educational program, so that they will have a real
investment both in the learning journey and in the outcomes.

Cook (1992: 15) reminds us that 'The focus [of negotiation] is on bringing about the
best possible learning for the learners'.

Conclusion
From the perspective of the critical theorist Lanyon has attempted to devolve power to
its students by involving them in the running of the school. Students are consulted
about what they wish to study and how their learning will be structured, they are
consulted about significant issues through the school board representatives and
members of the Student Representative Council are involved in the planning and
running of a number of initiatives. Student ideas are encouraged to blossom into
effective projects such as the student initiated forum on violence. Students are given
choices about extra curricular activities and frequently work in small groups where
their voices are heard and where they can actively participate in their own learning.
This valuing, consulting and recognising students' input has empowered students and

minimised the repression often felt by young adolescents in school.

Postmodemists advocate a curriculum that fits the diversity, social and cultural, that is
present in today's schools. By listening to the voice of young people and negotiating
the curriculum with them it is possible to better cater for their diverse needs: Lanyon
High School has done this. By providing teachers as expert facilitators to foster
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student learning and encourage a critical, challenging approach to new information it
has prepared its students to be discerning members of society.

Feminist viewpoints as wen as those of other groups who would challenge or have
challenged the status quo are fostered to prepare the students at Lanyon for a society
whose values are constantly in question. This engenders skills in the young people to
make informed decisions as citizens. The significant leadership roles taken by a number
ofthe girls at Lanyon High School have manifested the effectiveness ofthe curriculum
and culture.

WehJage (179: 1989) is quoted by Cormack (ACSA Vol 2, 12: 1996)
EducationaJ engagement is a complex process that involves
more than simply 'motivating' students.
Promoting
engagement requires attention to student characteristics,
the tasks students are asked to perform, the school
environment in which the work takes place, and the
external environment that influences the student and the
school itself In a comprehensive effort to increase the
level of educationaJ engagement among students, each of
these influences must be considered and addressed.
The Home School structure at Lanyon High School with its smaller Home Groups
provides a structure where all students are well known by at least one significant
adult. Their physical, psychological and educational wellbeing can be monitored by
this Home Group teacher in consultation with the student, the home and the student's
other teachers. If, as Banks (McGaw et al. 1992: 17) tells us 'The strong message that
emerges is that Australian school communities value the social and emotional wenbeing and development of students as well as their inteUectual development', then
effective schools are those that set out to do just that: and succeed. The summary of
these findings indicates that Lanyon High School, in its first year of existence, had
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done that in those themes investigated. Themes that were selected to investigate
features described in the literature as significant in their impact on the effectiveness of
middle schooling and the development of a positive school culture.
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CHAPTER 7

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS FOR PRACTICE
& FURTHER RESEARCH

Summary
The eighty guided response questions in the first questionnaire were based around
twenty themes related to structure and practice in a middle school and to the
development of culture. Parents, students and teachers were asked questions about
their ideal school and their perceptions ofLanyon High School based around these
themes. Questionnaire results were related to literature on middle schooling and
culture. These were augmented with quotes by respondents from open ended
questions about the culture of the school.

As outlined in Chapter 3 results could theoretically fall into one of four categories
1. LanYOD High School is a model Middle School and that matches the
community concept of an ideal school.
2. Lanyon High School is a model Middle School but that does not match the
community concept of an ideal school.
3. Lanyon High School is not a model Middle School and that matches the
community concept of an ideal school.
4. Lanyon High School is not a model Middle School and that does not match
the community concept of an ideal school.
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However, in practice, since the school was established with a middle school approach
based on readings of effective middle schooling and research about the needs of young
adolescents it follows that it is a model middle school. This means that categories
three and four are not an issue in this study.

The community views are not so conclusive as to fall clearly into either category one
or two. The community is a large body and in this thesis three distinct groups were
identified to survey: parents, teachers and students. For these reasons results are
sometimes inconclusive, different groups may have different views or the general view
of the community may be mixed.

For each of the themes teachers were positive about structures and strategies
advocated by proponents of middle schooling. They also indicated that Lanyon High
was effectively functioning as a middle school catering for the needs of young

adolescents. Hence they see Lanyon High School as a model Middle School which
matches their concept of an ideal school.

Parents and students were less consistent in their ideology and so their responses to the
twenty themes investigated are summarised and grouped depending upon the degree of
accord of their responses.

Areas where Lanyon is most dearty seen as a model middle school which
matches the community expectations of an ideal school Parents and students
shared the teachers' desire for excellent information technology facilities and
recognised these at Lanyon but students especially indicated that there were
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insufficient computers. All were very strong in their desire for a safe environment and
indicated that this was the case at Lanyon although some parents and, to a greater
extent, students desired more security. The school's focus on basic literacy and
numeracy was one of the areas in which the school closely matched the community's
expectations of their ideal school.

Areas where Lanyon is most dearly seen as a model middle school
beyond the expectations for the community's ideal school. There was a strong
perception that at Lanyon teachers worked in teams but this was not so highly desired
in the ideal school. Similarly, students were clearly observed to be working
cooperatively in groups to a greater extent than was indicated for the ideal school.
The relationships between teachers and students were similarly viewed as extremely
positive at Lanyon but the community wanted 'unquestioning respect for the teachers'
authority'. This was particularly true of parents and was a desire shared by students
but not a significant issue for teachers. The teacher responsible for pastoral care of a
student is seen to have the opportunity to get to know the child weD. There is also
little conflict observed at the school between students and teachers which is a situation
which is beyond the expectations of the community for their ideal school. The
extension programs were frequently commented upon in a most positive way and
Lanyon was seen to clearly occupy students during non-core time in a constructive
way, however, this was not

SO

highly desired in an ideal school.

Areas where Lanyon is operating as a model middle school and the
community has inconclusive opinions about an ideal school. There was a fairly
inconclusive position taken about block time tabling although it was clearly seen to
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have benefits as it operated at Lanyon. There were no clear attitudes about streaming
versus mixed ability classes with most taking a middle stance. At Lanyon there was a
feeling that students were not streamed and that there were a variety of abilities within
one class. Whilst all groups agreed that the development of research skills was
required in an ideal school, parents were particularly keen that students learnt a basic
core of facts. At Lanyon there was a clear perception that students were learning how
to learn eg information retrieval skills. Parents and students were not strong in
advocating subdividing the school into smaller groups such as sub-schoolslhome
schools, yet there was fairly strong agreement that with the organisationaJ structure at
Lanyon students did not feel 'lost', a situation which, at least in part, was due to the
subschool structure.

Areas wbere tbe community was mixed in its opinion about how
effectively Lanyon was operating as a model midd le scbool. While to an extent
lessons were seen to link rather than divide into separate subjects at Lanyon, an
integrated curriculum with subjects combined was not strongly desired but considered
important in their ideal school. Interestingly, this is one of the strategies most
frequently advocated in the literature on middle schooling.

Feelings were again mixed on the question of teachers' expert subject knowledge
versus an understanding of and catering for students' learning styles. Perceptions of
Lanyon High were also mixed on this issue. Interestingly although parents were
strongly in favour of subject experts at their ideal school they were also most
concerned because teachers focused on the subject rather than the needs of students,
an apparent contradiction of values. All three groups were in agreement that it was
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important for students to be involved in determining what they study and in generating
themes for study. Whilst there was a strong feeling amongst teachers that this was the
case at Lanyon parents in particular were not so sure.

Areas wbere Lanyon is openting as a model middle scbool and sections
oftbe community bave otber desires for their ideal scbool. While parents and
students favoured outcomes based assessment they also had a strong desire for
rankings which they did not feel was forthcoming at Lanyon. This linked with the
theme of valuing all achievement rather tlwt just academic success. A number of
parents and students saw academic achievement as the most important measure of
success yet clearly perceived that at Lanyon all success was recognised and valued.
Lanyon was seen to be effectively integrating those with learning difficulties.
However, there was contradiction in the community with some in favour of
withdrawing such students even though they also indicated that such students should
be placed in 'nonna!' classes. This would appear to advocate mainstrearning such
students for some of the time and withdrawing them for specialist tuition. There was
close agreement that at Lanyon High School students are in colour code which is
strongly advocated by the school; a desire shared by parents and teachers but strongly
disapproved of by the students. While all groups agreed that the reports at Lanyon
really tell what a student can do and do not rank students, parents were especially
desirous of a mechanism to infonn them of their child's position in the class or year
group.
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COD~lusioDS

In each of the twenty themes investigated Lanyon is operating as advocated by reports
and research into catering for the needs of the 11- 13 age group using middle schooling
structures and strategies. It is therefore, an effective school because it is achieving
what it says it is doing and what it originally set out to do. However, there are a
number of areas in which the parent and student population desire a more traditional
operation. If the school is to cater to the needs of its community and at the same time
maintain its educational integrity [as advocated by Caldwell and Spinks (1992:77) 'the
important thing is to ensure educational integrity'] then a greater understanding ofthe
benefits of these innovations and the rationale behind them needs to be communicated
to the community.

Implications for Practiu

In the areas where Lanyon matches the community view of an ideal school it is
beholden upon the school to maintain the culture surrounding those elements. For
issues where there is discord between community perceptions ofLanyon and
requirements in an ideal situation then the school has three options. One is to change
community perception by changing the reality at Lanyon. A second option is
informing/educating the community so it has a truer picture of practice at the school.
The third is to re-educate the community about schools and adolescent needs so that
their desires change in keeping with their greater understanding of educational issues.

One of the more readily identified issues highlighted by the study is the number of
computers available. Since the study began two new computer laboratories have been
opened and a third is partly ready so this issue has been largely addressed. Some areas
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of pedagogy are not developed to the extent that the community indicates it desires.
These areas are integrating the curriculum, catering for the needs of a range of students
with classroom practice, mixed ability classes, developing infonnation retrieval skills
and valuing student input into developing curriculum. Whilst each of these is more
clearly seen to be happening by teachers than parents and students it is possible that
some teachers may be deluding themselves about the effectiveness of practices or
parents may be unaware of the extent to which these practices are occurring. Hence
teachers need to make these routines more overt and maybe expand on them. It is also
probable that professional development is required for this to happen.

The two issues where students paint a significantly different picture of Lanyon from
parents and teachers are students feeling 'lost' within the organisational structure, and
the question of personal safety. These need to be quickly addressed. Whilst both of
these are not indicated as major concerns they are crucial to the well being of students
and educational outcomes hinge on student •comfort'. A number of initiatives already
established will be added to in 1998. With the first cohort ofstudents reaching the
senior year in 1998, programs such as Peer Support and other peer programs are
planned to operate from the start of the year.

Faciliuting School Development. This thesis could fonn the foundation of a

development plan for the school. Used initially with staff it could provide
opportunities to further develop vision and mission statements for the school as it
grows and evolves. Scheduling and prioritising initiatives involving other groups in the
community to address each of the identified areas of concern could fonn the basis for
ongoing community consultations and the development of closer partnerships.
22]

Fosteriog Commuoity Uoderstanding. Bates (1986: (4), quoting Willis
warns of the danger to a school ofbeing in conflict with the local community or at
least not catering effectively for the community's wants. On the other hand Caldwell
and Spinks (1992:77) counsel schools to maintain educational integrity. If the advice
of both is to be taken, and the school continues to maintain its middle schooling
approach to the education of young adolescents then the task is to develop an accord
with the community expectations. Such themes as outcomes based assessment, valuing
all achievements not just academic, the advantages of block time tabling, integrated
curriculu~

sub schools and pedagogical practice all need to be expounded. This could

be achieved in part by the implementation of a number of strategies designed to inform
the community such as infonnation sessions, workshops, newsletter articles and the
publication of fliers and pamphlets. Articles in the local media extolling the success of
the school and its innovative approach together with extracts from articles in education
journals reprinted in the school newsletter would all inform parents of the rationale
behind the strategies and structures at the school. It could also explain to the
community, at least in part, why success has been achieved. Issues sessions with
parents could be planned to overcome difficulties and/or misconceptions as well.
Clearly if students are informed about why 'things are done the way they are around
here' then their understanding is transferred to their parents. A series offorums for
students about what they consider important for schools to provide and how this is
achieved at Lanyon would help to accomplish this. In a similar way such forums
would highlight for parents the changed role of school in line with changed
requirements of employers and society.
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Modelling for Other Schools. Any group establishing a new school or
wishing to make changes to an established school to better cater for the needs of the
young adolescents in their population could use the Process undertaken for this study.

In addition the results could be used as stimulus material in discussions during
preliminary decision making sessions.

Further Research
This study could be extended in a number of ways
1. FoUow up studies could take place at say two, five or ten year intervals to
identify what changes have taken place.
2. A similar study could be carried out with the senior school which is run on
slightly different lines to bridge the gap between the middle high school (years
7 & 8) and the secondary coJJege (years 11 & 12).
3. Similar studies could be carried out in other schools not set up on middle
schooling lines to compare perceptions of effectiveness in those schools. In
addition studies of other middle schools could compare the effectiveness of
Lanyon High School with those schools to identify the key issues that account
for community satisfaction.
4. It is also feasible that elements of the school could be intentionally changed
and a foUow up review conducted to ascertain the effect of that change.

Final Remarks
Schools, which have changed little for many years, have influenced the development of
all people to a greater or lesser extent. Some people may be intimidated by schools
because of past experiences but at least their familiarity with structures and functions
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gives them a certain confidence. Whilst research and educationalists are advocating
changes to schools (especially those catering for young adolescents since these have
changed far less than primary schools or secondary colleges) the community has not
been involved in this change process. The necessity for extensive change has come in
for extensive scrutiny.

The theme in this study where parents indicated their strongest desire which was
discordant with that of teachers and students was the issue of unquestioning respect for
teachers' authority. All proponents of middle schooling strongly advocate the
development of warm and fiiendly, secure, positive relationships between and amongst
students and teachers. These types of relationships are the essence of success in
'middle schooling' schools. Unless parents understand and are supportive of a schools'
key elements then the school will be in conflict with its community. Even though
Banks (McGaw et al 1992: 17) points out that Australians value 'the social and
emotional well being and development of students as well as their intellectual
development' if this is not acknowledged by a school's particular community then a
strong culture will not develop. As Caldwell and Spinks (1992:88) conclude 'A strong
culture will emerge when a shared commitment has been achieved and there is a high
degree of consistency among the different tangible manifestations of these core values' .
They advocate (ibid:89)'marketing' as one of the essential parts of effective schools'
culture. Lanyon needs to market itselfwell to better demonstrate its worth.
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Deal (1988: 207) tells us
a new alternative high school must provide ample
evidence of successful performance until its worth is
proven or until the culture creates a persuasive myth and
system of beliefs that can convey the meaning of new
patterns to outsiders.

This takes time but good leadership and management can keep the time to a minimum.
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Appendix 1
Pilot Study Questionnaires
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- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _ .. -

(Parents)

-',

6
What do you thi"k???
I am currently beginning a thesis for my Master of Education degree in which I will
investigate school culture and school effectiveness in a new school. To help me with
this task I need the ideas and opinions of key people in the school. For this reason you
have been chosen! I would like you to answer the following questions as honestly and
as fully as you feel comfortable doing.

Thank you for your help and continuing

support. The questionnaire may be answered anonymously or you may complete the
optional details about who you are which would be useful for me when asking follow
up questions for further clarification.
I would be willing to answer another questionnaire.

Yes

0

No

I would be willing to be interviewed on my views.

Yes

0

No

o
o

If you answered yes to either of the above last two question I win need to know who
you are!
Name

----------------

The answers to these questions and others used in this thesis will not be attnbuted to
the respondent at any time ie n(K)ne will know that you said it!!
Please remove the name label from the envelope and replace with your name label
provided and return to the school.

Thanks so much for your help.

©

Helen Hailing
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~

Section 1
Complete one of the following introductions.

EITHER:
I

understand

that

the

for

vision

Lanyon

High

School

IS

OR:

I think that Lanyon High is a school that

_

OR:
The thing(s) that makes Lanyon High School special is/are
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_

Section 2 Please answer all questions
1 The most important thing that Lanyon High School has done to help my child's

learning is

2 My child has settled

_

iD

well with other students because at Lanyon High

School. _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

3 The things that make my child happiest about being at Lanyon High School are _ _

4 As a parent I am happy with Lanyon High as our community school because

5 The single best thing about Lanyon High School is (please don't name a specific
person or role eg Mary Smith or the careers teacher)

© Cheers
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_

(Teacbers)

What do you think???
I am currently beginning a thesis for my Master of Education degree in which I will
investigate school culture and school effectiveness in a new school. To help me with
this task I need the ideas and opinions of key people in the school. For this reason you
have been chosen! I would like you to answer the following questions as honestly and
as fully as you feel comfortable doing.

Thank you for your help and continuing

support. The questionnaire may be answered anonymously or you may complete the
optional details about who you are which would be useful for me when asking follow
up questions for further clarification.

I would be willing to answer another questionnaire.

Yes

0

No

[]

I would be willing to be interviewed on my opinions.

Yes

0

No

o

If you answered yes to either of the above last two question I will need to know who
you are!
Name (Optional)

_

The answers to these questions and others used in this thesis will not be attributed to
the respondent at any time. ie no-one will know that you said it!!
Please remove the name label from the envelope and replace with your name label
provided and return to my pigeon hole.

Thanks so much for your help.

©

Helen Halling
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Section I
Complete one ofthe following introductions.
EITHER:
I

understand

that

the

vision

for

Lanyon

High

School

is

OR:
I think that Lanyon High is a school that _ _- - - - - - - - - - - - -

OR
The thing(s) that makes Lanyon High School special is/are

Section 2 Please answer all questions
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_

1 The most important thing that Lanyon High School has done to help students'
learning is

_

2 Students have settled in well with other students because at Lanyon High
School,

_

3 The things that make students happiest about being at Lanyon High School are _ _

4 As a teacher I am happy with Lanyon High as a workplace because

5 The single best thing about Lanyon High School is (please don't name a specific
person or role eg Mary Smith or the careers teacher)

© Cheers
[Students]
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_

What do yOll think???
I am investigating what people think about school culture and school effectiveness in a
.new school. To help me with this task I need the ideas and opinions of key people in
the school. For this reason you have been chosen! I would like you to answer the
following questions as honestly and as fully as you feel comfortable doing. Thank you
for your help. The questionnaire may be answered anonymously or you may put your
name which would be useful for me when asking follow up questions later.
I would be willing to answer another questionnaire.

Yes

0

No

I would be willing to be interviewed on my opinions.

Yes

0

No

o
o

If you answered yes to either of the above last two question I will need to know who
you are!
Name (Optional)

_

The answers to these questions will not be attributed to you at any time ie no-one will
know that you said it!!
Please remove the name label from the envelope and replace with your name label
provided and return to the front office.

Thanks so much for your help.

©

Helen Hailing
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Section 1
Complete one of the following introductions.
EITHER:
I

understand

that

the

vision

for

Lanyon

High

School

is

OR:
I think that Lanyon High is a school that

_

OR:
The thing(s) that makes Lanyon High School special is/are
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_

Section 2 Please answer all questions
I The most important thing that Lanyon High School has done to help my learning is

2 I

have settled m well

with

other students because

at

Lanyon High

School

---------------------------

3 The things that make me happiest about being a student at Lanyon High School are

4

As

a

student

I

am

happy with

Lanyon High

as a

school

because

5 The single best thing about Lanyon High School is (please don't name a specific
person or role eg Mary Smith or the careers teacher).

© Cheers
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Appendix·2
Pilot Study Results
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Section 1

Students
Three of the four student respondents answered option three here. The things that
they felt made the school special were; the 'nice' teachers and the teacher teams, the
time table having only three periods a day, the set up (not defined).

They also

appreciated that the teachers were in teams, were approachable, rooms were spacious
and that they learnt a good deal

The students that responded to option two commented that the school encourages
acceptable behaviour, the 'utmost' standard of work. They felt that students were
encouraged to realise their potential and develop good work habits; that it was a safe
school and taught them how to succeed and be individuals.

TetlCht!l'S

Of the four teacher respondents two chose option one (the vision) and two chose
option two. The 'vision' was meant to be about using primary school strategies for
years 7&8 and preparation for college in 9&10. The focus was on student success,
teaching and learning within a safe environment with excellent teacher/student
relationships.

The other two teachers mentioned very similar things; teaching and learning for
individuals, positive teacher/student relationships and self esteem and well being and
opportunities and responsibilities.
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Parents
Three of the four parent respondents chose option two. One parent focused strongly
on the high standard of behaviour expected and the consequent feeling of safety
experienced by students. The other two mentioned the individual approach, a sense of
worth and belonging and respect for one another amongst students. The innovative
'Middle School' approach was acknowledged, as were high standards of learning and
the extra curricular activities, reasonable social behaviour and the 'comfortable' smaller
group environment.

The fourth parent was extensive in her positive list about dedicated teachers, discipline,
communication with parents, positive comments to students, special attention and
customised programs for students.

She felt that the staff were very pleasant, the

facilities and sporting opportunities good.

Section 2

Students
The most important thing that Lanyon High School has done to help my learning is~
• encourage me to reach my potential,
• that teachers always answer my questions,
• that I am shown and explained things when not clear,
• the longer periods (ninety minutes).
I have settled in well with other students because at Lanyon High School:
• teachers help students to talk and work together so we get to know each other,
• I am in different classes with different students,
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• there are kind, happy and cheerful students,
• I am in a friendly place where students are encouraged to be individuals,
• there are activities where students meet other students with similar interests.
The things that make me happiest about being at Lanyon High School are:
• school unifonn so no one teases me about my clothes,
• learning opportunities and activities before and after school,
• that teachers all talk to and trust students,
• feeling safe walking around the school,
• friendly, helpful teachers and a good and easy curriculum.
I am happy with Lanyon High as a school because;
• of the great range of activities and the opportunities for the development of friendly
relationships with teachers,
• the teachers are nice and approachable and I feel very happy there,
• the environment is great and there is an array of activities.
The single best thing about Laqyon High School is (please don't name a specific
person or role eg Mary Smith or the careers teacher);
• lunchtime activities,
the library and its computers,
• the way that it has been set up,
• the actual school and the classes [this needs further clarification].
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Teachers
The most important thing that Lanyon High School has done to help students'
learning is:
• take the emphasis off content and place it on process~
• to remove causes of alienation from the school structure;
• student negotiation of curriculum and class rules;
• cooperative learning strategies and table tearns;
• valuing potential in each student and catering to the individual needs.
Students have settled in well with other students because at Lanyon High School:
• teachers are vigilant and quickly intervene in any problem;
• cooperative learning strategies facilitate the development of relationships and
positive communication;
• there is a safe environment with excellent student teacher relationships;
• there are less disruptions to the day.
The things that make students happiest about being at Lanyon High School are:
• a group of teachers who care;
• the limited changes;
• all of the good features of primary school replicated in the high school setting;

• teacher support~
• computers;
• security of Home Groups;
• special programs and activities;
• the food and the building;
• the enthusiasm that permeates everything.
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As a Teacher I am hlWPY with Lanyon High as a school because of;

• the enthusias~
• the chance to do new things without the 'we tried that and it didn't work' mentality~
• increased responsibility~
• conscientious and motivated staff in an unbelievable facility with a delightful aspect~
• an environment where we can offer students contemporary approaches to learning
that I believe in~
• the place buzzing with enthusiasm and new ideas.
The single best thing about Lanyon High School is (please don't name a specific
person or role eg Mary Smith or the careers teacher):
• a vision that we are all working towards~
• the adoption of the Middle School approach to learning~
• the culture of friendship, support, appreciation and teamwor~
• the 'whole community' feel encompassing all.

Parents
The most important thing that Lanyon High School has done to help my child's

learning is:
• teachers and staff show care so building his self esteem and confidence and attitude
resulting in improved

outcomes~

• an extension of the good work of primary school encouraging risk taking and
extending him~
• extension classes~
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• extended day help sessions where students are more likely to ask for help than in
front of their peers;
• extension level with additional challenges.
My child has settled in well with other students because at Lanyon High School:
• staff act immediately to intervene and satisfactorily resolve incidents of bullying and
violence;
• there are structures like activities and table groups to encourage mixing and making
new mends;
• there was the exceUent transition program to ascertain his interests, friends etc.
which were then taken into account when he started high school;
• students are taught respect;
• staff put themselves out to ensure that students are treated like people.
The things that make my child happiest about being at Lanyon High School are:
• friends;
• the Home Group Teacher;
• computers & internet;
• sport;
• facilities;
• that he knows that the teachers like him and listen to him; he feels the teachers are
his friends;
• that the atmosphere is supportive and safe;
• that he enjoys how the classes are set up;
• that staff are friendly and take time out to talk;
• the good choice of subject areas;
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• encouragement from teachers;
• staff interest in extra-curricular activities;
• the CIA group (Christian group).
As a parent I

am happy with Lanyon High as a school because:

• of the encouragement of community participation and involvement to allow the
school to be a truly community facility~
• students and teachers are working for the same goal to make it a friendly, happy,
'high standard of education' school (sic);
• it is extraordinarily well equipped and doing a good job in teaching our children in a
caring ~nvironment~
• it has given my son a fresh start in schooling and to turn his attitude to life around

and that I know that the teachers will support him as much as they can and include
me.
The single best thing about Lanyon High School is (please don't name a specific
person or role eg MaIy Smith or the careers teacher):
• the Home Group structure giving ongoing support from one teach~
• that from the front office staff through the teachers and principals everyone likes
and values children;
• that my children enjoy going off every weekday and arrive home excited at what
they have achieved;
• that Home Groups allow teachers to get to know small groups of teachers very
well.
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Appendix 3
Main Study
First Questionnaire
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Whllt do YOM thi"k???
Dear Lanyon Parent
I am currently undertaking research for a Master of Education thesis to investigate
school culture and school effectiveness in a new school. I anticipate that the outcomes
of this research will benefit Lanyon students by highlighting effective practices. To
help me with this I need the ideas and opinions of key groups in the school. For this
reason you have been chosenl I would like you to answer the following questions as
honestly and as fully as you feel comfortable doing. Thank. you for your help and
continuing support.

You may be happy to complete the following optional details:

I would be willing to answer another questionnaire.

Yes

0

No

o

Yes

0

No

o

I would be willing to be involved in a small group
discussing my views.

If you answered yes to either of the above two questions I wiU need to know who you

are!
Name

----------------

The answers to these questions and others used in this thesis will not be attributed to
the respondent at any time ie no-one will know that you said it!!
Please complete the questionnaire and return it to your child's Home Group Teacher.

Thanks so much for your help.

©

Helen Hailing
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Whllt do you think???
Dear Lanyon Student
I am currently undertaking research for a Master of Education thesis to investigate
school culture and school effectiveness in a new school. I anticipate that the outcomes
of this research will benefit Lanyon students by highlighting effective practices. To
help me with this I need the ideas and opinions of key groups in the school. For this
reason you have been chosen! I would like you to answer the following questions as
honestly and as fully as you feel comfortable doing. Thank you for your help and
continuing support.

You may be happy to complete the following optional details:

I would be willing to answer another questionnaire.

Yes

0

No

[]

Yes

0

No

o

I would be willing to be involved in a small group

discussing my views.

If you answered yes to either of the above two questions I will need to know who you
are!

Name - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - The answers to these questions and others used in this thesis will not be attributed to
the respondent at any time ie no-one will know that you said it!!
Please complete the questionnaire and return it to your teacher.

Thanks so much for your help.

©

Helen Hailing
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-'~

6
What do yOll think???
Dear Staff Member
I am currently undertaking research for a Master of Education thesis to investigate

school culture and school effectiveness in a new school. I anticipate that the outcomes
of this research will benefit Lanyon students by highlighting effective practices. To
help me with this I need the ideas and opinions of key groups in the school. For this
reason you have been chosen! I would like you to answer the following questions as
honestly and as fully as you feel comfortable doing. Thank you for your help and
continuing support.

You may be happy to complete the following optional details:

I would be willing to answer another questionnaire.

Yes

0

No

o

Yes

0

No

o

I would be willing to be involved in a small group

discussing my views.

If you answered yes to either of the above two questions I will need to know who you
are!
Name

----------------

The answers to these questions and others used in this thesis will not be attributed to
the respondent at any time ie no-one will know that you said it!!
Please complete the questionnaire and return it to my pigeon hole.

Thanks so much for your help.

©

Helen Hailing
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Part 1 Sedion 1 - AD Ideal School
Imagine that you could establish the perfect school, your ideal, what would it be like?
On the following list of characteristics of a school mark the box in the column that best
suits your personal view of how important that characteristic is.

Essential

Very
Important

Important

Not
Important

Dispensable

'State of the art' technology

0

0

0

0

0

A safe environment, free of
violence

0

0

0

0

0

A school where students all
experience success

0

0

0

0

0

Teachers working in groups
helping and supporting each
other

0

0

0

0

0

m

0

0

0

0

0

The development of positive

0

0

0

0

0

of

D

0

0

0

0

A focus on basic skills of
literacy and numeracy and
bringing all students to at least
a basic standard

D

0

0

0

0

Dividing the day into short,
distinct time blocks/periods

0

0

0

[]

0

curriculum
integrated
An
where the different subjects
link together

0

0

D

0

0

working
Students
cooperative groups

relationships with staff and
between students
Providing a program
extension activities
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Essential

Very

Important

Not
Importanl

Dispensable

Important

Long periods of time spent
with your Home Group
Teacher (pastoral care teacher)

0

0

0

0

0

Placing students with special
needs in 'normal' classes

0

0

0

0

0

Networked computers with upto-dateprograrnrnes

0

0

0

0

0

Subjects are not separated but
combined

0

0

0

0

0

Assessment that gauges what
students
have
achieved
(outcomes based assessment)

0

0

0

0

0

A course of non core studies
available for students before
9:00, at lunch time and after
3:00.

0

0

0

0

0

Recruitment of teachers with
expert knowledge In their
subject area

0

0

D

D

0

Reporting on what students
can do ie. what they have
achieved not how well they
compare with others

0

D

0

0

0

Dividing the school into
smaller groups for students

0

0

0

0

0

like
Special
programs
Queanbeyan Reading, maths
skills (basic literacy/numeracy)

0

0

0

D

D

Students involved in deciding
what they willleam

D

0

0

0

0

Each student part of a subschool group of no more than
200 students

0

D

0

D

0

when
Students
consulted
generating themes for study

D

0

D

0

D
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Essential

Very
Important

Important

Not
Important

Dispensable

Large time blocks for lessons

D

D

D

D

D

Teams of teachers working
together

D

D

D

D

D

Tutor groups are one of the
teacher's tirnetabled classes so
teacher and students have the
chance to get to know each
other well

D

D

D

D

D

Students
and
teachers
understanding
students'
different learning styles

D

D

D

D

D

Unquestioning respect for the
teachers' authority

D

D

D

D

D

Regular tests to see where
students fit within their group

D

D

D

o

o

Mechanisms to tell parents
how their child's perfonnance
ranks against others of a
similar age

D

D

D

o

D

A school that values academic
excellence
as
the
most
important measure of success
for a student

D

D

D

D

D

A school where students can
express their individuality and
personality in their appearance

o

D

D

D

o

A school that streams students
to put similar abilities together

D

D

D

D

D

Special classes and withdrawal
groups for students with
learning difficulties

D

D

D

D

D

Opportunities for learning a
basic core of facts that students
wiU need for further education
or for their place in society

D

D

o

D

I]
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Essential

Very
Important

Important

Not
Important

Dispensable

Development of research skills
for information retrieval

D

D

[I

D

D

Students
teams

table

D

D

D

D

D

A school where students wear
colour code/uniform

D

D

D

D

D

Mixed ability classes

D

D

D

D

D

A violence and harassment free
place

D

D

D

D

D

working

m
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Part 1 Section 2 Lanyon High School

The foUowing list of characteristics describes a school. Tick the box in the appropriate
column for each of these as you believe it describes Lanyon High School. For
example, if you think that Lanyon High School caters exceptionally well for the
individual needs of students then rank that 'clearly describes'.
Clearly
descnbes

Partly
describes

Could
describe

Rarely
desmbes

Does not
describe

Everyone knows the students
who are 'slow' because they
have special classes or special
rooms

o

D

D

D

D

Only average and above
students feel that they are
achieving

D

[I

D

o

D

Special programs are regularly
run to develop basic skills

D

o

D

o

o

Students are busy out of core
time doing organised activities

o

o

D

o

o

Students are tested and told
their position in class

D

[I

D

D

o

Students get on with most
other students and with most
staff members

o

[I

D

o

D

Students learn
together in teams

work

D

[I

D

o

o

Lessons are not divided into
the separate subjects

D

D

D

D

D

Teachers have the opportunity
to really get to know the
students in their pastoral care

D

D

D

o

o

Students no sooner get started
on a task than they need to
pack up and move on

D

D

D

o

o

There IS a mechanism for
students to have their say
about what they learn

D

D

o

o

to
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Clearly
describes

Partly
describes

Could
describe

Rarely
describes

Does not
describe

o

o

o

o

o
o

o

o

o

There is more concern for
trying and doing your best than
there is for being top

o

o

o

o

[I

Teachers seem to be in groups
that support each other

o

o

[I

o

o

In classrooms students seem to
be working together in small
groups

o

o

[I

o

o

There are lots of activities to
keep students occupied during
the lunch break

o

o

[I

o

o

There are schemes to help
students having trouble with
reading and writing

o

o

[I

o

o

Those students who find
number work hard can get
extra help

o

o

o

o

o

Students do not spend much of
their time moving from lesson
to lesson

o

o

o

o

o

Studies all seem linked so its
not obvious when you are
changing from one subject to
another

o

o

o

o

o

Mixing students of different
abilities means the strugglers
are not seen as different

o

o

o

o

o

Students are streamed by
ability into different classes

o

o

o

o

o

Almost all students are
school colour code

o

o

o

o

o

Excenent computer facilities

o

Students are frightened during
recess and lunch that they
could be harassed

ID
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Clearly
describes

Partly
describes

Could
describe

Rarely
describes

Does not
describe

o

o

o

o

o

Teachers are more concerned
with their own subject area
than the needs of students

[I

o

o

o

o

Students get 'lost' within the
organisational structure of such
a complex organisation

o

o

o

o

o

Democracy is valued so
students really have a say m
what they study

o

o

o

o

o

Students become very selfish in
making sure that they get the
best marks

[I

o

o

o

o

There are many different types
of activities going on m
classrooms so that the needs
of all students are catered for

[I

o

o

o

o

Students are rewarded and
recognised for a variety of
different
skills
and
achievements

o

o

o

o

o

Students learn how to learn
rather than what to learn

o

o

o

o

o

Students are allowed to wear
whatever they like

o

o

o

o

o

There is a variety of different
abilities within one class

o

o

o

o

o

There is a constant battle to get
use of the computers

o

o

o

o

o

Students work with
support each other

and

o

o

o

o

o

Teachers and students
often in conflict

are

o

o

o

o

o

The reports really tell parents

what their
achieved

children

have
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Clearly
describes

Teams of
together

teachers

work

Partly
describes

Could
describe

Rarely
describes

Does not
describe

0

0

D

0

0

Students feel safe and secure

0

0

0

0

0

All students are encouraged to
strive for individual excellence

0

0

0

0

0

There are so many students
that they feel 'lost' and
unknown

0

0

0

0

0

Parents
are
periodically
infonned of their child's
position in the class

0

0

0

0

0

Teachers seem to concentrate
on ways of learning and
gathering infonnation rather
than on telling students
important facts

0

0

0

0

0
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Part I Section 3 Values

Complete each of the following.
I think that Lanyon High School's day to day operation shows it to be a school that
values:
1

_

Why?

_

2

_

Why?

_

3 --------------------------Why?

_

© Cheers
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Main Study
Second Questionnaire
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Tell me more!!!!

Dear Lanyon Parent

Thank you for agreeing to answer some more questions about the school. This will
give a clearer picture about how people perceive the school and what they think works
well and is successful. From this infonnation we will be able to make Lanyon High
School an even better, more effective school for the South Tuggeranong community.

After you have completed the questionnaire please return it to the front office.

Like the previous questionnaire that you completed for me the answers to these
questions will not be attributed to you.

Thanks for your continuing help and support..

©

Helen HaIling
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Tell me more!!!!

Dear Lanyon Student

Thank you for agreeing to answer some more questions about the school. This wiU
give a clearer picture about how people perceive the school and what they think works
well and is successful. From this information we will be able to make Lanyon High
School an even better, more effective school for the South Tuggeranong community.

After you have completed the questionnaire please return it to your teacher.

Like the previous questionnaire that you completed for me the answers to these
questions will not be attributed to you.

Thanks for your continuing help and support..

©

Helen Halling
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Tell me rrwrel!//

Dear Staff Member

Thank you for agreeing to answer some more questions about the school. This will
give a clearer picture about how people perceive the school and what they think works
well and is successful. From this information we will be able to make Lanyon High
School an even better, more effective school for the South Tuggeranong community.

After you have completed the questionnaire please return it to my pigeon hole. if
possible by the end oftenn so that I may work on the results through the break.

Like the previous questionnaire that you completed for me the answers to these
questions will not be attributed to you.

Thanks for your continuing help and support..

©

Re1en Halling
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Part 2 Sfttion 1 School Culture
Complete each of the foUowing.
Briefly describe one important event that helped·to make Lanyon High School what it
is today.

Sometimes in schools there are activities that are always done in the same regular,
routine way each time they are performed. Describe one of these.

How does this contribute to school life?

Are there regular celebrations at Lanyon High School?

Yes

0

No

o

If you answered yes to the above question please describe one of the celebrations.

Which activity that takes place at Lanyon High School do you consider to be an
activity that makes Lanyon High School a special place either because of the nature of
the activity or because of the way that it is done?
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Part 2 Section 2 Metaphon
Please answer all questions
People often use other people or objects to describe things because they are similar and
give a clear picture. For example, some people are described as 'wise old owls', some
offices are said to be 'prisons' to work in. Some bosses are 'AdolfHitlers' and some
social workers are described as 'favourite aunts'. These are called metaphors.
1 What metaphor best describes Lanyon High School?

la Why did you chose this metaphor?

2 What metaphor would you use to describe the teaching staffat Lanyon?

2a Why did you chose this metaphor?

3 What metaphor would you use to describe most of the students at Lanyon?

3a Why didyou chose this metaphor?

4 What do you think would be the ideal metaphor for a school?

5 What do you think would be the ideal metaphor for a school staffmember?

6 What do you think would be the ideal metaphor for a school student population?

© Cheers
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Charts showing response percentages to questions for each group

State of the art technology
Networked computers with up to date programmes
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*Negative question, data reversed for graphing

Charts showing response percentages to questions for each group

A Safe Environment free of Violence
A violence and harrassment free place
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Does

not

describe

*Negative question. data reversed for graphing

Charts showing response percentages to questions for each group

Assessment that gauges what students have achieved
(outcome based assessment)
Regular tests to see where students fit within their group *
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Charts showing response percentages to questions for each group

A school where students all experience success
A school that values academic excellence as the most important
measure of success for a student *
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Only average and above average sudents feel they are achievlng*
students are recognised for a variety of different skills and achievement
All students are encouraged to strive for IndivIdual excellence
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Does not
describe

*Negative question. data reversed for gmphing

Charts showing response percentages to questions for each group

Teachers working in groups helping and supporting each other
Teams of teachers working together
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"Negath'e question., data revttKd for gr1!phing

Charts showing response percentages to questions for each group

Students working in cooperative groups
Students working in table teams
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*Negative question, data reversed for graphing

Charts showing response percentages to questions for each group

The development of positive relationships with staff and between
students
Unquestioning respect for the teachers authority *
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Charts showing response percentages to questions for each group

J~

Providing a program of extension activities
course of non core studies available for students before 9:00, at
lunch time and after 3:00
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Charts showing response percentages to questions for each group

A focus on basic skills of literacy and numeracy and bringing all students to at least
a basic standard
Special prograrrmes like Queanbeyan Reading, maths skills (basIc Ilteracyl
numeracy)
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Charts showing response percentages to questions for each group

Dividing the day into short, distinct blocks/periods *
Large time blocks for lessons
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*Negative question., data reversed for graphing

Charts showing response percentages to questions for each group

An integrated curriculum where the different subjects link
together
SUbjects are not separated but combined
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*Negative que tion., data reversed for graphing

Charts showing response percentages to questions for each group

Long periods of time spent with your Home Group Teacher (pastoral care leacher)
Tutor groups are one of the leachers Ibnetabled classes so leacher nd studenls
have lhe chance to get to know each other well
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Charts showing response percentages to questions for each group

Recruitment of teachers with expert knowledge in their sUbject area *
Students and teachers understanding student's different learning styles
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Charts showing response percentages to questions for each group

A school that streams students to put similar abilities together *
Mixed ability classes
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Students are streamed by ability into different classes *
There is a variety of different abilities within one class
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*Negative question, data reversed for graphing

Charts showing response percentages to questions for each group

Placing students with special needs in 'normal' classes
Special classes and withdrawal groups for students with learning
difficulties *
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*Negabve question, data revencd for graphing

Charts showing response percentages to questions for each group

A school where students can express their individuality and
personaHty in their appearance *
A school where students wear colour code/uniform
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Students are allowed to wear whatever they like *
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Charts showing response percentages to questions for each group

Reporting on what students can do ie. what they have achieved not how well they
compare with others
Mechanisms to tell parents how their child's perfonnance ranks against others or
similar age *
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Parents are periodically informed of their child's position in the class *
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"Negative question, data reversed for graphing

Charts showing response percentages to questions for each group

Opportunities for learning a basic core of facts that students will
need for further education or for their place in society •
Development of research skills for intonnation retrieval
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*Negative question. data reversed for graphing

Charts showing response percentages to questions for each group

Dividing the school into smaller groups for children
Each student is part of a sub-school group of no more than 200
students
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Charts shclwing response percentages to questions for each group

Students involved in deciding what they will learn
Students consulted when generating themes for study
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